
UNITED STATES
SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20549-4561

February 11, 2011

Linda L. Griggs
Morgan, Lewis & Bockius LLP
III 1 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20004

Re: Bristol-Myers Squibb Company

Incoming letter dated December 30,2010

Dear Ms. Griggs:

This is in response to your letters dated December 30,2010, January 24,2011,
and January 27,2011 concerning the shareholder proposal submitted to Bristol-Myers by
Kenneth Steiner. We also have received letters on the proponent's behalf dated
January 10,2011, Januar 11,2011, January 17,2011, Januar 19,2011,
Januar 24,2011, January 25,2011, and January 27,2011. OurTesponse is attached to
the enclosed photocopy of your correspondence. By doing this, we avoid having to recite
or summarize the facts set forth in the correspondence. Copies of 

all of thecorrespondence also will be provided to the proponent.

In connection with this matter, your attention is directed to the enclosure, which
sets forth a brief discussion of the Division's informal procedures regarding shareholder
proposals.

  
Gregory S, Belliston
Special Counsel

Enclosures

cc: John Chevedden
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Response of the Office of Chief Counsel
Division of Corporation Finance

Re: Bristol-Myers Squibb Company

Incoming letter dated December 30,2010

The proposal relates to acting by written consent.

February 11,2011

We are unable to concur in your view that Bristol-Myers may exclude the
proposal under rules 14a-8(b) and 14a-8(f). In this regard, we note that Bristol-Myers
raises valid concerns reg¡irding whether the letter documenting the proponent's
ownership is "from the 'record' holder" of the proponent's securities, as required by
rule 14a-8(b)(2)(i). However, we also note that the person whose signature appears on
the letter has represented in a letter dated January 21, 2011 that the letter was prepared
under his supervision and that he reviewed it and confirmed it was accurate before
authorizing its use. In view of these representations, we are unable to conclude that
Bristol-Myers has met its burden of establishing that the letter is not from the record
holder of the proponent's securities. In addition, under the specific circumstances
described in your letter, we are unable to concur in your view that the proponent was
required to provide additional documentary support evidencing that he satisfied the
minimum ownership requirement as of the date that he revised his proposal.
Accordingly, we do not believe that Bristol-Myers may omit the proposal from its proxy
materials in reliance on rules 14a-8(b) and 14a-8(f).

 
Adam F. Turk
Attorney-Adviser



DIVISION OF CORPORATION FINANCE
 
INFORMAL PROCEDURS REGARING SHAHOLDER PROPOSALS
 

The Division of Corporation Fin~ce believes that its responsibility with respect to 
matters arsing under Rule 14a-8 (17 CFR 240. 
 14a-8); as with other matters under. the proxy 
rules, is to aid those who must comply with the rule by offering informal advice and suggestions 

. and to determine, initially, whether or not it may be appropriate in a paricular matter to 
recommend enforcement action to the Commission. In connection with a shareholder proposal 
under Rule 14a-8, the Division's sta considers the inormation fushed to it by the Company 
in support of its intention to exclude the proposals frOIp the Company's proxy materials, as well 
as any inormation furnshed by the propon.ent or the proponent's 
 representative. 

Although Rule 14a-8(k) does not require any comm~cations from shareholders to the 
Commssion's sta, the stawill always consider information concerng alleged violations of
 

the statutes admistered by the Commssion, including arguent as to whether or not activities 
proposed to be taen would be 
 violative of the statute or rule involved. Tne receipt by the sta 
of such inormation, however, should not be constred as changing the stafs inormal
 

procedurés and proxy review into a formal or adversary procedure: 

It is importt to 
 note that the stas and Commssion's no-action responses to 
Rule 14a-8(j submissions reflect only inormal views. The determinations/reached in these no-


action letters do not and canot adjudicate the merits of a company's position with respect to the 
proposaL. Only a cour such as a U.S. Distrct Cour can decide whether a company is obligated
 

the company in cour, should the management omit the proposal from the company's proxy 

.to include shareholder proposals in its proxy materials. Accordingly 
a discretionar 

determination not to recommend or tae Commssioll enforcement action, does not preclude a 
proponent, or any shareholder of a company, from pursuing any rights he or she may have against

materiaL. 



JOHN CHEVEDDEN
 

 
 

January 27, 2011

Offce of Chief Counsel

Division of Corporation Finance
Securties and Exchae Commission
100 F Street, NE
Washington, DC 20549

# 7 Rule 14a-8 Proposal
Bristol-Myers Squibb Company (BMY
Written Consent
Kenneth Steiner

Ladies and Gentlemen:

This fuer responds to the December 30, 2010 company request (supplemented) to avoid this

established rule 14a-8 proposal.

Motorola, Inc. (Januar 24, 2011) shows the continuig importance of following proper

procedures "in reliance on rule 14a-8(b) and 14a-8(f)."

The company no action request repeatedly emphasizes the importance of precedents, yet
provides no precedent of a company failing to follow proper procedure and avoiding a rule 14a-8
proposal nonetheless.

The company is attempting to take maxum advantage of a situation beyond the control of the
proponent: A broker in the process of transferrg his accounts to another broker afer nearly two

decades in business. The broker was a reliable source of broker letters for many years. This may
explain why the company apparently gave the 2011 broker letter only a quick glace when it was
received.

The proponent and his agent were not in favor of the broker transferrng his accounts to another
broker after nearly two decades. However the broker is an independent businessman and he
made his own decision.

Attached is the letter from Mark Filberto, President, DJF Discount Brokers from September
1992 until November 15, 2010. The broker letter for the company was prepared under the
supervision of Mark Filberto who signed the letter. Mr. Fìlberto reviewed and approved the
2011 broker letters that have his signature for the company and for other companes.

At this late date the company makes a number of unupported explicit or implicit claims plus the
company is making up its own rules. The company clais that it can ignore any details a one-
page broker letter until it reads a no action request by another company that calls attention to
handwrtig.

The carefully crafted company January 27, 2011 letter does not give a date the company first
noticed any issue with the handwriting. The company incorrectly claims that when it asks for a
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second broker letter it need not address any issue in a broker letter that the company already 
received for the sae proposal. The company ignores the 14-day rule to give the proponent full 
disclosure of any issues. 

According to the company it is presumably not the duty of the company to examine 100words of 
company decides to replicate a no action request byhandwrting in a broker letter until the 


another company. 

The company claims that if it term a broker letter uneliable for the fit tie just days before
 

the company's no action request deadline, then no procedural steps or dealines apply other than 
fiing a no action request. By adding its October 12, 2010 letter to its extended narative the 
Januar 27, 2011 company letter appears to claim it already had an "unreliable" broker letter on 
October 12, 2010 when it had in fact had no broker letter whatsoever. 

The company incorrectly claims that when it asks for a second broker letter it need not address 
any issue in a broker letter that the company aleady received for the same proposal. ¡he 
company fails to cite one precedent for ths. 

The company has no obligation to give complete notice of all issues in a second letter unless it 
intends to follow proper procedure in an attempt to avoid the proposal though the no action 
process. 

Rule 14a-8 states (emphais added): 
f. Question 6: What jf I fail to follow one of the eligibilty or procedural requirements 
explained in answers to Questions 1 through 4 of this section? 

The company may exclude your proposal, but only after it has notifed you of the 
problem, and you have failed adequately to correct it. Within 14 calendar days of 
receiving your proposal, the company must notify you in writing of any procedural 
or eligibilty deficiencies, as well as of the time frame for your response. 

It seems that the company has only firmy established a plausible date for the tranfer of the DJF 
accounts to another finn. And a plausible date is all the company needs for its tale of inuendo. 
The company use of quotes like, "We look forward to welcomig theses accounts ..." does 
nothg to establish a date. 

The company does not cite the source for its rule: 
the Proponent's

"A broker's independence that Rule 14a-8 requires for a reliable verification of 


share ownership is independence from the Rule 14a-8 activities of the Proponent and his agent, 
Mr. Chevedden." 

The company Januar 27, 2011 letter now gives the source as the company interpretative 
narrative. 

It appears that the company would insist that a proponent canot not talk to his broker about 
corporate governance because governance is a key factor in "Rule 14a-8 activities." And there is 
stil no source for the company definition of "Rule 14a-8 activities." How many years of 
independence are supposedly required? The company needs to explain its rules in greater detail 
to at least complete its fictional narative. 



The company claim that a typical broker is incapable of checkig 8 form letters in a day. The 
company claims that a revision triggers a gap in the application of a broker letter and there is no 
gap when there is no revision. Revisions, or the root of the word revision, are mentioned 50

Legal Bulletins 14 through 14E. Yet there is not one
times in Rule 14a-8 and the associated Staff 


notation that a revision trggers a requirement for a second broker letter. 

The company does not explain a need for its scenaro of an October 12, 2010 "scramble" given 
that Mark Filberto was President ofDJF Discount Brokers until November 15, 2010. 

Mr. Steiner continu~s to own the required stock and wil receive a ballot for the 2011 anual 
meeting. Mr. Steiner has a powerful incentive to continue to own the same stock that he has 
owned more thn a decade because he will not be able to submit a rule 14a-8 proposal for 2012 
unless he does.
 

The company's previous discussion of the Apache case is another effort to re-characterize the 
cour's emphatic rejecton of Apache Corp's attempted reinterpretation of Rule 14a-8(b)(2). 
Commission staf has repeatedly rejected such attempts. For an accurate descrption of what 
happened in the Apache case please see my response for Union Pacifc Corporation (March 26, 
2010) and News Corporation (July 27, 2010). 

In the Apache case the cour indicated that its decision was narow and applied only to the 
specific facts in that case. That was another way of saying issuers should not cite ths decision in 
no-action requests to the SEC. 

This is to request that the Securities and Exchange Commission allow the resolution to stand and 
be voted upon in the 2011 proxy. 

Sincerely, 

OM Chevedden ~~. 

cc: Kenneth Steiner 
Sonia Vora o:Sonia.V ora(bms.com:: 



-- --

. Januar 24, 2ni 1 

Response of the Offce of Chief Counsel 
Diviion of Corporation Finance 

Re= Motorolti Inc.
 
Incoming letter dated Decber 21, 2010
 

The propoal relates tQ hùm rights 

We ar mabIe to coclude tht Motoròla has met its buren of estabiishig that it 
may exclude The Domesc and- Foregn Missionary Societ oftb Episcpa Churcl and
 

Congregation of the Sisrs of Chty of the hicaate Word, San Antonio as. .
 
co-proponents of the proposal under rue i 4a.8(l). In ths regad; we note 1lat Moto.rola
 

. do not state whe or not these two èo-proponents reponded to Motorla'-s reest
 

ror docuenta support and. if they did resnd,.why the respònse fail to establisn that
the capiponents satied the iiimum ownerhip reuient for thè one-yea peod
reqired bÝ. rue 14a:8(b). Accrdigly, we do not believe that Motorla inyomit The 
DoiIesc ånd Foreign Missióna Sóciet of 
 the Episcopal Churh ¡mà Congregtion of 

. theSisers ofChañtyofthe Incaate Word San Antonio as.co-propoiients.ofthe 
prosa in reliance on rues l4a-8(b) and 14å-8(t). . .
 

SincerelY7 

Adam F. Turk 
Attomey-Advi' 



R&R Planning Group LTD
 
1981 Marcus Avenue, Suite C114
 

Lae Success, NY 11042
 

Offce of Chief Counsel 
Division of Corporation Finance 
Securties and Exchange Commssion 
100 F Street, NE 
Washington, DC 20549 

Ladies and Gentlemen: 

Each of the DJF Discount Brokers letters for Mr. Kenneth Steier's 2011 rue 
14a-8 proposals were prepared under my supervsion and signatue. I reviewed 
each letter and confined each was accurate before authoring Mr. Steiner or 
his representative to use each letter. 

Sincerely, 

'-lùi\$,J~ :Jt:l1 ua"j .d Ii J 0 II
Mark Filberto
 
President, DJF Discount Brokers from September 1992 unti November 15,
 
2010 

Mark Filberto 
R&R Plang Group LTD
 



Morgan, Lewis & Bockius LLP
 

1111 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW Morgan Lewis
Washington, DC 20004 COUNSELORS AT LAW
Tel: 202.39.3000 

'-I
Fax: 202.739.3001 
www.morganlewis.com 

Linda L. Griggs 
Partner 
202.739.5245 
Igriggs~morganlewis.com 

Januar 27,2011
 

VIA HAND DELIVERY AND EMAIL 

Offce of Chief Counsel
 

Division of Corporation Finance 
Securities and Exchange Commission 
100 F Street, N.E. 
Washington, DC 20549 

Re: Bristol-Myers Squibb Company: Omission of Shareholder Proposal Submitted
 

by Mr. John Chevedden on Behalf Mr. Kenneth Steinerof 

Exchange Act of 1934 Rule 14a-8 

Ladies and Gentlemen: 

This letter is submitted on behalf of 
 Bristol-Myers Squibb Company (the "Company") to 
respond to the letter dated January 24,2011 (the "January 24,2011 Letter") and the letter dated 
Januar 25,2011, which is substantially the same as the January 24,2011 Letter (the "January 25, 
2011 Letter, and along with the January 24,2011 Letter, the "New Chevedden Letters"), submitted 
by Mr. John Chevedden with respect to the no-action request that we submitted to the staff of 
 the 
Division of 
 Corporation Finance (the "Staff') on December 30, 2010 (the "No-Action Request"), 
pursuant to Rule 14a-8(j) under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, on behalf ofthe 
Company. The No-Action Request relates to a shareholder proposal regarding shareholder action 
by written consent submitted by Mr. Chevedden on behalf of 
 Mr. Kenneth Steiner (the
"Proponent") by email dated, and received on, November 13,2010 (the "November 13, 2010 
Submission"), which replaced a shareholder proposal regarding shareholder action by wrtten 
consent submitted by Mr. Chevedden on behalf of the Proponent by email dated, and received on, 
October 6,2010 (the "Original Rule 14a-8 Proposal"). 

With the receipt of 
 the New Chevedden Letters, the Company has now received six letters 
from Mr. Chevedden with respect to the No-Action Request. Mr. Chevedden submitted a letter 
dated January 10, 2011 (the "January 10, 2011 Letter"), a letter dated January 11, 2011 (the 
"January 11, 2011 Letter"), attaching a letter dated January 11,2010 (sic) from Mr. Mark Filiberto 
(the "Filiberto Letter"), a letter dated January 17,2011 (the "Januar 17,2011 Letter"), and a letter 

DBII66445380.i 



Office of Chief Counsel 
Division of Corporation Finance 

Morg Lewi 
COUNSELORS AT LAW 

Securities and Exchange Commission 
January 27,2011 
Page 2 

dated Januar 19,2011 (the "January 19,2011 Letter" and, along with the January 10,2011 Letter, 
the Januar 11,2011 Letter and the Januar 17, 2011 Letter, the "Prior Chevedden Letters"), which 
we addressed on behalf of 
 the Company by letter dated January 24,2011 (the "Prior Company 
Response"). In addition, the Januar 24, 2011 Letter and the January 25, 2011 Letter each attached
 

a new letter from Mr. Mark Filiberto that is dated Januar 21,2011 (rather than January 11,2010 
(sic J, the date of the Filiberto Letter), but is identical in all substantive respects to the Filiberto 
Letter (the "New Filiberto Letter"). 

The Januar 24, 2011 Letter, enclosed as Exhibit A hereto, and the January 25, 2011 Letter, 
enclosed as Exhibit B hereto, contain inaccuracies, as did the Prior Chevedden Letters, and repeat 
various unsupported assertions made in the Prior Chevedden Letters. Once again, each ofthe New 
Chevedden Letters and the New Filiberto Letter fails to address the reliability concerns that we 
identified in the No-Action Request or to rebut the factual inferences cited in the No-Action 
Request. 

Mr. Chevedden identified the proposal submitted in the November 13, 2010 Submission as 
the "Rule 14a-8 Proposal Revision." We use the term "Rule 14a-8 Proposal Revision" in this letter 
to refer to the revised proposal submitted on November 13,2010 and the term "Proposals" to refer 
to both the Original Rule 14a-8 Proposal and the Rule 14a-8 Proposal Revision. 

We respectfully reiterate our request in the No-Action Request that the Staff concur that it 
wil not recommend enforcement action to the Securities and Exchange Commission (the 
"Commission") if the Company omits the Proposals from its 2011 proxy materials pursuant to 
Rules 14a-8(b) and 14a-8(f)(I). 

This letter wil address varous inaccuracies and arguments in the New Chevedden Letters 
that are different from the inaccuracies and arguments in the Prior Chevedden Letters. In addition, 
it wil briefly explain why, notwithstanding the New Chevedden Letters and the New Filiberto 
Letter, we continue to have concerns about the reliability of Mr. Chevedden's share ownership
verification processes for the Proposals and about whether the pre-typed, pre-signed DJF Discount 
Brokers form, dated "12 October 2010" (the "Purported Verification Letter"), complies with Rule 
14a-8(b)(2). 

The New Chevedden Letters make the following inaccurate statements: 

· In the New Chevedden Letters, Mr. Chevedden states as follows: "At this late date 
the company makes a number of unsupported explicit or implicit claims and the 
company is makng up its own rules. The company claims that it can ignore any 
details a one-page broker letter until it reads a no action request by another company 
that calls attention to handwriting." 

o The Prior Company Response did not make any new "claims" or make any new
 

arguments "(a Jt this late date." The "claims" and arguents in the Prior 

DB1/66445380. i 



Office of Chief Counsel Morg Lewi 
COUNSELORS AT LAW
Division of Corporation Finance 

Securities and Exchange Commission 
January 27,2011 
Page 3
 

Company Response are consistent with the Company's "claims" and arguments 
in the No-Action request and merely responded to the Prior Chevedden Letters 
and the Filiberto Letter. 

o The Company did not "ignore any details a one-page broker letter until it (read) 
a no action request by another company that (called) attention to handwrting." 
The No-Action Request described the handwriting similarities that led the 
Company to believe that the Purported Verification Letter was completed by Mr. 
Chevedden, the Proponent's agent, or someone on his behalf, and not by DJF 
Discount Brokers, and argued that such "statement" was not "from" a broker 
that was independent of Mr. Chevedden, the agent of the Proponent. 

. In the New Chevedden Letters, Mr. Chevedden states as follows: "The company
 

claims that if it terms a broker letter unreliable for the first time just days before the 
company's no action request deadline, then no procedural steps or deadlines apply 
other than filing a no action request." 

o Neither the No-Action Request nor the Prior Company Response made that 
"claim" and the facts are not consistent with Mr. Chevedden's assertion. 

o The Company sent two letters to Mr. Chevedden advising him ofthe procedural 
deficiencies in the Proposals. The first letter, dated October 12, 2010 (the "First 
Deficiency Letter"), advised Mr. Chevedden of the procedural deficiencies in 
Mr. Chevedden's submission ofthe Original Rule 14a-8 Proposal on October 6, 
2010 (the "October 6,2010 Submission"), since the October 6, 2010 Submission 
did not include proof ofthe Proponent's share ownership as of October 6, 2010, 
as required by Rule 14a-8(b)(2). The second letter, dated November 23,2010 
(the "Second Deficiency Letter"), advised Mr. Chevedden ofthe procedural 
deficiencies in the November 13, 2010 Submission, since the November 13, 
2010 Submission did not include proof of the Proponent's share ownership as of 

the First Deficiency Letter and the Second 
Deficiency Letter advised Mr. Chevedden that he had 14 calendar days from the 
November 13, 2010. Each of 


receipt ofthe letter to provide the required proof of the Proponent's share 
ownership. See Sections C.6. intro & b. and G.3. of Staff Legal Bulletin No. 14 

(July 13,2001) and Section C. of 
Staff Legal Bulletin No. 14B (September 15, 

the First Deficiency Letter and the Second 
Deficiency Letter advised Mr. Chevedden of the required form of the proof of 
2004). Furthermore, each of 


the Proponent's share ownership, including by attaching a copy of Rule 14a-8. 
As we said in the No-Action Request, the Company did not have a further 
obligation to advise Mr. Chevedden that the form of proof of ownership 
provided in response to the First Deficiency Letter was insufficient before fiing 

Legalthe No-Action Request. See Rule 14a-8(f)(I) and Section C.6. of Staff 

DBl/66445380.1 



Morg Lewi
Office of Chief Counsel 
COUNSELORS AT LAW
Division of Corporation Finance 

Securities and Exchange Commission 
Januar 27,2011
 

Page 4 

Bulletin No. 14. In addition, for the reasons set forth in the No Action Request, 
the Company continues to regard the submission of the Rule 14a-8 Proposal 
Revision as a new proposal that replaced the Original 14a-8 ProposaL.
 

Therefore, the Company had no obligation to discuss in the Second Deficiency 
Letter any deficiencies in the Purported Verification Letter that was provided in 
connection with the Original Rule 14a-8 Proposal that was subsequently 
replaced by the Rule 14a-8 Proposal Revision. 

. In the New Chevedden Letters, Mr. Chevedden states as follows: "The company
 

claims that the broker letter must be signed on the same date that a rule 14a-8 
proposals is submitted to a company." 

o Neither the No-Action Request nor the Prior Company Response made that
 

"claim. " 

o The No-Action Request stated that "Rule 14a-8(b)'s procedural requirement for 
the proponent to prove the requisite share ownership as of the submission date 
of a shareholder proposal is a bedrock principle of eligibilty to submit a 
shareholder proposal in the first place." 

o In addition, the No-Action Request and the Prior Company Response noted that
 

Mr. Filiberto asserted in the Purposed Verification Letter that he "certifies as of 
the date ofthis certification," i.e., "12 October 2010," the Proponent's share 
ownership. We questioned whether on "12 October 2010" Mr. Filiberto could 

the Proponent's share ownership 
information as of"12 October 2010" when at least eight letters that provided 
really have certified the accuracy of 


proof of 
 the Proponent's share ownership were all dated "12 October 2010." 

The New Chevedden Letters also include the following arguments that we believe require 
responses: 

. In the New Chevedden Letters, Mr. Chevedden asserts as follows: "The company is
 

attempting to take maximum advantage of a situation beyond the control of the 
proponent: A broker in the process of transferrng his accounts to another broker 
after nearly two decades in business." In the January 25, 2011 Letter, Mr. 
Chevedden adds that "(t)he proponent and his agent were not in favor ofthe broker 
transferrng his accounts to another broker after nearly two decades." 

Mr. Chevedden's statements is unclear, we take them to 
mean that the Proponent and Mr. Chevedden were not in control of DJF 

o While the intent of 


its retail brokerage accounts to Muriel Siebert & 
Co., Inc., and that, through no fault ofthe Proponent or Mr. Chevedden, Mr. 
Chevedden had no choice but to use the pre-typed, pre-signed DJF Discount 

Discount Brokers' transfer of 
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Brokers forms, and to scramble on "12 October 2010" to secure from Mr. 
Filiberto the necessar account information for the Proponent in the eight 
companies so that Mr. Chevedden could complete the forms before the 
Proponent's account was transferred to Murel Siebert & Co., Inc., possibly on 
the next day, October 13,2010. 

o But, in fact, "12 October 2010" was not the first time that Mr. Chevedden had 
used these same pre-typed, pre-signed DJF Discount Brokers forms from Mr. 
Filiberto. The No-Action Request enclosed as Exhibit J thereto sample copies 
of the same pre-typed, pre-signed form that Mr. Chevedden has used in prior 
years. Thus, Mr. Chevedden's use ofthese pre-tyed, pre-signed forms from 

Mr. Filiberto did not happen this one time because of the imminent transfer of 
the Proponent's brokerage account from DJF Discount Brokers to Muriel Siebert 
& Co., Inc. Nor, apparently, was "12 October 2010" the last time that Mr. 
Chevedden used the DJF Discount Broker forms. In fact, he used the same form 

Mr. 

Chevedden's share ownership in Textron Inc. See Textron Inc. (January 5, 
on "25 October 2010" (enclosed hereto as Exhibit C) to provide proof of 


2011; appeal denied Januar 12, 2011). 

o Thus, either the Proponent's DJF Discount Brokers account was not in imminent
 

being transferred to Muriel Siebert & Co., Inc. 
or, more troubling, the account was in fact transferred on October 13, 2010 as 
the Muriel Siebert & Co., Inc. press release seems to state, but Mr. Chevedden 
and Mr. Filiberto continued to use the same pre-typed, pre-signed DJF Discount 
Brokers form after the Proponent's account was transferred out ofDJF Discount 
Brokers. As we noted in the Prior Response, neither Mr. Chevedden nor Mr. 
Filiberto has addressed when in fact the Proponent's account was transferred to 
Muriel Siebert & Co., Inc. The New Chevedden Letters and the New Filiberto 
Letter continue to fail to address this issue. 

danger on "12 October 2010" of 


o In any event, neither Mr. Chevedden nor Mr. Filiberto explains how the transfer
 

of the Proponent's DJF Discount Brokers account to Muriel Siebert & Co., Inc. 
somehow adversely affected the Proponent's and Mr. Chevedden's ability to 
obtain a letter from Muriel Siebert & Co., Inc. providing proof of the 
Proponent's share ownership. Muriel Siebert's October 13, 2010 press release 
announcing the acquisition of the DJF Discount Brokers accounts stated as 
follows: "We look forward to welcoming these accounts to the Sierbert family 
and providing them with excellent customer support and service." 
(Emphasis added) Neither the Prior Chevedden Letters nor the New Chevedden 
Letters describe any efforts to obtain proof of share ownership from Muriel 
Siebert, or why such efforts would have been unsuccessful, within the 14-day 

Rule 14a-8(f)(I).deadline of 
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. In the New Chevedden Letters, Mr. Chevedden states as follows: "The company 

does not cite the source for its rule: 'A broker's independence that Rule 14a-8 
requires for a reliable verification of the Proponent's share ownership is 
independence from the Rule 14a-8 activities of the Proponent and his agent, Mr. 
Chevedden. ", 

o In the No-Action Request, we stressed that Rule 14a-8(b), before it was 
rewrtten in "plain English," required that the proof of share ownership be 
submitted by a record owner or "an independent third party," and we cited the 
Commission's release that stated that, "(u)nless specifically indicated otherwise, 
none of (the revisions to recast Rule 14a-8 into a more plain-English Question & 
Answer format) are intended to signal a change in our current interpretations." 
See Securities Exchange Act Release No. 40018 (May 21, 1998),63 FR 29106 
at note 13 (May 28, 1998). 

o In order for the phrase "independent third pary" to have any meaning, given
 

that the proponent's own broker, including an introducing broker, is eligible to 
submit the proof of ownership information under Rule 14a-8(b )(2), it must mean 
that an authorized agent of the broker must prepare the "statement" providing 

Rule 14a-8, and that 
the broker and its authorized agent do not have any relationship with the 
proponent or his agent other than serving as the proponent's broker that could 
give rise to a concern about the reliability for Rule 14a-8(b )(2) purposes of that 
share ownership statement "from" the broker. IfMr. Chevedden claims that he 
was DJF Discount Brokers' authorized agent in completing the pre-typed, pre-
signed forms for DJF Discount Brokers, he certainly is not independent of the 
Proponent and the Proponent's agent - because he is the Proponent's agent. 

proof of the proponent's share ownership for purposes of 


Alternatively, if Mr. Chevedden claims that Mr. Filiberto's "supervision" of Mr. 
the pre-typed, pre-signed forms means that Mr.Chevedden's completion of 


Filiberto is DJF Discount Brokers' authorized agent who provided the required 
"statement" that is "from" DJF Discount Brokers, then the record is clear that 

Rule 14aMr. Filiberto is not independent from Mr. Chevedden for purposes of 


8(b)(2). Given that Mr. Chevedden has acted as Mr. Filiberto's agent in 
submitting Rule 14a-8 shareholder proposals - including proposals relating to 
the ability of shareholders to call a special shareholder meeting, a proposal often 
paired by corporate governance activists with a shareholder action by wrtten 

the tye at issue here (see, M,, Alcoa Inc. (Februar 19, 
2009)) - Mr. Filiberto would appear not to be an "independent third party" with 
respect to the Proponent's agent, Mr. Chevedden. The requirement for 
submission of independent proof of share ownership is intended to provide 
evidence to a company and the Staff on which they can rely in determining 

consent proposal of 
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whether the proponent has met his burden of proof to demonstrate his share 
ownership for purposes of the eligibility requirements of Rule 14a-8(b )(2). 

Indeed, neither Mr. Chevedden nor Mr. Filiberto provides any evidence that the "statement" 
of the Proponent's share ownership that Rule 14a-8(b)(2) requires be "from" the broker in fact 
came from DJF Discount Brokers. Neither the New Chevedden Letters nor the New Filiberto 
Letter states that Mr. Filiberto, or another employee at DJF Discount Brokers, completed the 
Purported Verification Letter. In addition, neither the New Chevedden Letters nor the New 
Filiberto Letter provides any new evidence supporting the reliability of the Purported Verification 

the Proponent's brokerage account made it impossible for 
the Proponent to submit a new proof of share ownership. The New Chevedden Letters, like the 
Prior Chevedden Letters, simply mischaracterize the Company's arguments without addressing the 

Letter, or explains why the transfer of 


the Purported Verification Letter.facts and the Company's serious concerns about the reliability of 


** * 

For the reasons set forth in the No-Action Request, the Prior Company Response and 
his 

herein, we submit that the Proponent has not met his burden to provide the required proof of 


share ownership. Therefore, we respectfully request the Staffs concurrence with our views that 
the Rule 14a-8 Proposal Revision may be excluded under Rule 14a-8(b) and Rule 14a-8(f)(I) 

the Proponent's share ownership was provided as ofthe November 13, 2010 
submission date of the Rule 14a-8 Proposal Revision, and that the Proposals may be excluded 
under Rule 14a-8(b) and Rule 14a-8(f)(l) because the Proponent has not met his burden of 
providing reliable proof of his share ownership as of the October 6, 2010 submission date of the 
Original Rule 14a-8 Proposal. 

because no proof of 

Thank you for your consideration of this letter. 

~s inc i;.ê&) _ J/ 'ir /, 
K' :;.,.. "'''n¿ i'./ ./
,~....." ~ ./. . ~
 
( inda L. Gri gsl 

Enclosures 

cc: Ms. Sonia Vora
 
Assistant General Counsel & 
Assistant Corporate Secretar 
(with enclosures) 

Mr. John Chevedden
 
(with enclosures)
 

Mr. Kenneth Steiner 
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(with enclosures) 

Exhibits: 

Mr. John Chevedden, attaching the January 21,2010 
letter signed by Mark Filiberto 

A The January 24,2011 Letter of 


Mr. John Chevedden, attaching the Januar 21,2010B The January 25,2011 Letter of 


letter signed by Mark Filiberto 

C The "25 October 2010" Letter ofDJF Discount Brokers sent to Textron Inc. 

DB 1/66445380. i 



EXHIBIT A
 



JOHN CHEVEDDEN
 

  

Janua 24, 2011

Offce of Chief Counel
Division of Corporation Finance
Securties and Exchange Commssion
100 F Street, NE
Washington, DC 20549

# 5 Rule 14a-8 Proposal
Bristol-Myers Squibb Company (BMY)
Written Consent
Kenneth Steiner

Ladies and Gentlemen:

This futher responds to the December 30,2010 company request to avoid this established rule
i 4a-8 proposaL.

The company is attempting to take maximum advantage of a sitution beyond the control of the
proponent: A broker in the process of transfemng his accounts to another broker afer nearly two
decades in business.

Attached is an additional letter from Mark FiHberto, President, DJF Discount Brokers from
September 1992 until November 15, 2010. The broker letter for the company was prepared under
the supervision of Mark Filberto who signed the letter. Mark Filiberto reviewed and approved
the 2011 broker letters that have his signature for the company and for other companies.

At this late date the company makes a number of unsupported explicit or implicit claims and the
company is makg up its own rules. The company claims that it can ignore any details a one-
page broker letter until it reads a no action request by another company that calls attention to
handwrting. It is presumably not the burden of the company to examine lO-words of
handwnting in a broker letter until the company decides 

to replicate a no action request by
another company. The company claims that if it terms a broker letter unreliable for the first time
near the no action request deadline, then no procedural steps or deadlines apply other than fiing
a no action request.

The company claims that when it asks for a second broker letter it need not address any issue in 'a
broker letter that the company already received for the same proposaL.

It seems that the company has only firmy established a plausible date for the transfer of the DJF
accounts to another firm. And a plausible date is all the company needs for its tale ofinnuendo.

The company does not cite the source for its rule:
"A broker's independence that Rule 14a-8 requires for a reliable verification of the Proponent's
share ownership is independence from the Rule 14a-8 activities of the Proponent and his agent,
Mr. Chevedden."

*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 *** 



It appears that the company would insist that a proponent canot not talk to his broker about 
corporate governance because governance is a key factor in Rule 14a-8 activities. And where is 
the source for the company defintion of "Rule 14a-8 activities" and how many years of 
independence is required. The company needs to explain its rules in greater detail to complete its 
fictional account. 

The company claims that the broker letter must be signed on the same date that a rule 14a-8 
proposals is submitted to a company. The company claims that a typical broker is incapable of 

8 form letters in a day. The company claims that a revision triggers a gap in the 
application of a broker letter and when there is no revision there is no gap. Revisions, or the root 
of the word revision, are mentioned 50-times in Rule 14a-8 and the associated Staff Legal 
Bulletin 14 through 14E. Yet there is not one notation that a revision triggers a requirement for

checking 

a second broker letter. .
 

The company's previous discussion of the Apache case is another effort to re-characterize the 
court's emphatic rejection of Apache Corp's attempted reinterpretation of Rule 14a-8(b)(2). 
Commission staf has repeatedly rejected such attempts. For an accurate description of what 
happened in the Apache case please see my response for Union Pacifc Corporation (March 26, 
2010) and News Corporation (July 27, 2010). 

In the Apache case the cour indicated that its decision was narrow and applied only to the 
specific facts in that case. That was another way of saying issuers should not cite ths decision in 
no-action requests to the SEC. 

This is to request that the Securities and Exchange Commission allow the resolution to stand and 
be voted upon in the 2011 proxy. 

2: · ~
 
cc: Kenneth Steiner 
Sonia Vora -(Sonia. V ora(qbms.com~ 



R&R Planning Group LTD
 
1981 Marcus Avenue, Suite C114
 

Lae Success, NY 11042
 

Offce or Chief Counsel 
Division of Corporation Finance 
Securties and Exchange Commssion 
100 F Street, NE 
Washington, DC 20549 

Ladies and Gentlemen: 

Each of the DJF Discount Brokers letters for Mr. Kenneth Steiner's 2011 rule 
14a~8 proposals were prepared under my supervision and signatue. I reviewed
 

each letter and confired each was accurate before authoring Mr. Steiner or 
his representative to use each letter. 

Sincerely, 

l-I1Lf \- ~~ :)t:l1ual: .; I) J 0 II
Mark Filberto 
President, DJF Discount Brokers from September 1992 until November 15, 
2010 

Mark Filberto 
R&R Plang Group LTD
 



EXHIBIT B
 



JOHN CHEVEDDEN
 

  

Januar 2S~ 201 I

Offce of Cruef Counsel

Division of Corporation Finance
Securities and Exchange Commission
100 F Street~ NE
Washington, DC 20549

# 6 Rule 14a-8 Proposal
Bristol-Myers Squibb Company (BMY)
Written Consent
Kenneth Steiner

Ladies and Gentlemen:

This further responds to the December 30, 2010 company request (supplemented) to avoid this
established rule 14a-8 proposaL.

The company is attempting to take maximum advantage of a situation beyond the control of 
the

. proponent: A broker in the process of transferrng rus accounts to another broker after nearly two
decades in business. The broker was a reliable source of broker letters for many years. Trus may
explain why the company apparently gave the 20 i 1 broker letter only a quick glace when it was.
received.

The proponent and his agent were not in favor ofthe broker transferring his accounts to another
broker after nearly two decades. However the broker is an independent businessman and he
made rus own decision. .

Attached is an additional letter from Mark FiUberto, President, DJF Discount Brokers from
September 1992 until November 15,2010. The broker letter for the company was prepared under
the supervision of Mark Filberto who signed the letter. Mark Filberto reviewed and approved
the 20 11 broker letters that have his signature for the company and for other companes.

At ths late date the company makes a number of unsupported explicit or implicit claims plus the
company is makg up its own rules. The company claims that it can ignore any details a one-
page broker letter until it reads a no action request by another company that calls attention to
handwriting. It is presumably not the burden of the company to examne 10-words of
handwriting in a broker letter until the company decides to replicate a no action request by
another company.

The company claims that if it terms a broker letter uneliable for the first time just days before
the company~ s no action request deadline~ then no procedural steps or deadlines apply other than

fiing a no action request.

The company claims that when it asks for a second broker letter it need not address any issue in a
broker letter that the company already received for the same proposaL.

*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 *** 



It seems that the company has only firmly established a plausible date for the transfer of the DJF 
accounts to another firm. And a plausible date is all the company needs for its tale of innuendo. 

The company does not cite the source for its rule: 
the Proponent's"A broker's independence that Rule 14a-8 requires for a reliable verification of 


share ownership is independence from the Rule 14a-8 activities of the Proponent and rus agent, 
Mr. Chevedden." 

It appears that the company would insist that a proponent canot not talk to ils broker about 
corporate governance because governance is a key factor in "Rule 14a-8 activities." And where 
is the source for the company definition of "Rule 14a-8 activities" and how many years of 
îndependence is supposedly required. The company needs to explain its rules in greater detail to 
at least complete its fictional account. 

The company now claims that the broker letter must be signed on the sae date that a rule 14a-8 
proposal is submitted to a company. The company claims that a typical broker is incapable of 
checking 8 form letters in a day. The company claims that a revision triggers a gap in the 
application of a broker letter and there is no gap when there is no revision.. Revisions, or the root 
of the word revision, are mentioned 50-times in Rule 14a-8 and the associated Staff Legal 
Bulletins 14 through 14E. Yet there is not one notation that a revision triggers a requirement for 
a second broker letter. 

The company's previous discussion of the Apache case is another effort to re-characterize the 
court's emphatic rejection of Al?ache Corp's attempted reinterpretation of Rule 14a-8(b)(2).
 

Commission staff has repeatedly rejected such attempts. For an accurate description of what 
happened in the Apache case please see my response for Union Pacifc Corporation (March 26, 
2010) and News Corporation (July 27, 2010). 

In the Apache case the court indicated that its decision was narrow and applied only to the 
specifc facts in that case. That was another way of saying issuers should not cite trus decision in 
no-action requests to the SEC. 

allow the resolution to stand andTils is to request that the Securities and Exchange Commission 


be voted upon in the 2011 proxy. 

'"# 
ohn Chevedden ~ 

cc: Kenneth Steiner
 
Sonia Vora .(Sonia.Vora~bms.com).
 



R&R Planning Group LTD 
1981 Marcus Avenue, Suite C 114 

Lae Success, NY 1 i 042 

Offce or Chief Counsel 
Division of Corpration Finance 
Secunties and Exchange Commssion 
100 F Street, NE 
Washington, DC 20549 

. Ladies. and Gentlemen: 

Each of the DJF Discount Brokers letters for Mr. Kenneth Steiner's 201 i rue 
14a-8 proposas were prepared under my supervsion and signatue. I reviewed
 

each letter and confed each was accurte. berore authorig Mr. Steiner or 
his representative to use each letter. 

Sincerely, 

'-/J,¡ i \:-l~ ;111"'''l; .; II J. 0 II
Mark Filberto 
President, DJ Discount Brokers from September i 992 unti November 15, 
2010 

Mark Filberto 
R&R Planing Group LTD
 



EXHIBIT C 

" 



-lDL
 
DISCOUNT BROKERS
 

Date: r)) tJC:1?bB ;iID 

\; 
~ 

Síncerely.~du~~ 
Mark FùibeIto,
 
President
 
DJF Disaun Brokers 

198\ Marcu$ Avenue. Sull.: el14 · Lake Success. NY 11042 

SI6.323-2600 300' 69S.EAV w\lw.djrdiS.cOnl Fai: S16. 328-2323 



 
 

  

Januar 25, 2011

Offce of Chief Counsel

Division of Corporation Finance
Securities and Exchange Commission
100 F Street, NE
Washington, DC 20549

# 6 Rule 14a-8 Proposal
Bristol-Myers Squibb Company (BMY
Written Consent
Kenneth Steiner

Ladies and Gentlemen:

This further responds to the December 30, 2010 company request (supplemented) to avoid this
estblished rule 14a-8 proposal.

The company is attempting to take maximwn advantage of a sitution beyond the control of the
proponent: A broker in the process of tranferrg his accounts to another broker after nearly two

decades in business. The broker was a reliable source of broker letters for many years. This may
explain why the compan apparently gave the 201 1 broker letter only a quick glace when it was
received.

The proponent and his agent were not in favor of the broker tranferrng his accounts to another

broker after nearly two decades. However the broker is an independent businessman and he
made his own decision.

Attached is an additional letter from Mark Filiberto, President, DJF Discount Brokers from
September 1992 until November 15, 2010. The broker letter for the company was prepared under
the supervision of Mark Filberto who signed the letter. Mark Filiberto reviewed and approved
the 2011 broker letters that have his signature for the company and for other companes.

At ths late date the company makes a number of unsupported explicit or implicit claim plus the
company is makg up its own rules. The company clais that it can ignore any details a one-
page broker letter until it reads a no action request by another company that calls attention to
handwriting. It is presumably not the burden of the company to exame 10-words of
handwriting in a broker letter until the company decides to replicate a no action request by
another company.

The company claims that if it ters a broker letter uneliable for the frrst time just days before
the company's no action request deadlie, then no procedural steps or deadlines apply other than
fiing a no action request.

The company claims that when it asks for a second broker letter it need not address any issue in a
broker letter that the company already received for the same proposaL.

*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 *** 



It seems that the company has only firmly established a plausible date for the transfer of the DJF 
accounts to another firm. And a plausible date is all the company needs for its tale of innuendo. 

The company does not cite the source for its rule:
 
"A broker's independence that Rule 14a-8 requires for a reliable venfication of the Proponent's
 
share ownership is independence from the Rule 14a-8 activities of the Proponent and ils agent,
 
Mr. Chevedden."
 

It appears that the company would insist that a proponent canot not talk to ils broker about 
corporate governance because governance is a key factor in "Rule 14a-8 activities." And where 
is the source for the company defintion of "Rule 14a-8 activities" and how many years of 
independence is supposedly required. The company needs to explain its rules in greater detail to 
at least complete its fictional account. 

The company now claims that the broker lettr must be signed on the sae date that a rue 14a-8 
proposal is submitted to a company. The company clais that a typical broker is Ì1capable of 
checkig 8 form letters in a day. The company clais that a revision triggers a gap in the 
application of a broker letter and there is no gap when there is no revision. Revisions, or the root 
of the word revision, are mentioned 50-times in Rule 14a-8 and the associated Staf Legal 
Bulletins 14 though 14E. Yet there is not one notation that a revision trggers a requirement for 
a second broker lettr.
 

The company's previous discussion of the Apache case is another effort to re-characterize the 
court's emphatic rejection of Apache Corp's attempted reinterpretation of Rule 14a-8(b)(2). 
Commission staff ha repeatedly rejected such attmpts. For an accurate description of what 
happened in the Apache case please see my response for Union Pacifc Corporation (March 26, 
2010) and News Corporation (July 27, 2010). 

In the Apache case the court indicated that its decision was narrow and applied only to the 
specific facts in that case. That was another way of saying issuers should not cite tils decision in 
no-action requests to the SEC. 

Tils is to request that the Securities and Exchage Commission allow the resolution to stand and 
be voted upon in the 2011 proxy. 

--.¿ -
ohn Chevedden ~ 

cc: Kenneth Steiner 
Sonia Vora ":Sonia. V ora~bms.com:; 



R&R Planning Group LTD 
1981 Marcus Avenue, Suite Cl14 

La Success, NY 11042
 

Offce of Chief Counsel 
Division of Corpration Fiance 
Secunties and Exchange Commssion 
100 F Street, NE 
Washington, DC 20549 

Ladies. and Gentlemen: 

Each of the DJF Disount Brokers letters for Mr. Kenneth Steiners 2011 rue 
14a~8 proposas were prepared under my supervsion and signatue. I reviewed

each letter and confed each was accurte. before authorig Mr. Steiner or 
his repreentative to use each letter. 

Sincerely, 

"-/JLb ~ ~~ :J¡;Uar£1 .; '/ J- 0 I /Mark Filbeo v
 
President, DJ Discunt Brokers from September 1992 unti November 15, 
2010 

Mark Filberto 
R&R Plang Group LTD
 



 
 

  

Janua 24, 201 1

Office of Chief Counel
Division of Corporation Finance
Securties and Exchange Commssion
100 F Street, NE
Washington, DC 20549

# 5 Rule 14a-8 Proposal
Britol-Myers Squibb Company (BMY
Written Consent
Kenneth Steiner

Ladies and Gentlemen:

This fuher responds to the December 30, 2010 company request to avoid ths established rule
14a-8 proposaL.

The company is attempting to take maximum advantage of a sitution beyond the control of the
proponent: A broker in the process of tranferrg his accounts to another broker afer nearly two

decades in business.

Attached is an additional letter from Mark Filiberto, President, DJF Discount Brokers from
September 1992 until November 15, 2010. The broker letter for the company was prepared under
the supervsion of Mark Filberto who signed the letter. Mark Filberto reviewed and approved
the 2011 broker letters that have his signature for the company and for other companes.

At this late date the company makes a number of unsupported explicit or implicit claims and the
company is makg up its own rules. The company claims that it can ignore any detals a one-
page broker letter until it reads a no action request by another company that calls attention to
handwrting. It is presumably not the burden of the company to examine lO-words of
handwritig in a broker letter until the company decides to replicate a no action request by
another company. The company claims that if it ters a broker letter unreliable for the first time
near the no action request deadline, then no procedural steps or deadlines apply other than fiing
a no action request.

The company clais that when it asks for a second broker letter it need not address any issue in à.
broker letter that the company already received for the same proposaL.

It seems that the company has only firmy established a plausible date for the transfer of the DJF
accounts to another firm. And a plausible date is all the company needs for its tae of inuendo.

The company does not cite the source for its rule:
"A broker's independence that Rule 14a-8 requires for a reliable verification ofthe Proponent's
share ownership is independence from the Rule 14a-8 activities of the Proponent and his agent,
Mr. Chevedden."

*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 *** 



It appears that the company would insist that a proponent canot not talk to his broker about 
corporate governance because governance is a key factor in Rule 14a-8 activities. And where is
the source for the company deÍintion of "Rule 14a-8 actvities" and how many years of 
independence is required. The company needs to explain its rules in greater detai to complete its 
fictional account. 

The company claims that the broker letter must be signed on the same date that a rule 14a-8 
proposals is submitted to a company. The company claims that a typical broker is incapable of 
checking 8 form letters in a day. The company clais that a revision triggers a gap in the 
application of a broker letter and when there is no revision there is no gap. Revisions, or the root 
of the word revision, are mentioned 50-ties in Rule 14a-8 and the associated Staff Legal
 

Bulleti 14 through 14E. Yet there is not one notation that a revision triggers a requirement for
a second broker letter. ..
 
The company's previous discussion of the Apache case is another effort to re-characterize the 
cour's emphatic rejection of Apache Corp's attempted reinterpretation of Rule 14a-8(b )(2). 
Commssion sta has repeatedly rejected such attempts. . For an accurate description of what 
happened in the Apache cas please see my response for Union Pacifc Corporation (March 26, 
2010) and 
 News Corporation (July 27,2010). 

In the Apache case the cour indicated that its decision was narow and applied only to the 
specific facts in that case. That was another way of saying issuers should not cite ths decision in 
no-action requests to the SEC. 

This is to request that the Securities and Exchange Commission allow the resolution to stand and 
be voted upon in the 2011 proxy. 

Sincerely,~" .../~ 
cc: Kenneth Steiner
 
Sonia Vora ..Sonia. V ora(gbms.com:?
 



R&R Planning Group LTD
 
1981 Marcus Avenue, Suite C114
 

Lae Success, NY 11042
 

Offce of Chief Counsel 
Division of Corporation Finance 
Securties and Exchange Commsion 
100 F Street, NE
 
Washington, DC 20549
 

Ladies and Gentlemen: 

Each of the DJF Discount Brokers letters for Mr. Kenneth Steiner's 2011 rule 
14a-8 proposals were prepared under my supervsion and signatue. I reviewed
each letter and confired each was accurate before authorig Mr. Steiner or 

'his representative to use each. 
 letter. 

Sincerely t 

'-Li V ~~ :JYlu"''':: :i!) J. 01/
Mark Filberto 
President, DJF Discount Brokers from September 1992 until November 15, 
2010 

Mark Filberto 
R&R Plan Group LTD
 



Morgan, Lewis & Bockius LLP 

1111 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW Morgan Lewi 
Washington, DC 20004 COUNSELORS AT LAW 
Tel: 202.739.3000 

Fax: 202.739.3001 -. .-- I 

www.morganlewis.com ~". l 

Linda L. Griggs 
Partner 
202.739.5245 
Igriggs~morganlewis.com 

January 24,2011 

VIA HAND DELIVERY AND EMAIL 

Office of Chief Counsel 
Division of Corporation Finance 
Securities and Exchange Commission 
100 F Street, N.E. 
Washington, DC 20549 

Re: Bristol-Myers Squibb Company: Omission of Shareholder Proposal Submitted
 

by Mr. John Chevedden on Behalf of Mr. Kenneth Steiner 
Exchange Act of 1934 Rule 14a-8 

Ladies and Gentlemen: 

This letter is submitted on behalf of Bristol-Myers Squibb Company (the "Company") to 
respond to the letter dated Januar 10, 2011 (the "January 10, 2011 Letter"), the letter dated 
January 11,2011 (the "January 11,2011 Letter"), attaching a letter dated January 11, 2010 (sic) 
from Mr. Mark Filiberto (the "Filiberto Letter"), the letter dated January 17, 2011 (the "January 
17,2011 Letter"), and the letter dated January 19, 2011 (the "January 19, 2011 Letter" and, 
along with the January 10, 2011 Letter, the January 11, 2011 Letter and the Januar 17, 2011 
Letter, the "Chevedden Letters") submitted by Mr. John Chevedden with respect to the no-action 
request that we submitted to the staff of the Division of Corporation Finance (the "Staff') on 
December 30, 2010 (the "No-Action Request"), pursuant to Rule 14a-8(j) under the Securities 
Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, on behalf of 
 the Company. The No-Action Request relates 
to a shareholder proposal regarding shareholder action by written consent submitted by Mr. 
Chevedden on behalf of Mr. Kenneth Steiner (the "Proponent") by email dated, and received on, 
November 13, 2010 (the "November 13,2010 Submission"), which replaced a shareholder 
proposal regarding shareholder action by written consent submitted by Mr. Chevedden on behalf 
of the Proponent by email dated, and received on, October 6,2010 (the "Original Rule 14a-8 
Proposal"). 

DB 1/66424871.3 
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Mr. Chevedden identified the proposal submitted in the November 13, 2010 Submission 
as the "Rule 14a-8 Proposal Revision." We use the term "Rule 14a-8 Proposal Revision" in this 
letter to refer to the revised proposal submitted on November 13,2010 and the term "Proposals" 
to refer to both the Original Rule 14a-8 Proposal and the Rule 14a-8 Proposal Revision. 

We respectfully reiterate our request in the No-Action Request that the Staff concur that 
it wil not recommend enforcement action to the Securities and Exchange Commission if the 
Company omits the Proposals from its 2011 proxy materials. 

This letter wil address varous inaccuracies, assertions and arguments in the Chevedden 
Letters. In addition, it wil highlight what the Chevedden Letters and the Filiberto Letter do not 
say, which omissions reinforce our concerns about the unreliabilty of Mr. Chevedden's share 
ownership verification processes for the Proposals. 

The January 10, 2010 Letter, enclosed as Exhibit A hereto, makes the following 
inaccurate statement on page 1 of the Letter: "The company opines that a revision, with resolved 
text that is identical with the original, cannot be considered a revision." 

· The No-Action Request did not say that. 

· The No-Action Request stated that the Rule 14a-8 Proposal Revision 
represented a new proposal "due to the signifcance of the changes in the
 

Revised Supporting Statement compared to the Original Supporting Statement 
. . . and the specific statement in the Proponent's Letter submitted as the cover 
letter for the November 13,2010 Submission that the Proponent is submitting 
the Rule 14a-8 Proposal Revision for the next annual shareholders' meeting, 
thus replacing the Original 
 14a-8 ProposaL." (Emphasis added) The 
Company continues to regard the Rule 14a-8 Proposal Revision as a new 
proposal that replaced the Original 14a-8 ProposaL.
 

The January 11,2011 Letter, enclosed as Exhibit B hereto, and the January 19, 2011 
Letter, enclosed as Exhibit D hereto, make the following inaccurate statement: "The company 
appears to claim that DJF Discount Brokers did not exist after October 13, 2010." 

· The No-Action Request did not say that. 

· The No-Action Request stated that, in its press release, "Muriel Siebert & Co., 
Inc. had announced its acquisition of the retail brokerage accounts of DJF 
Discount Brokers on October 13, 2010." Muriel Siebert & Co., Inc. did not 
announce the acquisition of DJF Discount Brokers. It anounced the 
acquisition ofDJF Discount Brokers' retail brokerage accounts. Based on this 

081/66424871. 
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public disclosure, the Company believes that the Proponent's account was no 
longer at DJF Discount Brokers after October 13, 2010. 

The Januar 19, 2011 Letter makes two assertions that mischaracterize the No-Action 
Request: First, it asserts that the Company's concern about Mr. Filiberto's independence from 
Mr. Chevedden suggests that any broker who executes trades for a Rule 14a-8 proponent could 
not be considered independent and would need to "have to have an outside auditor sign the 
broker letter." 

. The No-Action Request did not suggest that a broker who executes orders to buy 
and sell stock is not independent of a Rule 14a-8 proponent. 

. The No-Action Request states as follows: "Moreover, even ifMr. Filiberto 
completed the form, he would not be a person who was independent from the 
Proponent because he has been intimately involved with the Proponent's agent, 
Mr. Chevedden, in Mr. Chevedden's shareholder proposal activities." 
(Emphasis added) The broker's independence that Rule 14a-8 requires for a 
reliable verification of 
 the Proponent's share ownership is independence from the 
Rule 14a-8 activities ofthe Proponent and his agent, Mr. Chevedden. The 
Chevedden Letters do not assert Mr. Filiberto's independence from Mr. 
Chevedden for Rule 14a-8 purposes. 

Second, the January 19, 2011 Letter responds to the "gap" addressed in the No-Action 
Request by saying that "Mr. Steiner continuously had a 2011 proposal before the company from 
the date of 
 his first 2011 submission." 

. The No-Action Request never suggested that the Proponent did not have a 2011 
proposal before the Company at any time between October 6,2010, when the 
Original Rule 14a-8 Proposal was submitted, and November 13, 2010, when the 
Rule 14a-8 Proposal Revision was submitted. 

. The "gap" described in the No-Action Request is the absence of evidence of the 
Proponent's required share ownership between "October 6,2010, the submission 
date of the Original Rule 14a-8 Proposal, (or October 12, 2010, the date of the 
Purported Verification Letter) and November 13, 2010, the submission date ofthe 
Rule 14a-8 Proposal Revision." This "gap" can only "be closed" with reliable 
proof of the Proponent's share ownership as of November 13, 2010, the 
submission date of the Rule 14a-8 Proposal Revision. (Section C.l.c.(3) of Staff 
Legal Bulletin No. 14 (July 13, 2001).) 
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The Januar 17, 2011 Letter, enclosed as Exhibit C hereto, asserts that "(t)he Company is 
in violation of rule 14a-8 if it wishes to avoid this proposal on a procedural issue by claiming that 
the revision is a new proposal (because) the company failed to properly notify the proponent of a 
claimed handwriting procedural issue, first raised now, within the 14-days of the submittal of 
(the 'new') proposaL." The procedural issue raised in connection with the Rule 14a-8 Proposal 
Revision related to the lack of proof of the Proponent's share ownership as of the date of the 
November 13,2010 Submission. The Company advised Mr. Chevedden of this procedural 
deficiency in the November 23,2010 letter, advising him that he needed to provide proof of the 
Proponent's share ownership as of the November 13,2010 submission date of the Rule 14a-8 
Proposal Revision (the "Second Deficiency Letter"). Mr. Chevedden never provided such proof 
of ownership. 

The Company could not have advised Mr. Chevedden of any "handwriting procedural 
issue" as it related to the November 13,2010 Submission because Mr. Chevedden had not 
included proof of share ownership with the November 13, 2010 Submission. To have advised 
Mr. Chevedden of the "handwriting procedural issue" in the Second Deficiency Letter, the 
Company would have had to assume that Mr. Chevedden would provide the Company with the 
same form of proof of share ownership as of the November 13, 2010 submission date ofthe Rule 
14a-8 Proposal Revision as he had in the Purported Verification Letter by which he had sought to 
provide proof of the Proponent's share ownership as of October 6, 2010, the date of submission 
of the Original Rule 14a-8 Proposal. Rule 14a-8 does not require a company to make any 
assumptions as to how a proponent wil submit proof of share ownership and to war such 
proponent against any possible deficiencies. Furthermore, the Company did not need to consider 
whether the Purported Verification Letter could be considered to provide the required proof of 
share ownership as of 
 November 13, 2010 because the Purported Verification Letter related only 
to such ownership as of October 6, 2010, not as of 
 November 13, 2010. Accordingly, and 
consistent with Mr. Chevedden's assertion in the January 19, 2011 Letter that "(t)he proponent is 
entitled to clear notice of any claimed issue with a rule 14a-8 proposal," the Company sent the 
Second Deficiency Letter to Mr. Chevedden advising him of the need for proof of the 
Proponent's share ownership as of November 13, 2010. Mr. Chevedden never provided such 
proof of share ownership. 

If Mr. Chevedden had submitted the same type of pre-printed, pre-signed form as the 
Purported Verification Letter addressing the Proponent's share ownership as of 
 November 13, 
2010, he may have been able to claim that the Company should have advised him in the Second 
Deficiency Letter of the "handwriting procedural issue" (assuming, of course, that the Company 
knew of the varous reliabilty issues as of 
 November 23,2010, the date ofthe Second 
Deficiency Letter). But neither Mr. Chevedden nor the Proponent submitted proof of the 
Proponent's share ownership as of November 13, 2010, either as part of 
 the November 13, 2010 
Submission or within 14 days after receiving the Second Deficiency Letter dated November 23, 
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2010- although, presumably, the Proponent could easily have obtained proof of his share 
ownership from Muriel Siebert & Co., Inc., if Muriel Siebert & Co, Inc. then had control of the 
Proponent's brokerage account. 

Mr. Chevedden's Januar 11,2011 Letter provides a possible explanation for why Mr. 
November 13, 

2010 in response to the Second Deficiency Letter. We have leared for the first time from the 
Filiberto Letter attached to the January 11, 2011 Letter that Mr. Filiberto ceased being the 
President ofDJF Discount Brokers on November 15, 2010. Therefore, when Mr. Chevedden 
received the Second Deficiency Letter, which was dated November 23,2010, he could no longer 

Chevedden did not submit a new proof of the Proponent's share ownership as of 


ask Mr. Filiberto to provide the required proof of 
 the Proponent's share ownership as of 
November 13, 2010 because Mr. Filiberto was no longer the President ofDJF Discount Brokers 
after November 15,2010. None of the Chevedden Letters nor the Filiberto Letter claims that a 
new proof of the Proponent's share ownership could have been submitted as of 
 November 13, 
2010 in response to the Second Deficiency Letter - presumably, because their usual pre-signed 
form could no longer be used since Mr. Filiberto was no longer President ofDJF Discount 
Brokers on November 23,2010. 

More fundamentally, Mr. Chevedden's argument that "the Company is in violation of 
Rule 14a-8" does not relate in any way to the Company's position that, even if the Rule 14a-8 
Proposal Revision is not a new proposal for purposes of Rule 14a-8(b)(2), the Purported 
Verification Letter, addressing the Proponent's share ownership as of 
 the October 6, 2010 
submission date ofthe Original Rule 14a-8 Proposal, is not reliable. Simply stated, neither Mr. 
Chevedden nor Mr. Filiberto addresses the Company's reliability concerns, and what they do not 
say underscores our concerns about the reliability of the Purported Verification Letter and 
demonstrates convincingly that the Proponent has not met his burden to prove his share 
ownership as of October 6,2010. 

Neither Mr. Chevedden nor Mr. Filiberto addresses the reliability concerns expressed in 
the No-Action Request about the completed Purported Verification Letter, dated as of"12 
October 2010," which was intended to provide proof of the Proponent's share ownership as of 
October 6,2010, or does anything to rebut the following reliability concerns raised by the No-
Action Request: 

. the concern that no representative of DJF Discount Brokers manually completed
 

and signed the Purported Verification Letter. The Purported Verification Letter 
appears to be a photocopy of a pre-typed, pre-signed form that was manually 
completed by someone whose handwriting does not match that of the person who 
pre-signed the form as President of DJF Discount Brokers. Furthermore, as we 
noted in our No-Action Request, the handwriting that completed the blans on the 
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pre-signed form has similarities to the handwriting on the "Post-It Fax Note" 
affixed to the Purported Verification Letter that shows that the letter was sent to 
Ms. Sonia Vora at the Company by Mr. Chevedden. Accordingly, it appears that 
the Purported Verification Letter was completed by Mr. Chevedden, the 
Proponent's agent. Neither Mr. Chevedden nor Mr. Filiberto denies that the 
Purported Verification Letter is a photocopy of a pre-typed, pre-signed form 
which Mr. Chevedden got from Mr. Filiberto, and neither Mr. Chevedden nor Mr. 
Filiberto claims that the form was manually completed, and then signed, by either 
Mr. Filiberto or someone else representing DJF Discount Brokers. Furthermore, 
the Chevedden Letters do not deny that Mr. Chevedden, the Proponent's agent, 
and not the introducing broker, completed the form by inserting the name ofthe 
Company, the number of shares held and the duration of ownership. As the 
Proponent's agent, Mr. Chevedden's completion of the pre-signed form is no 
different than if the Proponent himself had completed the form. Even if such 
completion was under the "supervision" of Mr. Filiberto, as Mr. Filberto claims 
in the Filiberto Letter, completion of the share ownership information by a 
proponent would not comply with the requirement in Rule 14a-8(b )(2) that the 
proponent submit "a written statement from the 'record' holder of (the 
proponent's) securities (usually a broker or bank) verifying" the proponent's share 
ownership "at the date (the proponent) submitted (the proponent's) proposal." 
Clearly, the Purported Verification Letter is not, as required by Rule 14a-8(b)(2), 

the Proponent's shares, 
or from his introducing broker as required by the Staff in The Hain Celestial 
Group, Inc. (October 1, 2008). 

a "statement" that is "from" either the "record" holder of 


. the concern that no one at DJF Discount Brokers verified as of"12 October 2010"
 

the information added to the pre-typed, pre-signed form before Mr. Chevedden 
submitted the Purported Verification Letter to the Company. We are aware of 

share ownership forms, each dated "12 October 2010," that were 
submitted by Mr. Chevedden for the Proponent that have the same handwriting 
characteristics. Without addressing the characteristics of the Purported 
Verification Letter, all that the Filiberto Letter claims is the following: 

eight proof of 


the DJF Discount Brokers letters for Kenneth Steiner's 2011 
rule 14a-8 proposals were (sic) prepared under my supervision and 
signature. I reviewed each letter and confirmed each was accurate 
before authorizing Mr. Steiner or his representative to use each 
letter." 

"Each of 
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Notwithstanding Mr. Filiberto's assertion, the Purported Verification Letter 
does not appear to provide information as of the date of submission of the 
Original Rule 14a-8 Proposal that was verified by "the record holder of the 
shareholder's securities," as required by Section C.1.c.(1) of Staff Legal 
Bulletin No. 14, or by an introducing broker, as required by the Staff in The 
Hain Celestial Group, Inc. (October 1,2008). Neither Mr. Chevedden nor 
Mr. Filiberto claims that the information that was added manually to the pre-
typed, pre-signed form that was verified as of"12 October 2010," even 
though the Purported Verification Letter itself states that it "certifies that as 

this certification" (i.e., "12 October 2010"), the Proponent has 
the identified share ownership. Moreover, the fact that the Purported 
Verification Letter is identical to the pre-typed, pre-signed form Mr. 
Chevedden used to verify proof of the Proponent's ownership of shares in 
seven other companies, purortedly all on "12 October 2010," makes it hard 
to believe that the blans in all such eight forms could have been completed 

of the date of 

as of"12 October 2010" and faxed to Mr. Filiberto for him to verify that they 
were, in fact, completed properly to certify the requisite share ownership on 

that unlikely scenario did in fact take place, 
then Mr. Filiberto could have just as easily provided original, newly signed 
"12 October 2010." Indeed, if 


his actual certification.verification forms dated the date of 


. the concern that the "12 October 2010" date - whether added to the form on or 

after that date - was driven by the fact that the Proponent's brokerage account at 
DJF Discount Brokers was reportedly transferred to Muriel Siebert & Co., Inc. 
one day later on October 13,2010. This is especially troublesome given that the 
"12 October 2010" date bears no rational relationship to the timing sequences of 
the Original Rule 14a-8 Proposal or of the other seven shareholder proposals 
dated "12 October 2010" that Mr. Chevedden submitted to various companies. 
The inference is that "12 October 2010" was chosen due to the fact that the 
Proponent's account would no longer be at DJF Discount Brokers after that date, 
rather than because "12 October 2010" was in fact the date that Mr. Filiberto 
actually "supervised" Mr. Chevedden's completion of so many forms. Neither 
Mr. Chevedden nor Mr. Filiberto denies that inference. In addition, neither Mr. 
Chevedden nor Mr. Filiberto addresses whether the Proponent's account was stil 
at DJF Discount Brokers after "12 October 2010." Presumably, it was not with 
DJF Discount Brokers after "12 October 2010" given Muriel Siebert & Co., Inc's 

the acquisition ofDJF Discount Brokers'announcement on October 13, 2010 of 


retail brokerage accounts and given Mr. Filiberto's failure in the Filiberto Letter 
to address the status ofthe Proponent's account, focusing instead on the red 
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his continued presidency at DJF Discount Brokers until November 15, 
2010. 
herrng of 


. the concern that Mr. Filiberto is not independent of Mr. Chevedden. Neither Mr. 
Chevedden nor Mr. Filiberto denies that Mr. Chevedden, the agent ofthe 
Proponent, has submitted shareholder proposals as agent for Mr. Filiberto in the 
past. Given the evidence in the public record, Mr. Chevedden cannot claim that
 

he has not served as Mr. Filiberto's agent in submitting shareholder proposals. 
Neither Mr. Chevedden nor Mr. Filiberto asserts that Mr. Filiberto is independent 
of Mr. Chevedden for purposes of Rule 14a-8. 

** * 

For the reasons set forth in the No-Action Request and herein, we submit that the 
his share ownership. Therefore, we 

respectfully request the Staffs concurrence with our views that the Rule 14a-8 Proposal 
Proponent has not met his burden to provide proof of 


Revision may be excluded under Rule 14a-8(b) and Rule 14a-8( f)( 1) because no proof of the 
Proponent's share ownership was provided as of the November 13,2010 submission date of the 
Rule 14a-8 Proposal Revision, and that the Proposals may be excluded under Rule 14a-8(b) and 
Rule 14a-8( f)( 1) because the Proponent has not met his burden of providing reliable proof of his 
share ownership as of the October 6,2010 submission date of the Original Rule 14a-8 ProposaL.
 

Than you for your consideration of this letter. 

Sincer~l:y\
,/ )
~// 

¡; ì :t, 
Linda L. Grig s 

Enclosures 

cc: Ms. Sonia Vora
 
Assistant General Counsel &
 
Assistant Corporate Secretary
 
(with enclosures)
 

Mr. John Chevedden
 
(with enclosures)
 

Mr. Kenneth Steiner
 
(with enclosures)
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Exhibits: 

Mr. John CheveddenA The Januar 10, 2011 Letter of 


Mr. John Chevedden, attaching the "January 10, 2010"B The January 11, 2011 Letter of 


(sic) letter signed by Mark Filiberto 

C The January 17, 2011 Letter ofMr. John Chevedden 

D The Januar 19, 2011 Letter ofMr. John Chevedden 
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Januar 10, 20 i 1

Offce of Chief Counel
Division of Corporation Finance
Securities and Exchange Commssion
i 00 F Street, NE
Washigton, DC 20549

# 1 Rule 143"8 Proposal
Bristol"Myers Squibb Company (BMY
Written Consent
Kenneth Steiner

Ladies and Gentlemen:

This responds in par to the December 30, 20 i 0 request to block this rule 14a-8 proposal.

The company opines that a revision, with resolved text that is identical with the original canot
be considered a revision. Tils is in spite of 

the fact that Rule 14a-8 and the related Staf 
Legal

Bulletis explicitly describe revisions that even chage the resolved statement. The company
does not claim that the resolved sttement is less importt than the supporting statement.

This ilustrates the identical Resolved statements from both the original and the revised Rule
14a"8 proposal:

(BMY: Rule 14a"8 Proposal, October 6,2010, November 12,2010 Revision)
3* - Shareholder Action by Written Consent

RESOLVED. Shareholders hereby request that our board of directors undertake such
steps as may be necessary to permit written consent by shareholders entitled to cast
the minimum number of votes that would be necessary to authorize the action at a
meeting at which all shareholders entitled to vote thereon were present and voting (to
the fullest extent permitted by law).

(BMY: Rule 14a-8 Proposal, October 6,2010)
3 (Number to be assigned by the company)- Shareholder Action by Written Consent
RESOLVED, Shareholders hereby request that our board of directors undertake such
steps as may be necessary to permit written consent by shareholders entitled to cast
the minimum number of votes that would be necessary to authorize the action at a
meeting at which all shareholders entitled to vote thereon were present and voting (to
the fullest extent permitted by law).

Under the company theory a college professor, who wrote a textbook and revised it two years '
later, should credit hiself with authonng two original books in his Curculum Vitae.

*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 *** 



--

The company makes an unclear point on Section E.1 of Staf Legal Bulletin No. 14 that applies 
to arevision that the Sta would permt (and possibly give specifc directions for) after a no 
action request was submitted. Such an B.l revision would most likely only apply to a resolved 
statement. 

Legal Bulletin No. 14 that applies toStaf. The company cites Alcoa's reference to Section E.2 of 


a company accepting a revision afer the rue 14a-8 proposal due date. Bristol-Myers does not 
clai that the revision here was forwarded afer the rule 14a-8 proposa due date.
 

The company then clais that it has the power to determe whether a "Revision" is a "different 
proposal." The company then says that the proponent "withdrew" the original proposal, but does 
not cite any accompanyig withdrawal notice or even withdrawal text. 

The company then introduces the concept that for "such a new proposal" (with an identical 
resolved statement) - Section E.2 of Staf Legal Bulletin No. 14 did not "intend" to release "such 
a new proposal" from an additional broker letter requiement. 

There is no relationship whosoever with submitting a revision and any indication that a 
proponent sold his stock or rescinded his recent commtment to hold the stock past the anuameeting. .
 

. Afer ths unsupported fictional process the company concludes it is a "fact" that the "revision" 
statement) is a "new proposal."

(with an identical resolved 


Legal Bulletins or no actionThe company provides no support from rule 14a-8, the related Staff 


precedents for its clai that the ''November (12), 2010 Submission" is evidence of the "intent" to 
"withdraw" the original text. On the other hand the company provides no evidence that 
companes are so strict on ths point of a withdrawal that companes issue withdrawal notices or 
withdrawal text when they revise management opposition statements to rule 14a-8 proposals. 

If one indulges the company and temporally assumes that the "November (12), 2010
 

Submission" is evidence of the "intent" to "withdraw" the original text, then what is there to stop 
the "withdrawal" from being at the same instant as the "Submission" and therefore no "gap" 
exists. The company does not claim that the original was withdrawn in late October and then 
resubmitted as a revision on November 12, 2010. 

Without support the company claims tht when it asked for a second broker letter, it supposedly 
need not cite any issue it had with a broker letter it already received weeks earlier. 

This is to request tht the Securties and Exchange Cómnssion allow the revised resolution to 
stand and be voted upon in the 2011 proxy. Additional material is in prelimnar draft form. 

~ ., .

Sincely, ~
~i 
''l" 

./'-//
John CheveddenAt ~ .. /¡ 

~,,~ 

'..iJ 
,~)r. 

cc: Kenneth Steiner 
Sonia Vora ':Sonia.Vora(gbms.com~ 



(BMY: Rule 14a-8 Proposa, October 6, 2010, November 12,2010 Revision)
3* - Shareholder Action by Written Consent 

RESOL VED, Shareholders hereby request that our board of directors undertake such steps as 
may be necessar to permit wrtten consent by shareholders entitled to cas the minimum number 
of votes that would be necessar to authorize the action at a meeting at which all shareholders 
entitled to vote thereon were present and voting (to the fullest extent permtted by law). 

major 
We gave greater than 49%-support to a 2010 proposal on this same topic. Hundreds of 


companies enable shareholder action by wrtten consent. 

Takng action by wrttn consent in lieu of a meeting is a means shareholders can use to raise 
important matters outside the normal anual meetig cycle. A stdy by Harvard professor Paul 
Gompers supports the concept that shareholder dis-empowering governance features, including 
restrctions on shareholder abilty to act by written consent, are signficantly related to reduced 
shareholder value. 

The merit of this Shareholder Action by Written Consent proposal should also be considered in 
the need for improvement in our company's 2010 reported corporate governance
 

status:
 
the context of 


The Corporate Librar ww.thecolloratelibrai.com.anindependent investment research firm 
rated our company "DII with "High Governance Risk," and liVery High Concern" in executive 
pay _ $18 millon forJames Cornelius and $10 milion for Ellot Sigal. Mr. Cornelius realized 
more than $8 millon from the vestig of stock in 2009 and was entitled to more than $30 milion 
if he were terminated followig a change of control. Executive pay practices were not aligned 
with shareholder interest. 

Togo West, one of our newest directors, was marked a "Flagged (Problem) Directorll by The 
Corporate Librar due to his Krispy Kreme and AbitibiBowater directorships prior to both 
banptcies. Yet Mr. West and Louis Freeh (our highest negative vote-getter) were on our key
 

Executive Pay and Nomiation Committees. Thee directors with long-tenure (Laure Glimcher, 
Leif Johanson and Lewis Campbell) were asigned to 7 of 17 seats on our key board commttees 
- independence concern.
 

Approval of75% of shares was required to amend Arcle Eighth (Dirctors) of our charer. 

Please encourage our board to respond positively to ths proposal to enable shareholder action by 
written consent - Yes on 3. * 
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Janua 11,2011

Offce of Chief Counsel

Division of Corporation Finance
Securties and Exchange Commssion
100 F Street, NE
Washington, DC 20549

# 2 Rule 14a-8 Proposal
Bristol-Myers Squibb Company (BMY
Written Consent
Kenneth Steiner

Ladies and Gentlemen:

This furter responds to the December 30,2010 request to block ths rule 14a-8 proposal.

Attached is a letter from Mark Filberto, President. DJF Discount Brokers from September 1992
until November 15, 2010. The company appears to clai that DJF Discount Brokers did not exist
afer October 13,2010. The company bases many lines ofinnuendo on the October 13,2010
date.

This is to request that the Securties and Exchange Commission allow the revised resolution to
stand and be voted upon in the 2011 proxy. Additional material is in prelimar dr form.

Sincerely,

~~~.000 Chevedden. .

cc: Kenneth Steiner
Sonia Vora .cSonia. V ora~bms.com:;

*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 *** 



R&R Planning Group LTD
 
1981 Marcus Avenue, Suite C114
 

Lake Success, NY 11042
 

Offce of Chief Counsel 
Division or Corporation Finace 
Securties and Exchange Commission 
100 F Street, NE 
Washington, DC 20549 

Januai 10, 20 i 0 

Ladies and Gentlemen: 

Each of the DJF Discount Brokers letters for Kenneth Steiner's 2011 rule i 4a
8 proposals were prepared under my supervision and signature. I reviewed 
each letter and confirmed each was accurate berore authoring Mr. Steiner or 
his representative to use each letter. 

Sincerely, 

r-/JIJi \\ Mkv
Mark Filberto v 
President, DJF Discount Brokers from September 1992 until November 15, 
2010 

Mark Filberto 
R&R Planng Group LTD
 



EXHIBIT C
 



JOHN CHEVEDDEN
 

  

Januar 17,2011

Offce of Chief Counsel

Division of Corporation Finance
Securties and Exchange Commssion
100 F Street, NE
Washigton, DC 20549

# 3 Rule 14a-8 Proposal
Bristol-Myers Squibb Company (BMY)
Written Consent
Kenneth Steiner

Ladies and Gentlemen:

This fuer responds to the December 30,2010 company request to avoid this rule 14a-8
proposal.

The company is in violation of rule 14a-8 if it wishes to avoid this proposal on a procedural issue
by claiming that the revision is a new proposal. The company faied to properly. notif the
proponent of a claimed handwriting procedur issue. fist raised now. with the 14-days of the
submittal of this proposal, if the revision is claied to be a new proposal. The company
November 23, 2010 letter acknowledged the receipt of the rule 14a-8 proposal revision (which
the company claims is a new proposal). The company had already received a broker letter and
the only reservatioR the company expressed in its November 23,2010 letter was that a second
broker letter was needed.

Rule 14a-8 states (emphasis added):
f. Question 6: What if I fail to follow one of the eligibilty or procedural requirements
explained in answers to Questions 1 through 4 of this section?

The company may exclude your proposal, but only after it has notifed you of the
problem, and you have failed adequately to correct it. Within 14 calendar days of
receiving your proposal, the company must notify you in writing of any procedural
or eligibilty deficiencies, as well as of the time frame for your response.

According to rue 14a-8 the company must notify "you of the problem... with 14 calendar

days." The company failed to notify the proponent par within the mandated 14-days of any
claimed handwritig issue regarding the one-page broker letter it had aleady received.

The company claim now concerns less than 10-words in the broker letter. The company failed to
notify the proponent par of any issue with the lO-words within 14-days of the November 13,
2010 submittL. The company is thus in violation of rule 14a-8 if it wishes to avoid ths proposal
on a procedural issue by claiming that the revision is a new proposal.

*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 *** 



This is to request that the Securities and Exchange Commission allow the resolution to stand and 
be voted upon in the 2011 proxy . 

SincerelYt~~~ 
ri0hn Chevedden
 

cc: Kenneth Steiner 
Sonia Vora "Sonia. V ora~bms.com;: 



_ Bristol-Myers Squibb

Sam. VQI
lUøil Ob-- Cwnsl & Aar Coira SKRaiy
law Oepament

345 Pa Av.nu New Yolk fo 10154
Tel 819--363 Fax 60897.6217
so\liaObms.CO

November 23, 2010

Y1 EkfAlLAND FEDERAL EXPRESS
 
 
 

 

~'O

(\\~ ~ ~-v

~~
. ~ÇJ. Dear Mr. Chcvedden:

r am writig on behalf of Bristol-Myer Squibb Company (the. ','CompanyJl). which
received 011 November 13.2010. a stockholder. propOl frm Kenneth Steiner (the "Proponent")

entitled "Shareholder Acûon:DY Wrltten.Consentlt for consdertion at the Company's 201 1
Annua Meetig of StocJçolder (the."'~vised j)roposa"). Th arotatlon indiçates tht the
stockholder proposal dated November i 3.2010 (the "Revised Prposal"), replaces the
stockholder proposal reeived on October 6, 2010 (the "Pnor Proposal.').

The Revised Prpos contans certain proedurl deficIenie which Securties E!d

Exchange Comssion ("SEC', reguations require 
us to bnng to tho Proponent's atton.

Rule i 4a..S(b) under the Securties Exehange Act of 1934, as amènded provides that stockholder
pr0P.ne~ts m~ su~mit sufcl~t prapf.oftlei:CoDtinUOQ! 9~ttS'p.ot at" least $~OOO in .. .
ni~k,ët y,$t~~ihr l~~'Ì?rà~:cøpi~~Y'S"~~'~ii~~dto v.o~ oD'ai~;'piQp9s4 fohtJ~l ~~e ye
ås 'ofthò'diiie the ~evisèd Proposa wa submittd. The Compaots stock records do not indicae
tha the Proponent is the record owner of sucient shar to sasfY this requiement. The prior

veóficatIon Jetter of proof of ownersp received by the ComplY is dated October 12. 2010 and
is .not aso! the dale of the Revised Proposal. Therefore. the Proponent bas not satistied
Rule 14a.8'$ ownership requirements lI of.the dafe that the Revised Proposal wa submitted to
the Company.

To reedy thi defect, the Proponent must submit suffient proof oflts own~rsp ofthè
requisite number aCCompany shares. As explained in Rue 14a-lf(b)..auffcientproofmay be in
the form of:

· 0 wrtten statement from the "record" holder of the Proponent's shes (usualy a
broker or a ban) verfying tht. as ofthc date the Revisd Proposa was submitted,
the Pròponent continuQusly held the requiite numbe of Company shars for at leas
one yea; or

· ifihe Proponent ~as fied with the SEe a Schedule 13D, Schedule 130, Fonn J.

Fonn 4 or Form S. or amendments to those documents or updated fonn, reflecting its
ownership or the requisite number of Compay shares as of or before the date on
which the one-year eligibilty period begins, a copy of 

the schedule and/or fonns and
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any subsequent amendments reportng a change in the ownershp level and a wrtten 
statement that the Proponent continuously held the requisite number of Company 
shares for the one-year penod. 

The SEe's roles require that any reponse to ths letter be postmarked or trsmitted 
electronically no later than 14 caenda days from the date this letter is received Please addres 
any response to me at the addres listed above. Alterntily, you may transmit any response by 
facsimile to me at 212-546-9966 or via e-mail atsonia.vo~bms.com. 

If you have any questions with respect to the foregoing, please contact me at (609) 897. 
Rule 14a-8.3538. For your reference,l enclose a copy of 


Sonia Vora
 
Assistant Generl Counsel &
 
Assistant Corprate Secretar 

Enclosure 

2 



EXHIBIT D
 



 
 

  

Januar 19,2011

Offce of Chief Counsel

Division of Corporation Finance
Securities and Exchage Commssion
100 F Street, NE '
Washingtn, DC 20549

# 4 Rule 14a-8 Proposal
Britol-Myers Squibb Company (BMY
Written Consent
Kenneth Steiner

Ladies and Gentlemen:

This fuer responds to the December 30, 2010 company request to avoid this rue l4a-8

proposal.

The company page 1 i reference to SLB 14, Section E.1. on revisions is in the context of
revisions afer the rule 14a-8 proposal due date. The company does not clai tht the November
12, 20 I 0 revision was afer the rue 14a-8 due date.

The proponent is entitled to a clear notice of any claied issue with a rule 14a-8 proposal. Afer
the company was notied of its conficted request for two broker letters (page 15 of the no action
request) the company simply gave up in attempting to resolve the conflict.

On page 16 the company claims that there is a "gap." Mr. Steiner continuously had a 2011
proposal before the company from the date of his fist 201 1 submission.

Attached is a letter from Mark Filberto, President, DJF Discount Brokers from September 1992
until November 15, 2010. The company appeas to clai tht DJF Discount Brokers did not exist
afer October 13, 2010. The company bases many lines of inuendo on its October 13,2010 date.

It appears that according to the company independent third party theory tht not even a broker
would be able to sign a broker letter for rue 14a-8 proposals because the broker is not an

independent third par. This is because the proponent has used this broker for a number of years
to execute orders to buy and sell stocks. Thus is seems that the company independent third party
theory claims the broker would have to have an outside auditor sign the broker letter.

The company's discussion of the Apache case is another effort to re-characterie the cour's
emphatic rejection of Apache Corp's attempted reinterpretation of Rule 14a-8(b)(2). Commission
staf ha repeatedly rejected such attempts. For an accurate description of what happened in the

Apache case please see my response for Union Pacifc Corporation (March 26, 2010) and News
Corporation (July 27,2010).
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--

In the Apache case the cour indicated that its decision was narow and applied only to the 
specifc facts in that case. That was another way of saying issuers should not cite ths decision in 
no-action requests to the SEC. 

Ths is to request that the Securities and Exchange Commission allow the resolution to stad and 
be voted upon in the 2011 proxy. 

Sincerely, 

John Chevedden ~~ -~ 

cc: Kenneth Steiner
 
Sonia Vora C:Sonia.Vora~bms.com~
 



R&R Planning Group LTD
 
1981 Marcus Avenue, Suite Ci14
 

Lake Success, NY 11042
 

Offce of Chief Counsel 
Division of Corporation Finance 
Securties and Exchange Commission 
100 F Street, NE 
Washington, DC 20549 

Januai 10,2010
 

Ladies and Gentlemen: 

Each of the DJF Discount Brokers letters for Kenneth Steiner's 2011 rule 14a
8 proposals were prepared under my supervision and signature. I reviewed 
each letter and confired each was accurate before authonzng Mr. Steiner or 
his representative to use each letter. 

Sincerely, 

Ltl).tJi ~ /.dk/
Mark Filberto 'i 
President, DJF Discount Brokers from September 1992 until November 15, 
2010 

Mark Filberto 
R&R Planning Group LTD 



 
 

  

Januar 19,2011

Offce of Chief Counsel

Division of Corporation Finance
Securities and Exchage Commssion
100 F Street, NE '
Washingtn, DC 20549

# 4 Rule 14a-8 Proposal
Britol-Myers Squibb Company (BMY
Written Consent
Kenneth Steiner

Ladies and Gentlemen:

This fuer responds to the December 30, 2010 company request to avoid this rue l4a-8

proposal.

The company page 1 i reference to SLB 14, Section E.1. on revisions is in the context of
revisions afer the rule 14a-8 proposal due date. The company does not clai tht the November
12, 20 I 0 revision was afer the rue 14a-8 due date.

The proponent is entitled to a clear notice of any claied issue with a rule 14a-8 proposal. Afer
the company was notied of its conficted request for two broker letters (page 15 of the no action
request) the company simply gave up in attempting to resolve the conflict.

On page 16 the company claims that there is a "gap." Mr. Steiner continuously had a 2011
proposal before the company from the date of his fist 201 1 submission.

Attached is a letter from Mark Filberto, President, DJF Discount Brokers from September 1992
until November 15, 2010. The company appeas to clai tht DJF Discount Brokers did not exist
afer October 13, 2010. The company bases many lines of inuendo on its October 13,2010 date.

It appears that according to the company independent third party theory tht not even a broker
would be able to sign a broker letter for rue 14a-8 proposals because the broker is not an

independent third par. This is because the proponent has used this broker for a number of years
to execute orders to buy and sell stocks. Thus is seems that the company independent third party
theory claims the broker would have to have an outside auditor sign the broker letter.

The company's discussion of the Apache case is another effort to re-characterie the cour's
emphatic rejection of Apache Corp's attempted reinterpretation of Rule 14a-8(b)(2). Commission
staf ha repeatedly rejected such attempts. For an accurate description of what happened in the

Apache case please see my response for Union Pacifc Corporation (March 26, 2010) and News
Corporation (July 27,2010).
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--

In the Apache case the cour indicated that its decision was narow and applied only to the 
specifc facts in that case. That was another way of saying issuers should not cite ths decision in 
no-action requests to the SEC. 

Ths is to request that the Securities and Exchange Commission allow the resolution to stad and 
be voted upon in the 2011 proxy. 

Sincerely, 

John Chevedden ~~ -~ 

cc: Kenneth Steiner
 
Sonia Vora C:Sonia.Vora~bms.com~
 



R&R Planning Group LTD
 
1981 Marcus Avenue, Suite Ci14
 

Lake Success, NY 11042
 

Offce of Chief Counsel 
Division of Corporation Finance 
Securties and Exchange Commission 
100 F Street, NE 
Washington, DC 20549 

Januai 10,2010
 

Ladies and Gentlemen: 

Each of the DJF Discount Brokers letters for Kenneth Steiner's 2011 rule 14a
8 proposals were prepared under my supervision and signature. I reviewed 
each letter and confired each was accurate before authonzng Mr. Steiner or 
his representative to use each letter. 

Sincerely, 

Ltl).tJi ~ /.dk/
Mark Filberto 'i 
President, DJF Discount Brokers from September 1992 until November 15, 
2010 

Mark Filberto 
R&R Planning Group LTD 



.JOHN CHEVEDDEN
 

  

Januar 17, 2011

Offce of Chief Counsel

Division of Corporation Finance
Securities and Exchange Commssion
100 F Street NE
Washigton, DC 20549

# 3 Rule 14a-8 Proposal
Bristol-Myers Squibb Company (BMY)
Wntten Consent
Kenneth Steiner

Ladies and Gentlemen:

This fuer responds to the December 30,2010 company request to avoid this rule 14a-8
proposal.

. The company is in violation of rule 14a-8 if it wishes to avoid this proposal on a procedural issue
by claiming that the revision is a new proposaL. The company failed to properly notif the
proponent of a claied handwriting procedural issue, fust raised now, with the 14-days of the
submittal of this proposal, if the revision is claied to be a new proposal. The company
November 23, 2010 letter acknowledged the receipt of the rme 14a-8 proposal revision (which
the company clais is a new proposal). The company had already received a broker letter and
the only reservation the company expressed in its November 23, 2010 letter was that a second
broker letter was needed.

Rule 14a-8 states (emphasis added):
f. Question 6: What if I fail to follow one of the eligibilty or procedural requirements
explained in answers to Questions 1 through 4 of this section?

The company may exclude your proposal, but only after it has notified you of the
problem~ and you have failed adequately to correct it. Within 14 calendar days of
receiving your proposal, the company must notify you in writing of any procedural
or eligibilty deficiencies, as well as of the time frame for your response.

According to rue 14a-8 the company must notify "you of the problem... with 14 calenda

days." The company failed to notify the proponent par withn the mandated 14-days of any
claied handwrting issue regarding the one-page broker letter it had already received.

The company claim now concerns less than lO-words in the broker letter. The company failed to
notify the proponent par of any issue with the lO-words withi 14-days of the November 13,
2010 submittL. The company is thus in violation of rule 14a-8 if it wishes to avoid ths proposal
on a procedural issue by claimg that the revision is a new proposal.

*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 *** 



This is to request that the Securities and Exchange Commssion allow the resolution to stand and 
be voted upon in the 2011 proxy . 

Sincerely ~
~JJ~ 
~ohn Chevedden
 

cc: Kenneth Steiner
 
Sonia Vora .(Sonia.Vora~bms.com?
 



\. Brisol-Myers Squibb

SOIiIa \I

Asanl GlMtI Couiil & A51 COlJate Secaiy
la Oepameii

34S Pa Avenw ~ YOJX H' 10154
rei eii89.S$ Fax õQ891-8:!t7

SOVQraebms.ccr

. Dear Mr. èhevedden:

November 23, 2010

JI ElvlAlLAND FEDERAL EXRESS
John Chevedden
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I am writig on behalf of Bristol-Myers Squibb Company (the. ','Company"). which

received on November 13, 2010, a stockholder. propO from Kewieth Steiner (the "Proponent")
entitled "Shareholder Action by Wntten.Const" for condertion at the Company's 201 i
AnnUl Meetig of StocthDlders (the. ~Revised Proposa'). The anotaion indicates tht the
stockholder proposal dated November 13.2010 (the "Revsed Proposa''), replaces the
stockholder proposal reeived on October 6. 2010 (the "Pror Proposal").

The Revised Propoal conta certain proedural deficienies. which Securties l!d
Exchange Commssion ("SEC") reguations require us to bnng to the Proponent's attntion.
Rule i 4a~8(b) under the Securties Exehage Act of i 934, as amended, provides that stokholder
prop_9ne~fs mus $U~mi sufclc:t prapf of tlei,continuois 9\ie.TSpof at" least. $2.000 in ". .
~~ët Y:~H~b¡' l~;.?fà\C!i~~Y's'~:hå;~i.~~dto vPte on"~~;'pi9P9sa.foht.J~t ~~é ~
as of the date the Revised Proposal wa subnittd. The Company"s stock records do not indicae
tht the Proponent is the record owner of sucient sha to satisfy ths requiement. The prior

verification leter of proof of ownersp received by th Compay is datd October 12. 20 i 0 and
is "not as of the date of the Revised Proposal. Therefore, the Proponent has not satified
Rule 14a.8's ownership requirements as otthe date that the Revised Proposal wa subnutted to
the Company.

To reedy th defect, the Proponent must submit suff(lient proof of its ownersip of the
requisite number ofCompiiy shaes. As explained in Rule 14a-8(b),.sffcientproOfmay be in
the form of:

· a wntten stament from the "record" holder of the Proponent's shes (usually a
broker or a bank) verfying tht. as of the date the Revisd Proposa was submjtted,
the Proponent continuQUSlY held the requiite numbe of Company shars fu at leas
one yea; or

· if the Proponent ~as fied with the SEe a Schedule 13D. Schedule 13G. Form 3.
Form 4 or Fonn S. or amendments to those documents or updated fonn, reflecting its
ownership of the requisite number of Company shes as of or before the date on
which the one-year eligibilty periOd begins, a copy of the schedule and/or fonn. and
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any subsequent amendments reportng a change in th ownershp level and a wrtten
 

statement that the Proponent continuously held the requisite number of Company 
shares for the one~year penod. 

The SEe's rules require that any response to ths letter be postmarked or trsmitted 
electronically no later than 14 caendar days from the date ths letter is received. Please addres 
any response to me at the address listd above. Alterntily, you may transmit any response by 
facsimile to me at 212.546~9966 or via e.mail at soma. vo~bms.com. 

II you have any questions wim respect to the foregoing, please contact me at (609) 897
3538. For your reference, 1 enclose a copy of Rule 14a-8. 

Sonia Vora 
Assistant Generl COWlsel & 
Asistant Corprate Secreta 

Enclosure 
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JOHN CHEVEDDEN
 

  

January 11,2011

Offce of Cmef Counsel
Division of Corporation Finance
Securties and Exchange Commssion
100 F Street, NE
Washigton, DC 20549

# 2 Rule 14a-8 Proposal
Bristol-Myers Squibb Company (BMY
Written Consent
Kenneth Steiner

Ladies and Gentlemen:

This fuer responds to the December 30,2010 request to block ths rule 14a-8 proposal.

Attched is a letter from Mark Filbero, President, DJF Discount Brokers from September 1992
until November 15, 2010. The company appears to clai that DJF Discount Brokers did not exist
afer October 13,2010. The company bases many lines ofinnuendo on the October 13,2010
date.

This is to request that the Securties and Exchange Commission allow the revised resolution to
stand and be voted upon in the 2011 proxy. Additional material is in prelimar draf form.

Sincerely,

~~..John Chevedden

cc: Kenneth Steiner
Sonia Vora -(Sonia. V ora~bms.com?

*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 *** 
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R&R Planning Group LTD
 
1981 Marcus Avenue, Suite C114
 

Lake Success, NY 11042
 

Offce of Chief Counsel 
Division or Corporation Fiance 
Securties and Exchage Commssion 
100 F Street, NE 
Washington, DC 20549 

Januar 10,2010
 

Ladies and Gentlemen: 

Each of the DJF Disunt Brokers letters for Kenneth Steiner's 2011 rule 14a
8 proposals were prepard under my supervision and signature. I reviewed 
each letter and confirmed each was accurate before authorig Mr. Steiner or
 

his representative to use each letter. 

Sincerely,

r-l.lli ~ /Jk/
Mark Filberto v 
President, DJF Discount Brokers from September 1992 until November 15, 
2010 

Mark Filberto 
R&R Plang Group LTD
 



JOHN CHEVEDDEN

 
 

 

Januar 10,2011

Offce of Chief Counsel

Division of Corporation Finance
Securities and Exchange Cotnssion
100 F Street, NE
Washigton, DC 20549

# 1 Rule 14a-8 Proposal
Bristol-Myers Squibb Company (BMY
Written Consent
Kenneth Steiner

Ladies and Gentlemen:

This responds in par to the December 30, 2010 request to block ths rule 14a-8 proposaL.

The company opines that a revision, with resolved text that is identical with the original, cannot
be considered a revision. Ths is in spite of the fact that Rule 14a-8 and the related Staf Legal
Bulletins explicitly descnbe revisions that even chage the resolved statement. The company
does not claim that the resolved sttement is less importt than the supportg statement.

This ilustrates the identical Resolved statements from both the onginal and the revised Rule
14a-8 proposal:

(BMY: Rule 14a-8 Proposal, October 6,2010, November 12, 2010 Revision)
3* - Shareholder Action by Written Consent

RESOLVED, Shareholders hereby request that our board of directors undertke such
steps as may be necessary to permit written consent by shareholders entitled to cast
the minimum number of votes that would be necessary to authorize the action at a
meeting at which all shareholders entitled to vote thereon were present and voting (to
the fullest extent permitted by law).

IBMY: Rule 14a-8 Proposal, October 6,2010)
3 (Number to be assigned by the company) - Shareholder Action by Written Consent
RESOLVED, Shareholders hereby request that our board of directors undertake such
steps as may be necessary to permit written consent by shareholders entitled to cast
the minimum number of votes that would be necessary to authorize the action at a
meeting at which all shareholders entitled to vote thereon were present and voting (to
the fullest extent permitted by law).

Under the company theory a college professor, who wrote a textbook and revised it two years
later, should credit hiself 

with authonng two original books in his Curculum Vitae.

*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 *** 



Legal Bulletin No. 14 that applies 
to a revision that the Staff would permt (and possibly give specifc directions for) after a no 
action request was submitted. Such an E.1 revision would most likely only apply to a resolved 
statement. 

The company makes an unclear point on Section E.! of Staf 


Legal Bulletin No. 14 that applies toStafThe company cites Alcoa's reference to Section E.2 of 


a company accepting a revision after the rule 14a-8 proposal due date. Bristol~Myers does not 
claim that the revision here was forwarded afer the rule 14a-8 proposal due date. 

The company then claims that it has the power to determe whether a "Revision" is a "different 
proposal." The company then says that the proponent "withdrew" the original proposal, but does 
not cite any accompanying withdrawal notice or even withdrawal text. 

The company then introduces the concept that for "such a new proposal" (with an identical 
Legal Bulletin No. 14 did not "intend" to release "suchresolved statement) - Section E.2 of Staff 

a new proposal" from an additional broker letter requiement. 

There is no relationship whosoever with submitting a revision and any indication that a 
proponent sold his stock or rescinded his recent commtment to hold the stock past the anua 
meeting. 

Afer this unsupported fictional process the company concludes it is a "fact" that the "revision" 
(with an identica resolved statement) is a "new proposa1." 

The company provides no support from rule 14a-8, the related Staff Legal Bulletis or no action 
precedents for its clai that the "November (12), 2010 Submission" is evidence of the "intent" to 
"withdraw" the original text. On the other hand the company provides no evidence that 
companes are so strict on ths point of a withdrawal that companes issue withdrawal notices or 
withdrawal text when they revise management opposition statements to rule 14a-8 proposals. 

If one indulges the company and temporally assumes tht the "November (12), 2010
 

Submission" is evidence of the "intent" to "withdraw" the original text, then what is there to stop 
the "withdrawal" from being at the same instant as the "Submission" and therefore no "gap" 
exists. The company does not claim that the origial was withdrawn in late October and then 
resubmitted as a revision on November 12,2010. 

Without support the company claims that when it asked for a second broker letter, it supposedly 
need not cite any issue it had with a broker letter it already received weeks earlier. 

This is to request that the Securties and Exchange Commssion allow the revised resolution to 
stand and be voted upon in the 2011 proxy. Additional material is in prelimar draft form.
 

~.. -,./ / -

cc: Kenneth Steiner
 
Sonia Vora -:Sonia.Vora~bms.com/
 



(BMY: Rule 14a-8 Proposal, October 6, 2010, November 12,2010 Revision)
3* - Shareholder Action by Written Consent 

RESOLVED, Shareholders hereby request that our board of directors undertake such steps as 
may be necessary to permit wrtten consent by shareholders entitled to cast the minimum number 
of votes that would be necessar to authorize the action at a meeting at which all shareholders 
entitled to vote thereon were present and voting (to the fullest extent permtted by law). 

We gave greater than 49%-support to a 2010 proposal on this same topic. Hundreds of major 
companies enable shareholder action by wrtten consent. 

Takng action by wrtten consent in lieu of a meeting is a means shareholders can use to raise 
important matters outside the nonnal anual meeting cycle. A stdy by Harard professor Paul 
Gompers supports the concept that shareholder dis-empowering governance features, including 
restrctions on shareholder abilty to act by written consent, are signficantly related to reduced 
shareholder value. 

The merit of this Shareholder Action by Written Consent proposal should also be considered in 
the context of the need for improvement in our company's 2010 reported corporate governance 
status: 

The Corporate Librar ww.thecorporatelibrar.com.anindependent investment research firm 
rated our company "D" with "High Governce Risk," and liVery High Concern'l in executive 
pay - $18 millon for James Cornelius and $10 millon for Ellot Sigal. Mr. Cornelius realized 
more than $8 millon from the vestig of stock in 2009 and was entitled to more than $30 milion 
if he were tenninated followig a change of control. Executive pay practices were not aligned
 

with shareholder interest. 

Director" by The
Togo West, one of our newest directors, was marked a "Flagged (Problem) 


Corporate Librar due to his Krispy Kreme and AbitibiBowater directorships prior to both 
banptcies. Yet Mr. West and Louis Freeh (our highest negative vote-gettr) were on our key
 

Executive Pay and Nomiation Committees. Thee directors with long-tenure (Laure Glimcher, 
Leif Johanson and Lewis Campbell) were asigned to 7 of 17 seats on our key board commttees 
- independence concern.
 

Approval of75% of shares was required to amend Arcle Eighth (Dirctors) of our charer. 

Please encourage our board to respond positively to ths proposal to enable shareholder action by 
written consent - Yes on 3. * 



Morgan. lewis & Bockius LlP

1111 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20004
Tel: 202.739.3000
Fax: 202.739.3001
www.morganlewis.com

Linda l. Griggs
Partner
202.739.5245
IgriggS@morganlewis.com

VIA HAND DELIVERY AND EMAIL

Office of Chief Counsel
Division ofCorporation Finance
Securities and Exchange Commission
100 F Street, N.E.
Washington, DC 20549

December 30, 2010

Morgan Lewis
COUNSELORS AT LAW

Re: Bristol-Myers Squibb Company: Omission of Shareholder Proposal Submitted
by Mr. John Chevedden on BehalfofMr. Kenneth Steiner
Securities Exchange Act of 1934 Rule 14a-8

Ladies and Gentlemen:

11ris]etterissubmitted()n behalfofJ3ristol-Myers Squibb GOInpany(the "Company")
pursuant to Rule 14a-8(j) under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, with respect
to the shareholder proposal submitted by Mr. John Chevedden ("Mr. Chevedden") on behalf of
Mr. Kenneth Steiner (the "Proponent"). We respectfully request that the staffof the Division of
Corporation Finance (the "Staff') concur that it will not recommend enforcement action to the
Securities and Exchange Commission (the "Commission") if the Company omits from its 2011
proxy materials the Proponent's shareholder proposal and statement of support related to
shareholder action by written consent submitted to the Company by Mr. Chevedden by email
dated, and received on, November 13,2010 (the ''November 13,2010 Submission"). Mr.
Chevedden identified the proposal and supporting statement attached to the November 13,2010
Submission as the "Rule 14a-8 Proposal Revision."

We have enclosed, pursuant to Rule 14a-8(j):

o Five additional copies of this letter;

o Six copies ofan email dated October 6, 2010 (the "October 6,2010 Submission"),
enclosed as Exhibit A hereto, sent by Mr. Chevedden to Ms. Sonia Vora,
Assistant General Counsel & Assistant Corporate Secretary of the Company,
which identified the subject as "Rule 14a-8 Proposal (BMY)" and attached a letter

D81/66271299.1



Office of Chief Counsel 
Division of Corporation Finance Morgan Lewis 
Securities and Exchange Commission COUNSELOIlS AT LAW 

December 30, 2010 
Page 2 

dated September 20,2010 from the Proponent to Mr. James M. Cornelius, 
Chairman of the Board of the Company (the "Proponent's Letter"): 

o	 submitting the original Rule 14a-8 Proposal (the "Original Rule 14a-8 
Proposal" and, together with the Rule 14a-8 Proposal Revision, the 
"Proposals"), 

o	 representing that the Proponent would "meet Rule 14a-8 requirements 
including the continuous ownership of the required stock value until after 
the date of the respective shareholder meeting," and 

o	 identifying Mr. Chevedden as having the Proponent's proxy ''to forward 
this Rule 14a-8 proposal to the company and to act on my behalf regarding 
this Rule 14a-8 proposal, and/or modification of it, for the forthcoming 
shareholder meeting before, during and after the forthcoming shareholder 
meeting;" 

o	 Six copies of a letter dated October 12,2010 (the "First Deficiency Letter"), 
enclosed as Exhibit B hereto, from Ms. Sonia Vora, Assistant General Counsel & 
Assistant Corporate Secretary of the Company, to Mr. Chevedden, advising Mr. 
Chevedden of the procedural deficiencies in the October 6,2010 Submission, 
noting the abs~~c~ ~()~ th~()ct()b~ ~,201 qSu~flllssi()!1()f ~roof ?fthe 
Pr?~~~~t'S .• C()lltinuous0WneJ'~~ip ••• ?f~t!1~~t<$2~()()() •.in Illar~~v~u~,?r•.•l%, of 
the Company'sshares entitled to vofeonthe Original Rule 14a-S Proposal for at 
least one year as of the date of the submission of the Original Rule 14a-8 
Proposal, as required by Rule 11a-8(b), and attaching a copy ofRule 14a-8 
(consistent with Section C.1 ofStaff Legal Bulletin No. 14B (September 15, 
2004)); 

o	 Six copies ofan email dated October 15,2010, enclosed as Exhibit C hereto, sent 
by Mr. Chevedden to Ms. Sonia Vora, Assistant General Counsel & Assistant 
Corporate Secretary of the Company, identifying the subject as "Verification 
Letter -(BMY)" and attaching a letter dated "12 October 2010," signed by Mark 
Filiberto, President, DJF Discount Brokers, with respect to the purported 
ownership by the Proponent as of that date of 3,200 shares of the Company, 
which the Proponent had held since "7/2/96" (the "Purported Verification 
Letter"); 

o	 Six copies ofan email dated November 13, 2010, enclosed as Exhibit D hereto, 
sent by Mr. Chevedden to Ms. Sonia Vora, Assistant General Counsel & Assistant 
Corporate Secretary of the Company, which identified the subject as "Rule 14a-S 

D81/66271 299.1 
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Proposal Revision (BMY)" and attached the Proponent's Letter, revised in 
handwriting to add "NOVEMBER 12,2010 REVISION": 

o	 submitting the Rule 14a-8 Proposal Revision, 

o	 representing that the Proponent would "meet Rule l4a-8 requirements 
including the continuous ownership of the required stock value until after 
the date of the respective shareholder meeting," and 

o	 identifying Mr. Chevedden as having the Proponent's proxy ''to forward 
this Rule 14a-8 proposal to the company and to act on my behalf regarding 
this Rule l4a-8 proposal, and/or modification of it, for the forthcoming 
shareholder meeting before, during and after the forthcoming shareholder 
meeting;" 

o	 Six copies of a letter dated November 23,2010 (the "Second Deficiency Letter"), 
enclosed as Exhibit E hereto, from Ms. Sonia Vora, Assistant General Counsel & 
Assistant Corporate Secretary of the Company, to Mr. Chevedden, advising Mr. 
Chevedden of the procedural deficiencies in the November 13,2010 Submission, 
noting the absence from the November 13, 2010 Submission ofproofof the 
Proponent's continuous ownership of at least $2,000 in market value, or 1%, of 
theCornpany's shares entit1~ tovote on the Rule 14a-8 Proposal Revision for at 
let\$tope}'ear as of the clilte()f the.sl.lbmissi?Il ofthe Rule 14a-8 Prop(}sa.} 
Revision, as required by Rule 14a-8(b), and attaching a copy ofRule 14a-8 
(consistent with Section C.I ofStaffLegal Bulletin No. l4B); 

o	 Six copies ofan email dated December 7, 2010, enclosed as Exhibit F hereto, sent 
by Mr. Chevedden to Ms. Sonia Vora, Assistant General Counsel & Assistant 
Corporate Secretary of the Company, in response to the Second Deficiency Letter; 

o	 Six copies of an email dated December 8,2010, enclosed as Exhibit G hereto, 
sent by Ms. Sonia Vora, Assistant General Counsel & Assistant Corporate 
Secretary of the Company, to Mr. Chevedden, responding to Mr. Chevedden's 
December 7, 2010 response; and 

o	 Six copies of an email dated December 8, 20I0, enclosed as Exhibit H hereto, 
sent by Mr. Chevedden to Sonia Vora, Assistant General Counsel & Assistant 
Corporate Secretary of the Company, in response to the Company's December 8, 
2010 email, claiming that the Company has already accepted the Proponent's 
broker letter and has no basis for demanding an additional broker letter. 
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As required by Rule 14a-8G), this letter is being submitted no later than eighty (80) 
calendar days before the Company intends to file its definitive 2011 proxy materials with the 
Commission and is being sent concurrently to Mr. Chevedden and the Proponent. As required 
by Staff Legal Bulletin No. 14 (July 13,2001), we will also send to Mr. Chevedden and the 
Proponent copies ofany future correspondence with the Staff and hereby advise each of Mr. 
Chevedden and the Proponent of their responsibilities under Staff Legal Bulletin No. 14 to send 
to us copies ofany oftheir correspondence with the Staff. 

The Proposals 

The Original Rule 14a-8 Proposal, submitted by Mr. Chevedden to the Company in the 
October 6, 2010 Submission, reads as follows: 

"[BMY: Rule 14a-8 Proposal, October 6,2010] 

"3 [Number to be assigned by the company] - Shareholder Action By Written 
Consent 

"RESOLVED, Shareholders hereby request that our board ofdirectors undertake such 
steps as may be necessary to permit written consent by shareholders entitled to cast 
the minimum number of votes that would be necessary to authorize the action at a 
meeting at \Vllich all shareholders ~ntitled to vote thereon were present and voting (to 
the fullestextentPenmttedbylaw). 

"We gave greater than 49%-support to a 2010 proposal on this same topic. Hundreds 
ofmajor companies enable shareholder action by written consent. 

''Taking action by written consent in lieu of a meeting is a means shareholders can 
use to raise important matters outsid~ the normal annual meeting cycle. A study by 
Harvard professor Paul Gomperssupportsthe concept thafshareholder dis
empowering governance features, including restrictions on shareholder ability to act 
by written consent, are significantly related to reduced shareholder value. 

"The merit of this Shareholder Action by Written Consent proposal should also be 
considered in the context of the need for improvement in our company's 2010 
reported corporate governance status. 

"Please encourage our board to respond positively to this proposal to enable 
shareholder action by written consent - Yes on 3. [Number to be assigned by the 
company.]" 
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The Rule 14a-8 Proposal Revision, which replaced the Original Rule 14a-8 Proposal and 
was submitted by Mr. Chevedden to the Company in the November 13, 2010 Submission, reads 
as follows: 

"[BMY: Rule 14a-8 Proposal, October 6,2010, November 12, 2010 Revision] 

"3*- Shareholder Action By Written Consent 

"RESOLVED, Shareholders hereby request that our board ofdirectors undertake such 
steps as may be necessary to permit written consent by shareholders entitled to cast 
the minimum number ofvotes that would be necessary to authorize the action at a 
meeting at which all shareholders entitled to vote thereon were present and voting (to 
the fullest extent permitted by law). 

"We gave greater than 49%-support to a 2010 proposal on this same topic. Hundreds 
of major companies enable shareholder action by written consent. 

"Taking action by written consent in lieu of a meeting is a means shareholders can 
use to raise important matters outside the normal annual meeting cycle. A study by 
Harvard professor Paul Gompers supports the concept that shareholder dis
empowering governance features, including restrictions on shareholder ability to act 
by written consent, are significantly related to reduced shareholder value. 

~, . .' ;- ..":: - .'- -:: : - - - ; :;.' 

"The merit ofthisSharehol~~Actio~bYWfitt~l1consel1~;rOPb~alshould also be 
considered in the context of the need for improvement in our company's 2010 
reported cOlporate governance status: 

''The COlporate Library www.thecorporatelibrary.com.anindependent investment 
research firm rated our company 'D' with 'High Governance Risk,' and 'Very High 
Concern' in executive pay - $18 million for James Cornelius and $10 million for 
Elliot Sigal. Mr. Cornelius realized more than $8 million from the vesting of stock in 
2009 and was entitled to more than $30 million if he were terminated following a 
change of control. Executive pay practices were not aligned with shareholder 
interest. 

"Togo West, one ofour newest directors, was marked a 'Flagged (Problem) Director' 
by The COlporate Library due to his Krispy Kreme and AbitibiBowater directorships 
prior to both bankruptcies. Yet Mr. West and Louis Freeh (our highest negative vote
getter) were on our key Executive Pay and Nomination Committees. Three directors 
with long-tenure (Laurie Glimcher, LeifJohansson and Lewis Campbell) were 
assigned to 7 of 17 seats on our key board committees - independence concern. 
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"Approval of 75% of shares was required to amend Article Eighth (Directors) ofour 
charter. 

"Please encourage our board to respond positively to this proposal to enable 
shareholder action by written consent - Yes on 3*." 

Summary of Bases for Omission of the Rule 14a-8 Proposal Revision Under Rule 14a-8(b) 
and Rule 14a-8(f)(I) 

In summary, we believe that the Rule 14a-8 Proposal Revision may be excluded from the 
Company's 2011 proxy materials pursuant to Rule 14a-8(b) and Rule 14a-8(t)(1) because: 

1.	 The Proponent never submitted proof ofownership of the Company's shares as of 
November 13,2010 in accordance with Rule 14a-8(b), which was required because: 

(a) The Rule 14a-8 Proposal Revision submitted on November 13,2010, which 
replaced the Original Rule 14a-8 Proposal, represented a new proposal for 
purposes of Rule 14a-8(b)'s proof of share ownership requirements due to 

(i)	 the significance of the changes in the Revised Supporting Statement compared 
to the Original Supporting Statement, which increased the length of the 
Original Supporting Statement by 117% and added specific comments related 
to the Company, th~eby rendering .the Rule 14a-8Pf(>posalRevisiQn a new 
proposal, and 

(ii) the specific statement in the Proponent's Letter submitted as the cover letter 
for the November 13,2010 Submission that the Proponent is submitting the 
Rule 14a-8 Proposal Revision for the next annual shareholders' meeting, thus 
replacing the Original 14a-8 Proposal; 

(b) The Proponent's Letter submitted as the cover letter for the November 13,2010 
Submission specifically states that the Proponent intends to hold his shares until 
the date ofthe Company's shareholders' meeting and comply with the other 
requirements of Rule 14a-8, which include the requirement to submit proofof 
share ownership as of the submission date of the proposal; and 

(c)	 As a result of its receipt ofthe new proposal, the Company sent to Mr. Chevedden 
on a timely basis the Second Deficiency Letter, advising Mr. Chevedden that the 
November 13, 2010 Submission, including the Rule 14a-8 Proposal Revision, 
required the submission pursuant to Rule 14a-8(b) ofproofof the Proponent's 
share ownership as ofNovember 13,2010, but neither Mr. Chevedden nor the 
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Proponent ever submitted any such proof of share ownership, despite the Second 
Deficiency Letter. 

2.	 Even if the Rule 14a-8 Proposal Revision is not considered to be a new proposal for 
purposes of Rule 14a-8(b), and the Proponent was not required to submit new proof 
ofhis share ownership as ofNovember 13,2010, the Proponent never met his burden 
to provide reliable proof ofhis share ownership as of the October 6,2010 submission 
date of the Original Rule 14a-8 Proposal because: 

(a) The reliability of the Purported Verification Letter submitted is exceedingly 
suspect because: 

(i)	 the Purported Verification Letter appears to be a photocopy of a pre-typed, 
pre-signed form, manually completed by someone whose handwriting does 
not match that of the person who pre-signed the form as President ofDJF 
Discount Brokers, raising a serious concern that the form was not manually 
completed by anyone representing DJF Discount Brokers; 

(ii)	 the Purported Verification Letter is identical to the pre-typed, pre-signed 
form Mr. Chevedden has used to verify proponents' ownership of shares in 
various other companies to which Mr. Chevedden has submitted shareholder 
propos~ls on behalfofsuch pro.ponents duriIlgthis and prior years' 
sha.reho.l~~ J>f0llo.salseaso.Ils,.raisin.gaseriqusquestionasto w~~ther 
anyone at DJF Discount Brokers:ever verified the information added to the 
pre-typed, pre-signed form before Mr. Chevedden submitted the Purported 
Verification Letter to the Company; 

(iii)	 The "12 October 2010" date on the PurportliXi Verification Letter, like the 
"12 October 2010" date on other pre-typed, pre-signed verification letters 
from DJF Discount Brokers·sent by Mr. Chevedden to other companies this 
shareholder proposal season, bears no rational relationship to the October 6, 
2010 date of the submission of the Original Rule 14a-8 Proposal or the 
October 15,2010 date on which Mr. Chevedden submitted the Purported 
Verification Letter to the Company, thus raising the inference that, even if 
the information added to the pre-typed, pre-signed form sent to the 
Company was in fact verified by someone at DJF Discount Brokeres, it was 
not verified on "12 October 2010," the date of the Purported Verification 
Letter; 

(iv)	 Mr. Chevedden ultimately did not provide any proof of share ownership for 
the Proponent as of the date of the November 13, 2010 Submission in 
response to the Second Deficiency Letter because, as of the November 23, 
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2010 date of the Second Deficiency Letter, he could no longer use the pre
typed, pre-signed form from DJF Discount Brokers dated "12 October 
2010" (i) since the form would not provide share ownership verification as 
ofNovember 13,2010 and (ii) Muriel Siebert & Co., Inc. had announced its 
acquisition of the retail brokerage accounts of DJF Discount Brokers on 
October 13,2010; and 

(v)	 even ifMr. Filiberto, the President ofDJF Discount Brokers, had properly 
completed, signed, and dated the Purported Verfication Letter to the 
Company, and that date had borne a rational relationship to the timing 
sequence of the Original Rule 14a-8 Proposal, the Purported Verification 
Letter sent to the Company would still not have provided reliable proof of 
the Proponent's ownership of Company shares because Mr. Filiberto was 
not a party who could independently provide such verification since he 
himself has repeatedly given his proxy to Mr. Chevedden to submit 
shareholder proposals on his own behalf, thereby compromising his 
independence in any verification process related to Mr. Chevedden. 

(b) The reliability of the Purported Verification Letter is suspect because it is 
.	 impossible for the Company to verify the Proponent's share ownership as 

purportedly ''verified'' by DJF Discount Brokers given the fact that neither DJF 
Discount Bro~~~ BO~l\fa~i?nalp,in~ci~Servigestpk{orp~rl't~l>s"LJ..S~" if that 
is \Vhatthe hail.~writingwasAlltended<tosay)~theeiltityideh;ti.f;i~.~th~;~ustodian 
of the Proponent's shares in the Company, is a member of the Depository Trust 
Corporation ("DTC"), and DJF Discount Brokers is only an introducing broker 
that does not have custody of the Proponent's shares, thus opening the door to the 
potential for proponent abuse identified by the court in Apache Com. v. 
Chevedden, 696 F.Supp.2d 723 (S.D. Tex. 2010), and placing an even greater 
burden on the Proponent to provide proper verification ofhis share ownership, 
which he did not do. 

Background 

The Company received the Original Rule 14a-8 Proposal as part of the October 6, 2010 
Submission. In the Proponent's Letter dated September 20,2010 accompanying the October 6, 
2010 Submission, the Proponent stated that Mr. Chevedden, or his designee, has his proxy to 
"forward this Rule 14a-8 proposal to the company and to act on my behalf regarding this Rule 
14a-8 proposal, and/or modification of it, for the forthcoming shareholder meeting before, during 
and after the forthcoming shareholder meeting," and instructed that all future communications 
regarding the proposal be directed to Mr. Chevedden. The Proponent did not include in the 
October 6, 2010 Submission any proof of the Proponent's share ownership as required by Rule 
14a-8{b). 
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The Proponent did not appear on the records of the Company as a shareholder of record, 
and the Company was unable to verify in its records the Proponent's eligibility to submit the 
Original Rule I4a-8 Proposal. The Company therefore sent to Mr. Chevedden the First 
Deficiency Letter dated October 12,2010 within the I4-day period required by Rule I4a-8(f)(1) 
to advise Mr. Chevedden of this procedural deficiency in the Proponent's October 6,2010 
Submission. 

Upon receiving the First Deficiency Letter, Mr. Chevedden, by email dated October 15, 
2010, sent to the Company the Purported Verification Letter. On November 13, 2010,=Mr. 
Chevedden sent to the Company by email what he called the "Rule 14a-8 Proposal Revision[:-]" 
dated November 12,2010. He attached to the November 13, 2010 Submission the Proponent's 
Letter that included the language "NOVEMBER 12,2010 REVISION")n handwriting. The 
Rule 14a-8 Proposal Revision differs from the Original Rule 14a-8 Proposal in that it expands 
the Original Supporting Statement from four paragraphs to seven paragraphs through the 
addition of three entirely new paragraphs specific to the Company. 

Mr. Chevedden did not include in the November 13,2010 Submission any proof of the 
Proponent's share ownership as of that date as required by Rule I4a-8(b). The Company 
therefore sent to Mr. Chevedden the Second Deficiency Letter dated November 23,2010 within 
the 14-day period required by Rule I4a-8(f)(1) to advise Mr. Chevedden of this procedural 
deficiency in the Proponent's November 13, 2010 Submission. 

0I111e~~ber7, 2010'Mr,Cllevedgel1isent to the ComPanY' bYem~l, a reqllestthat the 
Company withdraw the copy of Rille 14a-8 that was included with the Second Deficiency Letter. 
On December 8, 2010, the Company responded to Mr. Chevedden that it did not believe there 
was any basis for withdrawing the copy ofRille 14a-8 and reminded Mr. Chevedden of the 
deadline to provide proofofshare ownership. On December 8, 2010, Mr. Chevedden responded 
that a second broker's letter was unnecessary and that the Company had already accepted the 
Purported Verification Letter. No proofof share ownership has been provided in response to the 
Second Deficiency Letter. 

Analysis 

1.	 The Rule 14a-S Proposal Revision Is Excludable Under Rule 14a-S(b) and Rule 
14a-S(!)(1) Because the Proponent Failed To Provide Any Proof of Share 
Ownership as of the November 13,2010 Date of Submission of the New 
Proposal. 

a.	 The Rule 14a-8 Proposal Revision Is a New Proposal Requiring Proofof 
Ownership as ofthe Date ofIts Submission Because the Significant Changes 
Made to the Original Supporting Statement Reflected in the Revised 
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Supporting Statement in the Rule 14a-8 Proposal Revision Render the Rule 
14a-8 Proposal Revision a New Proposal. 

Rule 14a-8(a) states that ''the word 'proposal' as used in this section refers both to your 
proposal, and to your corresponding statement in support of your proposal (if any)." Therefore, 
the mere fact that the Resolution in the Rule 14a-8 Proposal Revision is the same as that in the 
Original Rule 14a-8 Proposal is not determinative of whether the Rule 14a-8 Proposal Revision 
is a "new" proposal for purposes of Rule 14a-8(b). 

Clearly, a statement in support of a resolution can provide shareholders with significant 
information relevant to the shareholders' decision on how to vote on a shareholder proposal. 
Accordingly, changes in a statement of support in a shareholder proposal can result in that 
proposal becoming a new proposal. The nature and extent of the changes from the Original 
Supporting Statement to the Revised Supporting Statement are relevant to the determination 
whether the Rule 14a-8 Proposal Revision is a new proposal rather than simply a modification to 
the Original Rule 14a-8 Proposal. 

We believe that the Rule 14a-8 Proposal Revision is a new proposal because of the 
following significant changes in the Revised Supporting Statement from the Original Supporting 
Statement in the Original Rule 14a-8 Proposal, which not only=increased the length of the 
Original Supporting Statement by 117%, but also altered the substance of the Original Rule 14a
8 Proposal. The Original Supporting Statement is generic, without specificity as to .the Company 
ex~eptforthesentencereferringto the ComPanY shareholders' voteon.the satne·sharehoIQ~ 
action by written consent proposal in 2010. In contrast, the Revised Supporting Statement in the 
Rule 14a-8 Proposal Revision includes the following new, specific references to the Company in 
support of the Proponent's shareholders' written consent proposal: 

o	 the Corporate Library's governance rating for the Company, 

o	 concerns about the Company's executive compensation practices, including 
compensation received by two executives, 

o	 the directorship of a specific Company director at two companies that went 
bankrupt, 

o	 the membership on the compensation and nomination committees of the Board of 
Directors of the Company, (committees identified as "key" in the Revised 
Supporting Statement) of the Company director who had been a director at two 
companies that went bankrupt and the Company director who received the highest 
negative votes, 
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o an independence concern relating to the three Company directors with "long
tenure" holding seven of the 17 key board committee seats, and

o the 75% vote required to amend Article Eighth of the Company's Amended and
Restated Certificate of Incorporation, which relates to directors.l

Section E.l of Staff Legal Bulletin No. 14 states, in part, as follows:

"There is no provision in rule 14a-8 that allows a shareholder to revise his or her
proposal and supporting statement. However, we have a long-standing practice of
issuing no-action responses that permit shareholders to make revisions that are minor
in nature and do not alter the substance of the proposal." (Emphasis added.)

We believe that Section E.l of StaffLegal Bulletin No. 14 makes it clear that, where the
content and nature of the revisions to a supporting statement in a shareholder proposal are so
significant that they provide the only company-specific qualitative information intended to
influence the shareholders' vote, thereby changing the substance of the proposal from generic to
company-specific, the changes result in the proposal becoming a new proposal for purposes of
Rule 14a-8(b).

It should be noted that Mr. Chevedden has had a practice of submitting generic proposals
and then revising them thereafterto cll~t91l1ize.e~chpr9p<>salfortp~ Particu!~ c91l1J?any. For
this.•..sh~eh~I~et'·.proposal ••.S~as911 ••alBPe,c~~;(J~~}'~dd~lJ.~ ••.•foll9~~Uli~.~~~f()~9h ••~ith.a.
number ofsllareholder proposiiIs.· See; ~.,. American Express Company (incoming no-action
request dated December 17,2010; Abbott Laboratories (incoming no-action request dated
December 17, 2010); Alcoa Inc. (incoming no-action request dated December 9, 2010, relating
to a proposal submitted by the Proponent); Alcoa Inc. (incoming no-action request dated
December 9,2010 relating to a proposal submitted by William Steiner); Fortune Brands, Inc.
(incoming no-action request dated November 17, 2010).

This year, Alcoa Inc. chose to disregard Mr. Chevedden's second proposal in accordance
with the guidance set forth in Section E.2 of Staff Legal Bulletin No. 14, which states as follows:

"2. Ifa company has received a timely proposal and the shareholder
makes revisions to the proposal before the company submits its no-action
request, must the company accept those revisions?

This sentence is factually incorrect. The Company's Amended and Restated Certificate of Incorporation
was amended on May 7, 2010 to remove the referenced supermajority requirement. A copy of the
Certificate of.Amendment to the Amended and Restated Certificate of Incorporation was filed as Exhibit
3(B) to the Form 8-K filed on May 10,2010.
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"No, but it may accept the shareholder's revisions. If the changes are such that 
the revised proposal is actually a different proposal from the original, the revised 
proposal could be subject to exclusion under 

o	 rule 14a-8(c), which provides that a shareholder may submit no more than 
one proposal to a company for a particular shareholders' meeting; and 

o	 rule 14a-8(e), which imposes a deadline for submitting shareholder 
proposals." 

Similarly, the Company could have chosen to disregard the Rule 14a-8 Proposal Revision 
in accordance with Staff Legal Bulletin No. 14. But, as Staff Legal Bulletin No. 14 makes clear, 
the Company also had the right to elect to "accept the shareholder's revisions." This is what the 
Company elected to do in the case of the Rule 14a-8 Proposal Revision. Furthermore, Section 
E.2 of Staff Legal Bulletin No. 14 acknowledges that changes made to a revised proposal could 
result in the revised proposal actually being a different proposal. Due to the significant 
differences between the two Proposals, the Company determined that the Rule 14a-8 Proposal 
Revision was, in fact, a different proposal from the Original Rule 14a-8 Proposal and that the 
Proponent had replaced the Original 14a-8 Proposal in favor of the Rule 14a-8 Proposal 
Revision. 

As Staff Legal Bulletin No. 14 makes clear, one procedural requirement, found in Rule 
14a-8(c),~s tliata progonent~ansublIlitno.more than one shareholder proposal. Thatprocedural 
requirement was not implicated here because, in submitting the Rule 14a-8 Proposal Revision 
pursuant to the November 13, 2010 Submission, Mr. Chevedden withdrew the earlier Original 
Rule 14a-8 Proposal. Moreover, the procedural requirements ofRule 14a-8(e) were not 
implemented here because the Rule 14a-8 Proposal Revision was submitted before the 
November 22, 2010 deadline for the submission of shareholder proposals to the Company. 
Accordingly, the Rule 14a-8 Proposal Revision was not untimely. 

Section E.2 of Staff Legal Bulletin No. 14 does not expressly state that among the Rule 
14a-8 procedural requirements that must be met upon submission ofa revised proposal that 
constitutes a new proposal is the Rule 14a-8(b) requirement to demonstrate share ownership as of 
the submission date of the new proposal. Certainly, in stating that, where a proposal is changed 
so much that is "actually a different proposal," the new proposal may violate the multiple 
proposal rule or the timeliness rule, Section E.2 of Staff Legal Bulletin No. 14 did not intend to 
imply that such a new proposal did not also have to comply with the share ownership 
requirement ofRule 14a-8(b) as of the new submission date. 

Rule 14a-8(b)'s procedural requirement for the proponent to prove the requisite share 
ownership as of the submission date of a shareholder proposal is a bedrock principle of eligibility 
to submit a shareholder proposal in the first place. That fundamental standing requirement to 
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submit a shareholder proposal under Rule 14a-8 is, as discussed below, subject to strict 
compliance. We do not believe that, in referring by way of illustration in Section E.2 of Staff 
Legal Bulletin No. 14 to the one-proposal and timeliness rules as two Rule 14a-8 procedural 
requirements that a proponent would have to comply with in submitting a new proposal, the Staff 
somehow intended by implication to repeal the proofof share ownership requirements ofRule 
14a-8(b) in the case of a new proposal submitted by a proponent to replace an original proposal. 

Because the Rule 14a-8 Proposal Revision was, in fact, a new proposal, the Company had 
the right under Rule 14a-8(b) to request that Mr. Chevedden present proofof the Proponent's 
ownership of Company shares as of the November 13,2010 submission date of the Rule 14a-8 
Proposal Revision. Although the Company could have rejected the Rule 14a-8 Proposal 
Revision, by sending the Second Deficiency Letter, the Company evidenced an acceptance of the 
Rule 14a-8 Proposal Revision as a new proposal replacing the Original Rule 14a-8 Proposal as 
long as the proofof the Proponent's share ownership required by Rule 14a-8(b) was also 
submitted. Notwithstanding the Second Deficiency Letter, neither Mr. Chevedden nor the 
Proponent has ever submitted to the Company the requisite proofof the Proponent's share 
ownership as of the November 13,2010 submission date. 

b.	 The Rule 14a-8 Proposal Revision Is a New Proposal Requiring Proofof 
Ownership as ofthe Date ofIts Submission Because the Proponent Withdrew 
the Original Rule 14a-8 Proposal and Represented in his Submission ofa New 
Proposal with the November 13,2010 Submission an Intention to Comply with 
Rule 14a-8. 

The inclusion of the Proponent's Letter in the November 13, 2010 Submission clearly 
evidences the intent of the Proponent to withdraw the Original Rule 14a-8 Proposal and replace 
it with the Rule 14a-8 Proposal Revision. The Proponent's Letter included in the November 13, 
2010 Submission is different from the Proponent's Letter included in the October 6,2010 
Submission in that the words ''NOVEMBER 12,2010 REVISION" are handwritten on the first 
page of the Proponent's Letter. 

Although Mr. Chevedden resubmitted the Proponent's Letter on November 13, 2010 with 
a handwritten notation to indicate it was the ''November 12, 2010 Revision," Mr. Chevedden did 
not submit any proofof the Proponent's share ownership as of the date he submitted the Rule 
14a-8 Proposal Revision. Nevertheless, the Proponent's Letter states as follows: "I submit my 
attached Rule 14a-8 proposal in support of the long-term performance of our company. My 
proposal is for the next shareholder meeting. I intend to meet Rule 14a-8 requirements including 
the continuous ownership of the required stock value ..." In redating his letter, the Proponent 
clearly states his intention to meet Rule 14a-8 procedural requirements with respect to the 
"attached proposal," which, in this case, was the Rule 14a-8 Proposal Revision. 
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Accordingly, as revised, the Proponent's Letter represents that, as ofNovember 12,2010, 
the Proponent will hold his Company shares until the date of the Company's shareholders' 
meeting and comply with the other requirements of Rule 14a-8. Notwithstanding this 
representation, neither Mr. Chevedden nor the Proponent has ever submitted to the Company the 
requisite proofof the Proponent's share ownership as of the November 13, 2010 submission date 
of the Rule 14a-8 Proposal Revision. 

c.	 Neither Mr. Chevedden Nor the Proponent Ever Provided Any Proofofthe 
Proponent's Share Ownership as ofthe Date ofSubmission ofthe Rule 14a-8 
Proposal Revision. 

Even after the Second Deficiency Letter, which explained the procedural defects and 
provided guidance as to how the deficiency should be cured, neither Mr. Chevedden nor the 
Proponent ever submitted a new letter proving the Proponent's share ownership as of the 
November 13,2010 date of submission of the Rule 14a-8 Proposal Revision. Rule 14a-8(b)(2) 
provides that the requisite proofofproponent's share ownership must be submitted at the time 
the proposal is submitted in one of two ways: 

"(i) The first way is to submit to the company a written statement from the 'record' 
holder ofyour securities (usually a broker or bank) verifying that, at the time you 
submitted the proposal, you had continuously held the securities for at least one year. 

"(il) The second wayto pfove~wnershil?iappli~s()n1y;ifY()\lhay~fileda Schedule 
13D: .. , Schedule 130..., Form 3..., Fom1.4..., and/or Form 5..., or amendments 
to those documents or updated forms, reflecting your ownership of the shares as ofor 
before the date on which the one-year eligibility period begins...." 

By email datedDecember7.2010.Mr. Chevedden responded to the Second Deficiency 
Letter as follows: 

"Dear Ms. Vora, The 'enclosure' with the company November 23,2010 letter 
is not consistent with the letter. The enclosure ofRule 14a-8 - Proposals of 
Security Holders refers to making a 'revision.' However the enclosure does 
not state that such a revision constitutes two proposals. Will the company 
withdraw the enclosure in order to have a clear and consistent November 23, 
2010 letter. 
"Sincerely, 
"John Chevedden 
"cc: Kenneth Steiner" 

Mr. Chevedden's objection to the copy of Rule 14a-8 that the Company provided as an 
attachment to the Second Deficiency Letter is unclear, particularly given the Staffs suggestion in 
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Staff Legal Bulletin No. 14B Section C.1 that a company should include a copy of Rule 14a-8 
with any notice of defect. 

Thereafter, in response to the Company's email dated December 8, 2010 responding to
 
Mr. Chevedden's December 7,2010 email.Mr. Chevedden asserted as follows:
 

"Dear Ms. Vora, Thank you for your response. However it does not provide 
any clarification to the conflicted company position in its demand for two 
broker letters for one proposal. The company has already accepted the 
proponent's broker letter and his commitment to continue to own the required 
stock through the 2011 annual meeting." 

Neither Mr. Chevedden nor the Proponent ever provided any proof of the Proponent's
 
share ownership as ofNovember 13, 2010 as required by Rule 14a-8(b).
 

Contrary to Mr. Chevedden's assertions, there is no conflict in the Company's rightful 
demand for proofof the Proponents' share ownership as of the date of the submission of a new 
proposal. Moreover, there is no evidence that the Company had accepted the Purported 
Verification Letter regarding the earlier Original Rule 14a-8 Proposal. The mere fact that the 
Company did not send a second deficiency letter with respect to the Original Rule 14a-8 
Proposal does not mean the Company accepted the Purported Verification Letter. 

There is no requirement that a company~end a second deficiency letter upon re~eipt of 
unsatisfactory proofofshare ownership submitted after the company sent a first deficiency letter. 
Section B.3 of Staff Legal Bulletin No. 14 states that a proponent's "[f]ailure to cure the 
defect(s) or respond in a timely manner may result in exclusion of the proposal." The Staffhas 
concurred with a company's omission of a shareholder proposal pursuant to Rule 14a-8(f)(I) 
based upon a proponent's failure to provide satisfactory evidence of proofofownership as 
required by Rule 14a-8(b) even when a proponent has responded to a deficiency notice but failed 
to meet all of the requirements of Rule 14a-8(b) and the company did not sent a second 
deficiency letter. See,~, Alcoa Inc (February 18, 2009); General Electric Co. (December 19, 
2008). 

More fundamentally, neither Mr. Chevedden nor the Proponent has ever provided any 
evidence of the Proponent's required share ownership as of the November 13, 2010 submission 
date of the Rule 14a-8 Proposal Revision. The Purported Verification Letter's alleged 
sufficiency to establish the Proponent's share ownership as of the earlier October 6,2010 
submission date of the Orignal Rule 14a-8 Proposal, even with its "promise" that the Proponent 
would continue to hold the shares through the date of the Company's 2011 shareholders' 
meeting, does not constitute adequate proofof share ownership as of the November 13, 2010 
submission of the new proposal. 
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The Proponent's statement that he intended to continue to hold his shares through the 
date of the Company's shareholders' meeting is not proof that he in fact held the shares on 
November 13, 2010, the date of the submission of the Rule 14a-8 Proposal Revision. A 
shareholder's statement of intention to continue to hold his shares until the shareholders' meeting 
is an additional requirement, found in Rule 14a-8(b)(2)(ii)(C), that is separate from the 
requirement in Rule 14a-8(b) to prove his share ownership as of the date he submitted his 
shareholder proposal. As Section C.l.d of Staff Legal Bulletin No. 14 makes clear, a proponent 
must include his separate statement of intention to continue to hold his shares after the 
submission ofhis shareholder proposal "regardless of the method the shareholder uses to prove 
that he or she continuously owned the securities for a period ofone year as of the time the 
shareholder submits the proposal." 

Moreover, in meeting his burden to prove his share ownership as of the date he submitted 
his shareholder proposal, Section C.l.c ofStaff Legal Bulletin No. 14 requires precision in the 
Proponent's proof with respect to the dates involved. Thus, Section C.l.c.3 reads as follows: 

"If a shareholder submits his or her proposal to the company on June 1, does a 
statement from the record holder verifying that the shareholder owned the 
securities continuously for one year as of May 30 of the same year demonstrate 
sufficiently continuous ownership of the securities as of the time he or she 
submitted the proposal? 

"1'l0' A.sbareholder must submitproof from the record hol4er thatthe shareholder 
continuously owned the securities for a period ofone year as of the time the 
shareholder submits the proposal." (Emphasis added.) 

Therefore, it is clear that the gap between October 6, 2010, the submission date of the 
Original Rule 14a-8 Proposal, and November 13,2010, the submission date of the Rule 14a-8 
Proposal Revision, cannot be closed without reliable proof of the Proponent's share ownership 
on November 13,2010 itself. Neither Mr. Chevedden nor the Proponent has ever provided any 
evidence of the Proponent's required share ownership as of the November 13,2010 submission 
date of the Rule 14a-8 Proposal Revision. 

Accordingly, we respectfully request that the Staff concur with our view that the Rule 
14a-8 Proposal Revision is a new proposal for which the Proponent did not comply with Rule 
14a-8(b), and that the Company may exclude the Rule 14a-8 Proposal Revision pursuant to Rule 
14a-8(f)(l) from its 2011 proxy materials. 

2.	 Even If the Rule 14a-8 Proposal Revision Is Not Considered To Be a New 
Proposal and the Proponent Was Not Required To Submit New Proof of Share 
Ownership, the Rule 14a-8 Proposal Revision Is Excludable Under Rule 14a-8(b) 
and Rule 14a-8(1)(1) Because the Purported Verification Letter Does Not Meet 
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the Proponent's Burden of Proof to Establish Share Ownership Because Neither 
Mr. Chevedden Nor the Proponent Ever Provided Reliable Proof of the 
Proponent's Share Ownership as of the Submission Date of the Original Rule 
14a-8 Proposal. 

a. The Reliability ofthe Purported Verification Letter Is Exceedingly Suspect. 

Although we believe that the Rule 14a-8 Proposal Revision represents a new proposal for 
purposes ofRule 14a-8(b) because of the significance of the changes to the Original Supporting 
Statement discussed above, even if the Rule 14a-8 Proposal Revision is not considered to be a 
new proposal, we believe that the Proponent never submitted reliable proofof share ownership 
as of the date of submission of the Original Rule 14a-8 Proposal. Thus, the Rule 14a-8 Proposal 
Revision is excludable under Rule 14a-8(b). 

The Purported Verification Letter, enclosed in Exhibit C hereto, appears to be a 
photocopy ofa pre-typed, pre-signed fonn that someone simply filled in. The handwriting of the 
Proponent's name, the account number for his account held with National Financial Services 
LLL (or LLC), the revision to the custodian's name to cross out "Corp." and handwrite "LLL" 
(perhaps intended to be "LLC"), the name of the Company, the number of shares, and the date 
since the Proponent has held his shares is different from the handwriting of the person who 
signed the Letter as "Mark Filiberto," the President ofDJF Discount Brokers, and different from 
the hatldwritten "12 ()c()ber 201 Q"idat:~o(th~~~tter:'J'h~haI14wri!in~tl1~tpOInpleted the blanks 
()n thefol1l1 has s()!Ae $itl1iIl3riti~it()~th~~a1l4writing()ntl1~<~'Post-ItfaxN~t~"affi.xe~tothe 
Purported Verification Letter that showsthat the Letter was sent to Sonia Vora by John 
Chevedden on "10-15-10," and the numbers on the "Post-It Fax Note" appear to be similar to the 
numbers on the fonn, except for the "12 October 2010" handwritten date on the Letter, which 
seems to be written with the same pen as the signature, giving rise to the inference that the blank 
fonns were pre-signed and pre-dated by the same person, presumably Mr. Filiberto, but filled in 
by someone else, presumably Mr. Chevedden. 

For example, the following letters and numbers in the Purported Verification Letter 
appear to be written the same way as on the "Post-It Fax Note," which was most probably 
written by Mr. Chevedden: 

o	 the "0" in the date on the "Post-It-Fax Note" and the "0" in the number of shares 
owned by the Proponent; 

o	 the "S" in "Sonia" on the "Post-It-Fax Note" and the "S" in "Squibb;" and 
o	 the "3" and the "2" in the telephone number on the "Post-It-Fax Note" and the "3" 

and the "2" in the number ofshares owned by the Proponent and the "2" in the 
date since the Proponent has owned the Company's shares (note the rounder "2" 
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in the date of the Letter, as compared to the "2" on the "Post-It-Fax Note" and the 
number of shares and date since the Proponent has owned his shares). 

Moreover, the fact that the Purported Verification Letter was completed by the addition 
of the name of the Company and the number of shares owned by the Proponent on a photocopy 
of a pre-signed and pre-dated form is demonstrated by a review of the verification letters for 
Kenneth Steiner's share ownership included with the no-action letter received by Fortune 
Brands, Inc. (December 16, 2010) and the requests for no-action submitted by or on behalf of the 
following companies: American Express Company (incoming no-action request dated December 
17,2010, enclosing also the proof ofownership submitted to Verizon Communications Inc.); 
Abbot Laboratories (incoming no-action request dated December 17, 2010); Motorola Inc. 
(incoming no-action request dated December 10, 201 0); and Alcoa Inc. (incoming no-action 
request related to proposal submitted by the Proponent dated December 9, 2010). (Copies of 
these proofof share ownership forms are enclosed as Exhibit I hereto.) The following symbols, 
words or numbers are the same on the Purported Verification Letter and these other verification 
letters: 

o	 the dots above the word "Sincerely;" 

o	 the handwriting for Mark Filiberto's signature; 

o	 the "12 October 2010" date (note the capital letters used in "October"); and 

o	 the Proponent's name 011 the two lines on which it appears iri the Purported 
Verification Letter and the other verification letters (note particularly the second 
"e" in "Steiner" on the first line of the letters and the "r" at the end of"Steiner" on 
the fourth line of the letters). 

We are aware that, for the 2011 proxy season, at least eight companies have received 
identical pre-typed, pre-signed forms containing the same "12 October 2010" date and the same 
other specific handwriting characteristics as the Purported Verification Letter. Indeed, for years, 
Mr. Chevedden has regularly been submitting pre-typed forms, pre-signed by the President of 
DJF Discount Brokers. Enclosed as Exhibit J hereto are sample copies ofsuch forms that have 
been submitted with requests for no-action during the last few years. 

We believe the use ofa pre-signed form that is not completed by the person who signs 
the form, or by someone who represents the person signing the form, is in itselfhighly suspect. 
Indeed, to use a contemporary reference from the current mortgage foreclosure experience, Mr. 
Filiberto's pre-signing practice followed by the Proponenet's proxy completing the form is 
analogous to the unreliable after-the-fact "robo-signing" practices of mortgage processors. 
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Furthermore, Mr. Chevedden's use of the pre-typed, pre-signed DJF Discount Brokers' 
form for the Purported Verification Letter raises a serious reliability question relating to the 
proof requirement in Rule 14a-8(b) that the Proponent demonstrate continuous ownership of 
shares having a market value of $2,000 for at least one year by the date the Original Rule 14a-8 
Proposal was submitted. Since the Original Rule 14a-8 Proposal was submitted on October 6, 
2010, the Proponent's proofof share ownership should have been as of October 6,2010. The 
generic representation in the Purported Verification Letter dated "12 October 2010" that the 
Proponent has held "at least two thousand dollars worth of the above mentioned security from at 
least one year prior to the date the proposal was submitted to the company" is suspect since the 
Purported Verification Letter does not even identify the date the Proposal Rule 14a-8 Proposal 
was submitted to the Company. 

In addition, the "12 October 2010" date on the Purported Verification Letter itself raises 
additional suspicions. As noted above, the "12 October 2010" date appears on the ''verification'' 
letters from DJF Discount Brokers sent to other companies by Mr. Chevedden this shareholder 
proposal season (enclosed as Exhibit I hereto), even though that date on those letters also bears 
no rational relationship to the timing sequence in those other cases. See Fortune Brands Inc. 
(December 16,2010) and the no-action requests submitted by American Express Company 
(incoming no-action request dated December 17, 2010); Abbott Laboratories (incoming no
action request dated December 17,2010), Motorola Inc. (incoming no-action request dated 
December 10, 201 0), and Alcoa Inc. (incoming no-action request dated December 9, 2010). 
Therefor~~\Ve4o.not believe that.tht}~~~~Yerifi9~ti()nL~ttt}risrel!.~bleW1l,t}n .it states that 
"DJF'DiscountBrokershereby c~ifie.s·[tb.eadde<iinform.ati()nlasofthe.date of this 
certification." (Emphasis added.) Furthermore, we believe that it is highly likely that the 
information that was manually added onto the pre-typed, pre-signed form was not added or 
verified by DJF Discount Brokers as of"12 October 2010," the date of the Purported 
Verification Letter. . 

Moreover, it must be recalled that Mr. Chevedden ultimately did not provide any proofof 
share ownership for the Proponent as ofthe November 13, 2010 submission date for the Rule 
14a-8 Proposal Revision. This may be because, as of the November 23,2010 date of the Second 
Deficiency Letter, Mr. Chevedden could no longer use the pre-typed, pre-signed DJF Discount 
Brokers' forms pre-dated "12 October 2010" because such forms would not provide ownership 
verification as of the November 13,2010 submission date of the Rule 14a-8 Proposal Revision. 

Even more fundamentally, however, Mr. Chevedden could not secure a new 
''verification'' letter from DJF Discount Brokers verifying the Proponent's share ownership as of 
November 13,2010 because the retail brokerage accounts ofDJF Discount Brokers had been 
acquired by Muriel Siebert & Co., Inc. on October 13,2010 - between the "12 October 2010" 
date of the purported verification letters for the Proponent sent to the Company and the other 
companies identified above, and Mr. Chevedden's receipt of the Company's Second Deficiency 
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Letter on November 23,2010. (See Muriel Siebert & Co, Inc. press release dated October 13,
 
2010, enclosed as Exhibit K hereto, announcing that Muriel Siebert & Co., Inc. hadjust acquired
 
the retail brokerage accounts of DJF Discount Brokers.) Therefore, after DJF Discount Brokers
 
transferred its retail brokerage accounts to Muriel Siebert & Co., Inc. on October 13,2010, Mr.
 
Chevedden no longer was able to use a photocopy ofa pre-typed, pre-signed DJF Discount
 
Brokers' verification letter.
 

Indeed, given the imminent pendency of the October 13,2010 transfer of the DJF 
Discount Brokers retail brokerage accounts to Muriel Siebert & Co., Inc., we believe it is now 
clear why Mr. Chevedden's pre-typed verification forms from DJF Discount Brokers, which he 
had used for the last few proxy seasons, this year had to be dated "12 October 2010." Simply 
stated, by October 12,2010, Mr. Chevedden was running out of time to use his pre-typed, pre
signed forms before Mr. Chevedden's proponents' accounts were transferred to Muriel Siebert & 
Co., Inc. on October 13, 2010. The sale by DJF Discount Brokers of its brokerage retail 
accounts together with the unwillingness or inability of Mr. Chevedden or the Proponent to 
provide the requisite proof ofownership as of the November 13,2010 submission date raise 
serious questions as to the reliability of the Purported Verification Letter. 

Finally, even if Mr. Filiberto, the President ofDJF Discount Brokers, had properly 
completed, signed, and dated the Purported Verification Letter to the Company, and even if the 
"12 October 2010" date on the Purported Verification Letter to the Company and the other 
PUI])o~ed yerification•• lette!"Stp 0therCQ,l111'~i~~ ••• t1)isprQ,~yse~o~h~q()rnra rational 
relationship to the timing s~P91peoft1~~~al~pIeI4~-8-fr<>p()~m$ebWittedt()the 
Company and the other proposals submitted to other companies, the Pllrporied Verification 
Letter submitted to the Company would still not have provided reliable proofof the Proponent's 
ownership of Company shares as of the date of submission of the Original Rule 14a-8 Proposal 
because such proof of share ownership was not submitted by a person "independent" from the 
Proponent. 

Rule 14a-8(b), before it was rewritten in "plain English," required that the proof of share 
ownership be submitted by a record owner or "an ind~endent third party." See 17 C.F.R. 
Section 240. 14a-8 (1997). The Commission amendment to put Rule 14a-8 into the "plain 
English" question-and-answer format was not intended to change this part of Rule 14a-8. See 
Securities Exchange Act Release No. 40018 (May 21, 1998),63 FR 29106,29106 & n.13 (May 
28, 1998) ("Unless specifically indicated otherwise, none of [the revisions to recast rule 14a-8 
into a more plain-English Question & Answer format] are intended to signal a change in our 
current interpretations.") 

The fact that the Proponent's purported share ownership information has been added to a 
pre-typed, pre-signed, pre-dated form raises a serious question as to whether such proof of 
ownership was truly presented by an "independent" third party. Mr. Chevedden, as the 
Proponent's agent, is not ind~endent of the Proponent, ifhe is in fact the person who completed 
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the form or directed someone else to complete it. Moreover, even if Mr. Filiberto completed the
form, he would not be a person who was independent from the Proponent because he has been
intimately involved with the Proponent's agent, Mr. Cheddeven, in Mr. Cheddeven's shareholder
proposal activities.

On numerous occasions in recent years, Mr. Filiberto himselfhas appointed Mr.
Chevedden to act on his behalf in submitting Rule 14a-8 shareholder proposals. See,~ Pfizer
Inc. (February 19,2009), DTE Energy Company (March 24,2008), The Coca-Cola Company
(February 4, 2008) (where the proofof share ownership was sent to The Coca-Cola Company by
National Financial Services LLC, certifying that "THE GREAT NECK CAP APP INVEST
PARTSHIP, DJF DISCOUNT BROKER" is the beneficial owner of the requisite amount of
shares).

Therefore, the Purported Verification Letter is unreliable and insufficient because it is (i)
a photocopy of a pre-typed, pre-signed letter that, in all likelihood, was manually completed by
Mr. Chevedden and not verified by the introducing broker and (ii) pre-signed by Mark Filiberto
who is not independent with respect to proposals submitted by Mr. Chevedden,

b. The Serious Questions as to the Reliability ofthe Purported Verification
Letter Become Even More Troubling Because The Company Cannot
Independently Verify the Proponent's ProofofShare Ownership..

vreacl.<n0wl~g;etJ)ei~tllff'~i?oIltj,n\ling;~dhereIlc~itojtsg()siti?~j,nTl1e· •• Hairl•••S~lestial
Group, Inc. (October I, 2008) that proofofshareownershipmay be submitted by an introducing
broker. In addition, we acknowledge that, in News Corporation (May 27,2010), the Staff
declined to concur that a proposal may be excluded under Rules 14a-8(b) and 14a-8(f)(I)
notwithstanding the fact that the proponent's proofof share ownership did not identify a
custodian ofthe proponent's shares that was ll, registered holder ofthe company's shares or that
was on the participant list obtained by the company from the DTC. In News Corporation, the
DJF Discount Brokers letter,2 which is the same pre-typed form as the Purported Verification
Letter, identified the custodian as "National Financial Services Corp." As noted above, the pre
printed part of the Purported Verification Letter also identifies the custodian as "National
Financial Services Corp. but, in handwriting, the "Corp." in the Letter is crossed out and instead
the letters "LLL," which may have been intended to be "LLC," were written.

In News Corporation, the Staff did not accept the company's Apache argument. In
Apache, the United States District Court for the Southern District ofTexas rejected the proofof
share ownership that Mr. Chevedden had presented with respect to his ownership of shares of

2
It appears that OJF Discount Brokers, Inc. is a dba for R & R Planning Group Ltd., a registered broker-dealer,
according to a FINRA BrokerCheck. See Exhibit L hereto; Apache, 696 F. Supp.2d at 739 n.16. See also
Exhibit K hereto.
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Apache Corporation even though the proofofownership was ''the type ofletter the S.E.C. staff 
found adequate in Hain Celestial." Apache, 696 F. Supp.2d at 739. The Court rejected Mr. 
Chevedden's interpretation ofRu1e 14a-8(b)(2) that companies must accept "any letter 
purporting to come from an introducing broker, that names a DTC participating member with a 
position in the company, regardless of whether the broker was registered or the letter raised 
questions," and concluded that the letters presented in Apache were not sufficient because the 
company had identified grounds for believing that the proofofeligibility was unreliable - there, 
that the submitting entity had misidentified itself as an introducing broker when it was not even a 
broker-dealer. See Apache, 696 F. Supp.2d at 740. 

In so ruling, the Apache Court noted that, where ''there are valid reasons to believe the 
letter is unreliable as evidence of the shareholder's eligibility," "a separate certification from a 
DTC participant allows a public company at least to verify that the participant does in fact hold 
the company's stock by obtaining the Cede breakdown from the DTC." Id. 

The Staffmust acknowledge that its decision to accept share ownership verification from 
introducing brokers which are not DTC members was premised on the presumed good faith, 
reliability, and independence of those introducing brokers. As we saw in Apache, where a 
purported introducing broker misidentified itself as such when it was not even a broker-dealer in 
the first place, this Staffpresumption is not always correct. The Court there did not find it 
necessary to get to the bottom of why the verifying entity misidentified itself as a broker-dealer 
in the process ofhelping Mr. Chevedden provide proofof the proponent's share ownership, 
holding simply that that misidentification, standing alone, destroyed the reliability of the 
purported proof ofshare ownership under Rule 14a-8(b). 

We do not believe that the Staff intended to say in Hain that any and all proofs of share 
ownership submitted by an introducing broker are acceptable under Rule 14a-8(b). We believe 
that, when the reliability of the proof of share ownership is highly suspect, and when a company 
cannot independently verify a proponent's share ownership information, the Staffmay determine 
that the proponent has not met its burden under Ru1e 14a-8(b), even if the proof ofownership 
came from an introducing broker. Therefore, we urge the Staff to, at a minimum, clarify its 
position in Hain. 

Here, the reliability of the Purported Verification Letter is suspect for a number of serious 
reasons including that it (i) appears to be a photocopy of a pre-typed, pre-signed and pre-dated 
form, manually completed by someone whose handwriting does not match that of the person 
who pre-signed the form, (ii) is identical to the pre-typed, pre-signed form Mr. Chevedden has 
used to verify proponents' ownership of shares in various other companies to which Mr. 
Chevedden has submitted shareholder proposals on behalfofsuch proponents, and (iii) was 
signed by an individual who is not independent of Mr. Chevedden. Furthermore, as the Court 
found in Apache, the absence of a company's ability to verify ownership information may open 
the door to the potential for proponent abuse in which the proponent may feel freer to provide 
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incomplete or suspect documentation. Given its lack of reliability, and the rule that the burden of 
proof is on the Proponent to prove his share ownership, we believe the Purported Verification 
Letter must be rejected under Rule 14a-8(b) and Rule 14a-8(f)(1), the Staff Legal Bulletins, and 
the holding of the Apache decision. 

Therefore, we respectfully request that the Staffconcur with our view that the Purported 
Verification Letter does not comply with Rule 14a-8(b), and that the Company may exclude the 
Rule 14a-8 Proposal Revision pursuant to Rule 14a-8(f)(1) from its 2011 proxy materials. 

*	 * * 
In conclusion, we respectfully request the Staffs concurrence with our view that the Rule 

14a-8 Proposal Revision may be excluded under Rule 14a-8(b) and Rule 14a-8(t)(1) either 
because no proofof share ownership was presented as of the submission date of the Rule 14a-8 
Proposal Revision, or because the Proponent has not met his burden ofproving his share 
ownership as of the submission date of the Original Rule 14a-8 Proposal. 

Thank you for your consideration of this letter. 

Sincerely,

c;:r::;4A " 
Linda L. .9n~. 210 

Enclosures 

cc:	 Ms. Sonia Vora 
Assistant General Counsel & 
Assistant Corporate Secretary 
(with enclosures) 

Mr. John Chevedden
 
(with enclosures)
 

Mr. Kenneth Steiner
 
(with enclosures)
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Exhibits: 

A	 Email dated October 6,2010 sent by Mr. John Chevedden to Ms. Sonia Vora, Assistant 
General Counsel & Assistant Corporate Secretary of Bristol-Myers Squibb Company, 
attaching the Proponent's Letter dated September 20,2010 to Mr. James C. Cornelius, 
Chairman of the Board ofBristol-Myers Squibb Company, and the Original Rule 14a
8 Proposal. 

B	 First Deficiency Letter dated October 12, 2010 sent by Ms. Sonia Vora, Assistant 
General Counsel & Assistant Corporate Secretary ofBristol-Myers Squibb Company, 
to Mr. John Chevedden. 

C	 Email dated October 15, 2010 sent by Mr. John Chevedden to Ms. Sonia Vora, 
Assistant General Counsel & Assistant Corporate Secretary of Bristol-Myers Squibb 
Company, attaching the Purported Verification Letter dated "12 October 2010," 
purportedly signed by Mark Filiberto, President, DJF Discount Brokers. 

D	 Email dated November 13, 2010 sent by Mr. John Chevedden to Ms. Sonia Vora, 
Assistant General Counsel & Assistant Corporate Secretary of Bristol-Myers Squibb 
Company, attaching the Proponent's Letter and the Rule 14a-8 Proposal Revision. 

E	 SecondD~ficiencyLe~~datedNovember23,201 Osentby Ms. SoniaVora,Assistant 
General Counsel & Assistant Corporate S~cretary ofBristol-Myers Squibb Company, 
to Mr. John Chevedden. 

F	 Email dated December 7,2010 sent by Mr. John Chevedden to Ms. Sonia Vora, 
Assistant General Counsel & Assistant Corporate Secretary of Bristol-Myers Squibb 
Company. 

G	 Email dated December 8, 2010 sent by Ms. Sonia Vora, Assistant General Counsel & 
Assistant Corporate Secretary of Bristol-Myers Squibb Company, to Mr. John 
Chevedden. 

H	 Email dated December 8,2010 sent by Mr. John Chevedden to Ms. Sonia Vora, 
Assistant General Counsel & Assistant Corporate Secretary of Bristol-Myers Squibb 
Company. 

I	 Proofof share ownership forms dated "12 October 2010" submitted by DJF Discount 
Brokers with respect to the Proponent's ownership ofshares of Fortune Brands, Inc., 
American Express Company, Verizon Communications Inc., Abbot Laboratories, 
Motorola, Inc., and Alcoa Inc. 
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J	 Sample additional pre-typed proofof share ownership forms submitted by DJF
 
Discount Brokers.
 

K	 Muriel Siebert and Co., Inc. press release dated October 13, 2010, announcing the 
acquisition ofDJF Discount Brokers' retail brokerage accounts. 

L	 FINRA BrokerCheck Search Results. 
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Morgan, lewis &Bockius LLP

1111 Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20004
Tel: 202.739.3000
Fax: 202.739.3001

Morgan Lewis
COUNSELORS AT LAW

ATTACHMENT to Letter dated December 30,2010, to Office of Chief Counsel,
Division of Corporation Finance, Securities and Exchange Commission

Re: Bristol-Myers Squibb Company: Omission of Shareholder Proposal
Submitted by Mr. John Chevedden on Behalf of Mr. Kenneth Steiner
Securities Exchange Act of 1934 Rule 14a-8

EXHIBIT LIST

A Email dated October 6,2010 sent by Mr. John Chevedden to Ms. Sonia Vora, Assistant
General Counsel & Assistant Corporate Secretary of Bristol-Myers Squibb Company,
attaching the Proponent's Letter dated September 20,2010 to Mr. James C. Cornelius,
Chairman of the Board of Bristol-Myers Squibb Company, and the Original Rule 14a-8
Proposal.

B First Deficiency Letter dated October 12,2010 sent by Ms. Sonia Vora, Assistant General
Counsel & Assistant Corporate Secretary of Bristol-Myers Squibb Company, to Mr. John
Chevedden.

C Email dated October 15,2010 sent by Mr. John Chevedden to Ms. Sonia Vora, Assistant
General Counsel & Assistant Corporate Secretary of Bristol-Myers Squibb Company,
attaching the Purported Verification Letter dated "12 October 2010," purportedly signed
by Mark Filiberto, President, DJF Discount Brokers.

D Email dated November 13,2010 sent by Mr. John Chevedden to Ms. Sonia Vora,
Assistant General Counsel & Assistant Corporate Secretary of Bristol-Myers Squibb
Company, attaching the Proponent's Letter and the Rule 14a-8 Proposal Revision.

E Second Deficiency Letter dated November 23,2010 sent by Ms. Sonia Vora, Assistant
General Counsel & Assistant Corporate Secretary of Bristol-Myers Squibb Company, to
Mr. John Chevedden.

F Email dated December 7,2010 sent by Mr. John Chevedden to Ms. Sonia Vora, Assistant
General Counsel & Assistant Corporate Secretary of Bristol-Myers Squibb Company.

G Email dated December 8,2010 sent by Ms. Sonia Vora, Assistant General Counsel &
Assistant Corporate Secretary of Bristol-Myers Squibb Company, to Mr. John
Chevedden.

H Email dated December 8, 2010 sent by Mr. John Chevedden to Ms. Sonia Vora, Assistant
General Counsel & Assistant Corporate Secretary of Bristol-Myers Squibb Company.

D81/66271783.1



Morgan Lewis
COUNSELORS AT LAW

I Proof of share ownership fonns dated"12 October 20I0" submitted by DJF Discount
Brokers with respect to the Proponent's ownership of shares of Fortune Brands, Inc.,
American Express Company, Verizon Communications Inc., Abbot Laboratories,
Motorola, Inc., and Alcoa Inc.

J Sample additional pre-typed proof of share ownership fonns submitted by DJF Discount
Brokers.

K Muriel Siebert and Co., Inc. press release dated October 13,2010, announcing the
acquisition of DJF Discount Brokers' retail brokerage accounts.

L FINRA BrokerCheck Search Results.
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Vora, Sonia

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

  
Wednesday, October 06, 20101:04 PM
Vora, Sonia
Rule 14a-8 Proposal (BMY)
CCE00004.pdf

Dear Ms. Vora,
Please see the attached Rule 14a-8 Proposal.
Sincerely,
John Chevedden

 *** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 *** 



~eID1eth  
    

    

lvfr. James M. Cornelius
Chairman of the Board
Bristol-Myers Squibb Company (BMY)

345 Park Ave
New York NY 10154
Phone: 212 546-4000

Dear Mr. Cornelius,

I submit my attached Rule 14a-& proposal in support of the long-term performance of our
company. My proposal is for the next annual shareholder meeting. I intend to meet Rule 14a-8
requirements including the continuous ownership of the required stock value until after the date
of the respective shareholder meeting. My submitted format, With the shareholder-supplied
emphasis, is intended to be used for definitive proxy publication. This is my proxy for John
Chevedden and/or his designee to forward this Rule 14a-8 proposal to the company and to act on
my behalfregarding this Rule 14a-8 proposal, and/or modification of it, for the forthcoming
shareholder meeting before, during and after the forthcoming shareholder meeting. Please direct

           
            

   
to facilitate prompt and verifiable communications. Please identify this proposal as my proposal
exclusively.

This letter does not cover proposals that are not rule 14a-8 proposals. This letter does not grant
the power to vote.

Your consideration and the consideration of the Board of Directors is appreciated in support of
the long-teml perform      e acknowledge receipt ofmy proposal
promptly by email to  

Si~L
Kenneth Steinlr

cc: Sandra Leung
Corporate Secretary
Sonia Vora <Sonia.Vora@bms.com>
Assistant Corporate Secretary
PH: 609-897·3538
FX: 609·897-6217

~)~
Date

 *** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 ***

 *** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 ***

 *** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 *** 



[BMY: Rule 14a-8 Proposal, October 6, 2010]
3 [Number to be assigned by the company] - Shareholder Action by Written Consent

RESOLVED, Shareholders hereby request that our board of directors undertake such steps as
may be necessary to permit written consent by shareholders entitled to cast the minimum number
of votes that would be necessary to authorize the action at a meeting at which all shareholders
entitled to vote thereon were present and voting (to the fullest extent permitted by law).

We gave greater than 49%-support to a 2010 proposal on this same topic. Hundreds of major
companies enable shareholder action by written consent.

Taking action by written consent in lieu of a meeting is a means shareholders can use to raise
important matters outside the nonnal annual meeting cycle. A study by Harvard professor Paul
Gompers supports the concept that shareholder dis-empowering governance featlu'es, including
restrictions on shareholder ability to act by written consent, are significantly related to reduced
shareholder value.

The merit of this Shareholder Action by Written Consent proposal should also be considered in
the context of the need for improvement in our company's 2010 reported corporate governance
status.

Please encourage our board to respond positively to this proposal to enable shareholder action by
written consent - Yes on 3. [Number to be assigned by the company.]

Notes:
Kenneth Steiner,         sponsored this proposal.

Please note that the title of the proposal is part of the proposal.

This proposal is believed to conform with StaffLegal Bunetin No. 14B (CF), September 15,
2004 including (emphasis added):

Accordingly, going fOlWard, we believe that it would not be appropriate for
companies to exclude supporting statement language and/or an entire proposal in
reliance on rule 14a-8(1)(3) in the following circumstances:

• the company objects to factual assertions because they are not supported;
• the company objects to factual assertions that, whHe not materially false or
misleading, may be disputed or countered;
• the company objects to factual assertions because those assertions may be
interpreted by shareholders in a manner that is unfavorable to the company, its
directors, or its officers; and/or
• the company objects to statements because they represent the opinion of the
shareholder proponent or a referenced source, but the statements are not
identified specifically as such.

We believe that it is appropriate under rule 14a·8 for companies to address
these objections in their statements ofopposition.

See also: Sun Microsystems, Inc. (July 21, 2005).

 *** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 *** 



Stock will be held until after the annual meeting and the proposal will be presented at the annual
meeting. Please acknowledge this proposal promptly by email [oImsted7p (at) earthlinknet).
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~1~ Bristol-Myers Squibb

VIA Ei."WL AND FEDERA L E..¥PRESS
  
     

    
  

Dear Mr. Chevedden:

Sonia Vera

Assistant Ganeral Counsel &. Assistant Corporate Secretary
law Department

345 Park Avenue New YOlK, NY 101 S4
Tel 609-897-3538 Fax 609-897-&217
sOnJa.vor!l@bms.com

October 12,2010

I am writing on behalfof Bristol-Myers Squibb Company (the "Company"), which
received on October 6, 2010, a stockholder proposal from Kenneth Steiner (the "Proponent")
entitled "Shareholder Action by Written Consent" for consideration at the Company's 2011
Annual Meeting ofStockholders (the "Proposal").

The Proposal contains certain procedural deficiencies, which Securities and Exchange
Commission (USEC") regulations require us to bring to the Proponent's attention. Rule 14a-8(b)
under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, provides that stockholder proponents
must submit sufficient proof of their continuous ownership ofat least $2,000 in market value, or
1%, of a company's shares entitled to vote on the proposal for at least one year as of the date the
stockholder proposal was submitted. The Company's stock records do not indicate that the
Proponent is the record owner of sufficient shares to satisfy this requirement. In addition, to date
we have not received proof that the Proponent has satisfied Rule 14a-8's ownership requirements
as of the date that the Proposal was submitted to the Company.

To remedy this defect, the Proponent must submit sufficient proofof its ownership of the
requisite number of Company shares. As explained in Rule 14a-8(b), sufficient proofmay be in
the form of:

• a written statement from the "record" holder of the Proponent's shares (usually a .
broker or a bank) verifying that, as of the date the Proposal was submitted, the
Proponent continuously held the requisite number of Company shares for at least one
year; or

• if the Proponent has filed with the SEC a Schedule 13D, Schedule 130, Form 3,
Form 4 or Form 5, or amendments to those documents or updated forms, reflecting its
ownership ofthe requisite number of Company shares as of or before the date on
which the one-year eligibility period begins, a copy of the schedule and/or form, and
any subsequent amendments reporting a change in the ownership level and a written
statement that the Proponent continuously held the requisite number of Company
shares for the one-year period.

 *** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 *** 



The SEC's rules require that any response to this letter be postmarked or transmitted
electrorucallyno later than 14 calendar days from tIle date this letter is received. Please address
any response to me at the address listed above. Alternatively, you may transmit any response by
facsimile to me at 212-546-9966 or via e-mail atsonia.vora@bms.com.

If you have any questions with respect to the foregoing, please contact me at (609) 897
3538. For your reference, I enclose a copy of Rule 14a-8.

Sincerely,

So ra
Assistant General Counsel &
Assistant Corporate Secretary

Enclosure·

2



Rule 14a·8 •• Proposals of Security Holders

This section addresses when a company must include a shareholder's proposal in its proxy statement and
identify the proposal In its form of proxy when the company holds an annual or special meeting of
shareholders. In summary, in order to have your shareholder proposal included on a company's proxy card,
and included along with any supportIng statement In Its proxy statement, you must be eligible and foHow
certain procedures. Under a few specific circumstances. the company is permItted to exclude your proposal,
but only after submitting its reasons to the Commission. We structured this section in a question-and
answer format so that it is easier to understand. The references to ·you· are to a shareholder seeking to
submit the proposal.

a Question 1: What is a proposal? A shareholder proposal is your recommendation or
requirement that the company and/or its board of directors take action, which you intend 10
present at a meeting of the company's shareholders. Your proposal should s~te as clearly as
possible the course of action that you believe the company should folloW. If your proposal is
placed on the company's proxy card, the company must also provide in the form of proxy
means for shareholders to specify by boxes a choice between approval or disapproval, or
abstentlon. Unless otherwise indicated, the word ·proposal· as used in this section refers both
to your proposal, and to your corresponding statement in suppOr! of your proposal (if any).

b. Question 2: Who is eligible to submit a proposal, and how do I demonstrate to the company
that I am eligible?

1. 10 order to be eligible to submit a proposal, you must have continuously held at least
$2,000 in market value, or 1%, of the company's securities entitled to be voted on
the proposal at the meeting for at least one year by the date you submit the
proposal. You must continue to hold those securities through the date of the
meeting.

2, If you are the registered holder of your S6curllies, which means that your name
appears in the company's records as a shareholder, the company can verify your
eligibility on its own, although you will still have to provide the company with a written
statement that you intend to continue to hold the securities through the date of the
meeting of shareholders. However, if like many shareholders you are not a
registered holder, the company likely does not know that you are a shareholder, or
how many shares you own. In this case, at the time you submit your proposal, you
must prove your eligibility to the company in one of two ways:

i. The first way is to submit to the company a written statement from the
"record" holder of your securities (usually a broker or bank) verifying that, at
the time you submitted your proposal, you continuously held the securities
for at least one year. You must also Include your own written statement that
you intend to continue to hold the securities through the date of the meeting
of shareholders; or

ii. The second way to prove ownership applies only If you have flied a
Schedule 13D, Schedule 13G, Form 3, Form 4, and/or Form 5, or
amendments to those documents or updated forms, reflecting your
ownership of the shares as of or before the date on which the one-year
eligibility period begins. if you have filed one of these documents with the
SEC, you may demoostrate your eligibility by submitting to the company:

A. A copy of the schedule and/or form, and any subsequent
amendments reporting a change in your ownership level;



8. Your written statement that you continuously held the required
number of shares for the one-year period as of the date of the
statement; and

C Your written statement that you intend to continue ownership of
the shares through the dale of the company's annual or special
meeting.

c. Question 3: How many proposals may I submit: Each shareholder may SUbmit no more than
one proposal to a company for a particular shareholders' meeting.

d. Question 4: How long can my proposal be? The proposal, including any accompanying
supporting statement, may not exceed 500 words.

e. Question 5: What is the deadline for submitting a proposal?

1. If you are SUbmitting your proposal for the company's annual meeting, you can in
most cases find the deadline in fast year's proxy statement. However,lf the company
did not hold an annual meeting last year, or has changed the date of its meeting for
this year more than 30 days from last year's meeting, you can usually find the
deadline in one of the company's quarterly reports on Form 10-0. or in shareholder
reports of investment companies under Rule 270.30d-1 of thIs chapter of the
Investment Company Act of 1940. In order to avoid controversy, shareholders
should submit their proposals by-means, inclUding electronic means, that permit
them to prove the date of delivery.

2. The deadline is calculated in the following manner if the proposal is submitted for a
regUlarly scheduled annual meeting. The proposal must be received at the
company's principal executive offices not less than 120 calendar days before the
date of the company's proxy statement released to shareholders in connection with
the previous years annual meeting. However. if the company did not hold an annual
meeting the previous year, or if the date of this year's annual meeting has been
changed by more than 30 days from the date of the previous year's meeling, then
lhe deadline is a reasonable time before the company begins to print and send its
proxy materials.

3. If you are submitting your proposal for a meeting of shareholders other than a
regularly scheduled annual meeting, the deadline is a reasonable time before the
company begins to print and send its proxy materials.

f. Question 6: What if I fail 10 follow one of the eligibility or procedural requirements explained in
answers to Questions 1 through 4 of this section?

1. The company may exclude your proposal, but only after it has notified you of the
problem, and you have failed adequately to correct it. Within 14 calendar days of
receiving your proposal, the company must notify you in writing of any procedural or
eligibility deficiencies, as well as of the time frame (or your response. Your response
must be postmarked, or transmitted electronically, no later than 14 days from the
date you received the company's notification. A company need not provide you such
notice of a deficiency if the deficiency cannot be remedied. such as if you fail to
submit a proposal by the company's properly determined deadline. If the company
intends to exclude the proposal, it will later have to make a submission under Rule
14a-8 and provide you with a copy under Question 10 below, Rule 14a-80).

2. If you fail in your promise to hold the required number of securities through the date
of the meetlng of shareholders, then the company will be permitted to exclude all of
your proposals from its proxy materials for any meeting held in the following two
calendar years.



g. Question 7: Who has the burden of persuading the Commission or its staff that my proposal
can be excluded? Except as otherwise noted, the burden is on the company to demonstrate
that it is enlitled to exclude a proposal.

h. Question 8: Must I appear personally at the shareholders' meeting to present the proposal?

1. Either you. or your representative who is qualified under slale law to present the
proposal on your behalf, must attend the meeting to present the proposal. Whether
you attend the meellng yourself or send a qualified representative to the meeting in
your place, you should make sure that you, or your representative, follow the proper
state law procedures for attending the meeting andlor presenting your proposal.

2. If the company holds it shareholder meeting in whole or in part '{Ia electronic media,
and the company permits you or your representative to present your proposal via
such media, then you may appear through electronic media rather than traveling to
the meeting to appear in person.

3. If you or your qualified representative fail to appear and present the proposal,
without good cause, the company will be permitted to exclude all of your proposals
from its proxy materials for any meetings held in the following two calendar years.

i. Question 9: If I have complied with the procedural requirements, on what other bases maya
company rely to exclude my proposal?

1. Improper under state law: If the proposal is not a proper SUbject for action by
shareholders under the laws of the jurisdiction of the company's organization;

Note to paragraph (1)(1)

Depending on the subject matter, some proposals are not considered proper under
state law if they would be binding on the company if approved by shareholders. In
our experience, most proposals that are cast as recommendations or requests that
the board of directors take specified action are proper under state law. Accordingly,
we will assume that a proposal drafted as a recommendation or suggestion is proper
unless the company demonstrates otherwise.

2. Violation of law: If the proposal WOUld, if implemented, cause the company to violate
any state. federal, or foreign law to which it is SUbject;

Note to paragraph (1)(2)

Note to paragraph (i}(2): We will not apply this basis for exclusion to permit exclusion
of a proposal on grounds that it would violate foreign law if compliance with the
foreign law would result in a violation of any state or federal law.



3. Violation of proxy rules: If the proposal or supporting statement is contrary to any of
the Commissl<lIl'S proxy rules. including Rule 14a-9. which prohibits materially false
or misleading stalemenls in proxy soliciting malerials;

4. Personal grievance; special interest: If the proposal reiates 10 Ihe redress of a
personal claim or grievance againsllhe company or any olher persOfI. or if it is
designed to result In a benefit to you. or to further a personal interesl, which is not
shared by the other shareholders at large;

5. Relevance: If Ihe proposal relates to openations which account for less than 5
percent of the company's tolal assets at the end of its most recent fiscal year, and
for less than 5 percent of ils net eamings and gross sales for its most recent fiscal
year, and is not otherwise significantly related to Ihe company's business;

6. Absence of power/authority: If the company would tack the power or aulhoritylo
implement the proposal;

7. Management functions: If the proposal deals with a malter relating 10 Ihe company's
ordinary business operatians;

8. Relates to election: If the proposal relates to a nomination or an election for
membership on the campany's board of directors or analogous governing body ar a
procedure for such nomination or election;

Note to paragraph (1)(8)

Note to paragraph (1)(8): The following amended language was approved by the
SEC, but stayed pending outcome of litigalion:

8. Director elections: If the proposal:

(i) Would disqualify a nominee who is standing for election;

(ii) Would remove a director from office before his or her term expired;

(iii) Questions the competence, business judgment, or character of one or more
nominees or directors;

(iv) Seeks 10 include a specific individual in the company's proxy materials for
election to the board of directors; or

(v) Otherwise could affect the outcome of the upcoming election of directors.

9. Conflicts with company's proposal: If the proposal directly conflicts with one of the
company's own proposals to be submitted to shareholders at the same meeting.

Nota to paragraph (1}{9)

Note to paragraph (il(9): A company's submissIon to the Commission under this
section should specify the points of conflict with the company's proposal.



10. Substantially implemented: If the company has already substantially implemented
the proposal;

11. Duplication: If the proposal substantially duplicates another proposal previously
submitted to the company by another proponent that will be Included in the
company's proxy materials for the same meeting:

12. Resubmissions: If the proposal deals with substantially the same SUbject mailer as
another proposal or proposals that has or have been previously included in the
company's proxy materials within the preceding 5 celendar years, a company may
exclude it from its proxy materials for any meeting held within 3 calendar years of the
last time it was included if the proposal received:

Less than 3% of the vota if proposed once within the preceding 5 calendar
years:

ii. Less than 6% of the vote on its last submission to shareholders if proposed
twice previously within the preceding 5 calendar years; or

iii. Less than 10% of the vote on its last submission to shareholders if
proposed three times or more previously within the preceding 5 calendar
years; and

13. Specific amount of dividends: If the proposal relates to specific amounts of cash or
stock dividends.

j. Question 10: What procedures must the company follow if it intends to exclude my proposal?

1. If the company intends to exclude a proposal from its proxy materials, it must file its
reasons with the Commission no later than 80 calendar days before it files its
definitive proxy statement and form of proxy with the Commission. The company
must simultaneously provide you With a copy of its submission. The Commission
staff may permit the company to make its SUbmission later than 80 days before the
company files its definitive proxy statement and form of proxy, If the company
demonstrates good cause for missing the deadline.

2. The company must file six paper copies of the following:

i. The proposal;

Ii. An explanation of why the company believes that it may exclude the
proposal, which should, if possible. refer to the most recent applicable
authority. such as prior Division letters issued under the rule; and

iii. A supporting opinion of counsel when such reasons are based on matters
of state or foreign law.

k. Question 11: May I submit my own statement to the Commission responding to the
company's arguments?

Yes, you may submit a response, but it is not required. You should try to submit any response
10 us, with a copy to the company. as soon as possible after the company makes its
submission. This way, the Commission staff will have time to consider fully your submission
before it issues Its response. You should submit six paper copies of your response.

Question 12: If the company includes my shareholder proposal in its proxy materials. what
information about me must it include along with the proposal itself?



1. The company's proxy statement must include your name and address, as well as the
number of the company's voting securities that you held. HOW'ever, instead of
providing that information, the company may instead include a statement that it will
provide the information to shareholders promptly upon receiving an oral or written
request.

2. The company is not responsible for the contents of your proposal or supporting
statement.

m. Question 13: What can I do if the company inctudes in its proxy statement reasons why it
believes shareholders Should not vote In favor of my proposal, and I disagree with some of its
statements?

1. The company may elect to include in its proxy statement reasons why it believes
shareholders should vote against your proposal. The company is allowed to make
arguments reflecting its own point of view. just as you may express your own point of
view in your proposal's suppotiing statement.

2. However, if you believe that the company's opposition to your proposal contains
materially false or misleading statements that may violate our anti- fraud rule, Rule
14a-9, you should promptly send to the Commission staff and the company a letter
explaining the reasons for your view. along with a copy of the company's statements
opposing your proposal. To the extent possible, your letter should include specific
factual Information demonstrating the inaccuraoy of the company's claims. Time
permitting, you may wish to try to work out your differences with the company by
yourself before contacting the Commission staff.

3. We require the company to send you a copy of its statements opposing your
proposal before it sends its proxy materials, so that you may bring to our attention
any materially false or misleading statements, under the following timeframes:

I. If our no-action response requires that you make revisions to your proposal
or supporting statement as a condition to requiring the company to include
It In its proxy materials, then the company must provide you with a copy of
its opposition statements no later than 5 calendar days after the company
receives a copy of your revised proposal; or

ii. In all other cases, the company must provide you with a copy of its
opposition statements no later than 30 calendar days before Its files
definitive copies of its proxy statement and form of proxy under Rule 14a-6.
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Vora, Sonia

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

  
Friday, October 15.20109:58 PM
Vora, Sonia
Verification letter -(BMY)
CCE00006.pdf

Dear Ms. Vora,
Please see the attached Rule 14a-8 verification of stock ownership letter.
Sincerely,
John Chevedden
cc: Kenneth Steiner

1

 *** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 *** 



DISCOUNT BROKERS

To whom it may concern:

As introdUC~     untof K'r"P1t7'C6Y S6-at4~ .
account number   . held with National Financial Services~ L. w...
as cU:~ian. DJF Discount Brokers hereby certifies that as of the date of this certification

J, 'C'l1.tl~ Sb:;aJ"1'ls and has been the beneficial owner of 1, 2.. 0 0

shares of B...Id!1 n..Xe.'. ff"i6~ (Sn y) ; having held at least two thousand dollars .
worth ofthe above mention~d securi1;Y since the following date: 1/.11~ .also having
held at least two thousand dollars worth of the above mentioned security from at least one
year prior to the date the proposal was submitted to the company.

Sincerely,

Mark Filiberto,
President
DJF Disc,owu Brokers

Poat-It:- Fax Nole 7671 Oat'I1_I<:'""_IO '!a8~~

To S () '" i ~ 1/ t) \""... Fro~~l. ... ,/"'~tJc))(' ....
CoJOllpt. Co.

Phone ,
Phone      

Fax II I,~ 1 ... "j? '1, ~Zl1 Fax'

J981 Marcu~ Avenue· Suite ell4 • take Success. NY 110-12

51(,· 318·1600 800 .69HASY IVww.dlrdiS,COlll Fax 516·3Z8·2323

 *** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 ***

 *** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 *** 
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Vora, Sonia

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Dear Ms. Vora)
Please see the
Sincerely)
John Chevedden

  
Saturday, November 13,201012:20 AM
Vora. Sonia
Rule 14a-8 Proposal Revision (BMY)
CCE00007.pdf

attached Rule 14a-8 Proposal Revision.

 *** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 *** 



  
     
    

Mr. James M. Cornelius
Chairman of the Board
Bristol-Myers Squibb Company (BMY)

345 Park Ave
New York NY 10154
Phone: 212 546-4000

Dear Mr, Cornelius,

I submit my attached Rule 14a-8 proposal in support of the long-term performance of our
company. My proposal is for the next annual shareholder meeting. I intend to meet Rule 14a-8
requirements including the continuous ownership of the required stock value until after the date
of the respective shareholder meeting. My submitted format, with the shareholder-supplied
emphasis, is intended to be used for defmitive proxy publication. This is my proxy for John
Chevedden andlor his designee to forward this Rule 14a-8 proposal to the company and to act on
my behalf regarding this Rule 14a-8 proposal, and/or modification of it, for the forthcoming
shareholder meeting before, during and after the forthcoming shareholder meeting. Please direct

           
            

   
to facilitate prompt and verifiable communications. Please identify this proposal as my proposal
exclusively.

This letter does not cover proposals that are not rule 14a-8 proposals. This letter does not grant
the power to vote.

Your consideration and the consideration of the Board ofDirectors is appreciated in support of
the long-term perform      eacknowledge receipt of my proposal
promptly by email to      

Si~~L_
Kenneth Steinlt'

cc: Sandra Leung
Corporate Secretary
Sonia Vora <Sonia.Vora@bms.com>
Assistant Corporate Secretary
PH: 609-897-3538
F)(: 609·897-6217

JRu;io
Date

 *** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 ***

 *** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 ***

 *** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 *** 



[BMY: Rule 14a-8 Proposal. October 6,2010, November 12,2010 RevisionJ
3* - Shareholder Action by Written Consent

RESOLVED, Shareholders hereby request that our board of directors undertake such steps as
may be necessary to permit written consent by shareholders entitled to cast the minimum number
of votes that would be necessary to authorize the action at a meeting at which all shareholders
entitled to vote thereon were present and voting (to the fullest extent permitted by law).

We gave greater than 49%-support to a 2010 proposal on this same topic. Hundreds ofmajor
companies enable shareholder action by written consent.

Taking action by written consent in lieu of a meeting is a means shareholders can use to raise
important matters outside the nonnal annual meeting cycle. A study by Harvard professor Paul
Gompers supports the coqcept that shareholder dis-empowering governance features, including
restrictions on shareholder ability to act by written consent, are significantly related to reduced
shareholder value.

The merit of this Shareholder Action by Written Consent proposal should also be considered in
the context of the need for improvement in our company's 2010 reported corporate governance
status:

The Corporate Library www.thecorporateiibraxy.com.anindependent investment research fIrm
rated our company liD" with "High Governance Risk," and "Very High Concern" in executive
pay - $18 million for James Cornelius and $10 million for Elliot Sigal. Mr. Cornelius realized
more than $8 million from the vesting ofstock in 2009 and was entitled to more than $30 million
ifhe were terminated following a change ofcontrol. Executive pay practices were not aligned
with shareholder interest.

Togo West, one ofour newest directors, was marked a "Flagged (Problem) Director" by The
Corporate Library due to his Krispy Kreme and AbilibiBowater directorships prior to both
bankruptcies. Yet Mr. West and Louis Freeh (our highest negative vote-getter) were on our key
Executive Pay and Nomination Committees. Three directors with long-tenure (Laurie Glimcher,
Leif Johansson and Lewis Campbell) were assigned to 7 of 17 seats on our key board committees
- independence concern.

Approval of75% ofshares was required to amend Article Eighth (Directors) ofau! charter.

Please encourage our board to respond positively to this proposal to enable shareholder action by
written consent - Yes on 3.*



Notes:
Kenneth Steiner,         sponsored this proposal.

Please note that the title of the proposal is pmi of the proposal.

*Number to be assigned by the company

This proposal is believed to conform with StaffLegal Bulletin No. 14B (CF), September 15,
2004 including (emphasis added):

Accordingly, going forward. we believe that it would not be appropriate for
companies to exclude supporting statement language and/or an entire proposal 1n
reliance on rule 14a-8(1)(3) in the following circumstances:

• the company objects to factual assertions because they are not supported;
• the company objects to factual assertions that, while not materially false or
misleading, may be disputed or countered;
• the company objects to factual assertions because those assertions may be
interpreted by shareholders in a manner that is unfavorable to the company, its
directors, or its officers; and/or
• the company objects to statements because they represent the opinion of the
shareholder proponent or a referenced source, but the statements are not
identified specifically as such.

We believe that it is appropriate under rule 14a-8 for companies to address
these objections in their statements ofopposition.

See also: Sun Microsystems, Inc. (July 21, 2005).
Stock wili be held until after the annual meeting and the propo        ual
meeting. Please acknowledge this proposal promptly by email     

 *** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 ***

 *** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 *** 
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\, t\ Bristol-Myers Squibb

VIA E.MAIL AND FEDERAL EXPRESS
  
     

    
  

Dear Mr. Chevedden:

Soola Vora
Assistant G'enaral Counsel & Asllistar.t Corporate SecralatY
Law Department

345 Pat!< Avenue New Yorl<, NY 10154
rel 509-897-3538 Fax 609-897-8217
sonla.vora@oms.ccm

November 23. 2010

r am writing on behalfof Bristol·Myers Squibb Company (the "Company"), which
received on November 13,2010, a stockholder proposal from KeDlleth Steiner (the "Proponent")
entitled "Shareholder Action by Written Consent" for consideration at the Company's 2011
Annual Meeting of Stockholders (the ··Revised Proposal"). The annotation indicates that the
stockholder proposal dated November 13,2010 (the "Revised Proposal"). replaces the
stockholder proposal received on October 6. 2010 (the ·'Prior Proposal").

The Revised Proposal contains certain procedural deficiencies, which Securities and
Exchange Commission ("SEC") regulations require us to bring to the Proponent's attention.
Rule 14a.8(b) under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, provides that stockholder
prop9nents must sUbmitsuffici:ntproofoftheircontinuous ownership ofatIeast $2,000 in
market valpe. or. t%, ofacompany's sharesentitled to vote on the proposal for atleast one year
as of the date the Revised Proposal was submitted. The Company's stock records do not indicate
that the Proponent is the record owner of sufficient shares to satisfY this requirement. The prior
verification letter ofproofofownership received by the Company is dated October 12.2010 and
is not as of the date of the Revised Proposal. Therefore. the Proponent has not satisfied
Rule 14a-8's ownership requirements as of the date that the Revised Proposal was submitted to
the Company.

To remedy this defect, the Proponent must submit sufficient proofof its ownership ofthe
requisite number of Company shares. As explained in Rule 14a-8(b),sufficient proofmay be in
the form of:

• a written statement from the "record" holder of the Proponent's shares (usually a
broker or a bank) verifying that, as of the date the Revised Proposal was submitted,
the Proponent continuously held the requisite number ofCompany shares for at least
one year; or

• if the Proponent has filed with the SEC a Schedule 13D, Schedule 13G. Form 3,
Form 4 or Form 5, or amendments to those documents or updated fonus, reflecting its
ownership of the requisite number of Company shares as ofor before the date on
which the one-year eligibility period begins, a copy of the schedule and/or form, and

 *** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 *** 



any subsequent amendments reporting a change in the ownership level and a written
statement that the Proponent continuously held the requisite number of Company
shares for the one·year period.

The SEC's rules require that any response to this letter be postmarked or transmitted
electronically no later than 14 calendar days from the date this letter is received. Please address
any response to me at the address listed above. Alternatively, you may tra.'1smit any response by
facsimile to me at 212-546·9966 or via e-mail atsonia.vora@bms.com.

If you have any questions with respect to the foregoing, please contact me at (609) 897
3538. For your reference, I enclose a copy ofRule 14a·8.

Sonia Vora
Assistant General Counsel &
Assistant Corporate Secretary

Enclosure

2



Rule 14a-8 •• Proposals of Security Holders

This section addresses when a company must include a shareholder's proposal in ils proxy statement and
identify the proposal in its form of proxy when Ihe company holds an annual or special meeting of
shareholders. In summary, in order to have your shareholder proposat included on a company's proxy card,
and included along with any supporting statement in its proxy slatement, you must be eligible and follow
certain procedures. Under a few specific circumstances, the company is permitted to exclude your proposal,
but only after submitting its reasons to the Commission. We structured this section in a question-and
answer format so that it is easier to understand. The references to "you' are to a shareholder seeking 10
submit the proposal.

a. Question 1: What is a proposal? A shareholder proposal is. your recommendation or
requirement that the company and/or its board of directors take action, which you intend to
present at a meeting of the company's shareholders. Your proposal should state as clearly as
possible the course of action that you believe the company should follow. If your proposal is
placed on the company's proxy card, the company must also provide in the form of proxy
means for sharehotders 10 specify by boxes a choice between approval or disapproval, or
abstention. Unless otherwise indicated, the word "proposal" as used in this section refers both
to your proposal, and to your corresponding statement in support of your proposal (if any).

b, Question 2: Who is eligible to submit a proposal, and how do I demonstrate to the company
that I am eligible?

1. In order to be eligible to submit a proposal, you must have continuously held at least
$2.000 In market value, or 1%, of the company's securities entitled to be voted on
Ihe proposal at the meeting for at least one year by the date you submit Ihe
proposal. You must continue to hold those securities through the date of the
meeting.

2. If you are the registered holder of your securities, which means that your nama
appears in the company's records as a shareholder, the company can verify your
eligibility on its own, although you will still have to provide the company with a written
statement that you intend to continue to hold the securities through the date of the
meeting of shareholders. However, if rske many shareholders you are not a
registered holder, the company likely does nol know that you are a shareholder, or
how many shares you own. In this case, at the time you submit your proposal, you
must prove your eligibility to the company In one of two ways:

i. The first way is 10 submit to the company a written statement from the
"record" holder of your securities (usually a broker or bank) verifying that, at
the time you submitted your proposal, you continuously held Ihe securities
for at least one year. You must also Include your own written statement that
you intend 10 continue to hold the securities through the date of the meeting
of shareholders; or

ii. The second way to prove ownership applies only if you halle filed a
Schedule 13D, SchedUle 13G. Form 3, Form 4, and/or Form 5, or
amendments to those documents or updated forms, reflecting your
ownership of the shares as of or before the date on which the one-year
eligibility period begins. If you have filed one of these documents wilh the
SEC. you may demonstrale your eligibility by SUbmitting to the company:

A. A copy of the schedule and/or form, and any subsequent
amendments reporting a change in your ownership lelle(;

,
1.--/



8,	 Your written statement that you continuously held the required 
number of shares for the one-year period as of the date of the 
statement; and 

C.	 Your written slatement that you intend to continue ownership of 
the shares through the date of tha company's annual or special 
meeting. 

c.	 Question 3: How many proposals may I submit: Each shareholder may submit no more than
 
one proposal to a company for a particular shareholders' meeting.
 

d.	 Question 4: How long can my proposal be? The proposal, including any accompanying
 
supporting statement, may not exceed 500 words.
 

e,	 Questfon 5: What is the deadline for submitting a proposal? 

1.	 If you are submitting your proposal for the company's annual meetlng, you can in 
most cases find the deadline in last yeae's proxy statement. However, If the company 
did not hold an annual meeting last year, or has changed the date of its meeting for 
this year more than 30 days from last year's meeting, you can usually lind the 
deadline In one of the company's quarterly reports on Form 10-0, or in shareholder 
reports of investment companlas under Rule 270.30d-1 of this chapter of the 
Investment Company Act of 1940. In order to avoid controversy, shareholders 
shOUld submit their proposals by means, including eleclronic means, that permit 
them to prove the date of delivery. 

2.	 The deadline Is calculated in the following manner if Ihe proposal Is submitted for a 
regularly scheduled annual meeting. The proposal must be received at the 
company's princlpal eXe<:utive offices not less than 120 calendar days before the 
date of the company's proxy statement released to shareholders in connection with 
the previous year's annual meeting. However, if Ihe company did not hold an annual 
meeting the previous year, or if the date of this years annual meeting has been 
changed by more than 30 days from Ihe date of the previous year's meeting, then 
the deadline is a reasonable time before the company begins to print and send its 
proxy materials. 

3,	 If you are submitting your proposal for a meeting of shareholders other than a 
regUlarly scheduled annual meeling, the deadline is a reasonable time before the 
company begins to print and send its proxy materials. 

f.	 Question 6: What if I fail to follow one of the eligibility or procedural requirements explained in 
answers to Questions 1 through 4 of this seclfon? 

1.	 The company may exclude your proposal, but only after it has notified you of the 
problem, and you have failed adequately to correct it. Within 14 calendar days of 
receiving your proposal, the company must notify you In writing of any procedural or 
eligibility deficiencies, as well as of the time frame for your response. Your response 
must be postmarked, or transmitted alectronically. no later than 14 days from Ihe 
date you received the company's notification. A company need not provide you such 
notice of a deficiency if the deficiency cannot be remedied, such as if you fail to 
submit a proposal by the company's properly determined deadline. If the company 
intends to excfude the proposal. it will later have to make a submission under Rule 
14a-8 and provide you with a copy under Question 10 below, Rule 14a-80). 

2.	 If you fall in your promise to hold the required number of securities through the date 
of the meeting of shareholders, then the company will be permitted to exclude all of 
your proposals from its proxy materials for any meeting held in the following two 
calendar years. 



g. Question 7: Who has the burden of persuading the Commission or its staff that my proposal
can be excluded? Except as otheIWise noted, the burden is on the company to demonstrate
that it is entitled to exclude a proposal.

h Question 8: Must I appear personally at the shareholders' meeting to present the proposal?

1. Either you, or your representative who is qualified under state law to present the
proposal on your behalf, must attend the meeting to present the proposal. Whether
you attend the meeting yourself or send a qualified representative to the meeting in
your place. you shOUld make sure that you, or your representative, follow the proper
state law procedures for attending the meeting and/or presenting your proposal.

2. If the company holds it shareholder meeting in whole or in part via electronic media,
and the company permits you or your representative to present your proposal via
such media, then you may appear through electronic media rather than traveling to
the meeting to appear In person.

3. If you or your qualified representative fail to appear and present the proposal,
without good cause, the company will be permitted to exclude all of your proposals
from its proxy materiels for any meetings held in the following two calendar years.

i. Question 9: If I have complied with the procedural requirements, on what other bases maya
company rely to exclude my proposal?

1. Improper under state law: If the proposal is not a proper subject for action by
shareholders under the laws of the jurisdiction of the company's organization;

Note to paragraph (1)(1)

DependIng on the subject matter, some proposals are not considered proper under
state law if they would be binding on the company if approved by shareholders. In
our experience, most proposals that are cast as recommendations or requests that
the board of directors take specified action are proper under state law. Accordingly,
we will assume that a proposal drafted as a recommendation or suggestion is proper
unless the company demonstrates otherwise.

2. Violation of law: If the proposal WOUld, jf implemented, cause the company to violate
any state, federal, or foreign law to which it is SUbject:

Note to paragraph (1)(2)

Note to paragraph (i)(2): We will not apply this basis for exclusion to permit exclusion
of a proposal on grounds that it would violate foreign law if compliance with the
foreign lew would result in a violation of any state or federal law.



3. Violation of proxy rules: If the proposal or supporting statement is contrary to any of
the Commission's proxy rules, including Rule 14a·9, which prohibits materially false
or miSleading statements in proxy soliciting materials;

4. Personal grievance; special interest: If the proposal relates to the redress of a
personal ciaim or grievance against the company or any other person, or if it is
designed to result In a benefit to you, or to further a personal interest. which is not
shared by the other shareholders at large;

5. Relevance: If the proposal relates to operations which account for less than 5
percent of the company's total assets at the end of its most recent fiscal year, and
for less than 5 percent of its net earnings and gross sales for its most recent flscal
year. and is not otherwise significantly related to the company's business;

6. Absence of power/authority: If the company would lack the pO'ller or authority to
implement the proposal;

7. Management functions: If the proposal deals with a matter relating to the company's
ordinary business operations;

8. Relates to election: If the proposal relates to a nominalion or an election for
membership on the company's board of directors or analogous governing body or a
procedure for such nominalion or election;

Note to paragraph (i)(8)

Note to paragraph (1)(8): The follOWing amended language was approved by the
SEC. but stayed pending outcome of litigation:

8. Director elections: If the proposal:

(i) Would disqualify a nominee who is slanding for alactlon;

(ii) Would remove a director from office before his or her term expired;

(ii~ Questions the competence. business judgment. or character of one or more
nominees or directors;

(iv) Seeks to include a specific individual in the company's proxy ma1erials for
election to the board of directors; or

(v) Otherwise could affect lhe outcome of the upcoming election of directors.

9. Conflicts with company's proposal: If the proposal directly conflicts with one of the
company's own proposals 10 be submitted to shareholders at the same meeting.

Note to paragraph (1)(9)

Note to paragraph (i)(9): A company's submission to the Commission under this
section shOUld specify the points of conflict with the company's proposal.



10.	 Substantially implemented: If the company has already substantially implemented 
the proposal: 

11.	 Duplication: If the proposal substantially duplicates another proposal previously 
submitted to the company by another proponent that will be included in the 
company's proxy materials for the same meeting; 

12.	 Resubmissions: If the proposal deals with substantially the same subject matter as 
another proposal or proposals that has or have been previously included in the 
company's proxy materials within the preceding 5 calendar years, a company may 
exclude it from its proxy materials for any meeting held within 3 calendar years of the 
last time it was included if the proposal received: 

i. Less than 3% of the vote if proposed once within the preceding 5 calendar 
years; 

ii. Less than 6% of the vote on its last submission to shareholders if proposed 
twice preViously within the preceding 5 calendar years; or 

iii. Less than 10% of the vote on its last submission to shareholders if 
proposed three times or more previously within the preceding 5 calendar 
years; and 

13.	 Specific amount of dividends: If the proposal relates to specific amounts of cash or 
stock dividends. 

j.	 Question 10: What procedures must the company follow if it intends to exclude my proposal? 

1.	 If the company intends to exclUde a proposal from its proxy materials, it must file its 
reasons with the Commission no later than 80 calendar days before it files its 
definitive proxy statement and form of proxy with the Commission. The company 
must simultaneously provide you with a copy of its submission. The Commission 
staff may permi! the company to make its submission later than 80 days before the 
company files its definitive proxy statement and form of proxy, if the company 
demonstrates good cause for missing the deadline. 

2.	 The company must file six paper caples oftha following: 

i.	 The proposal; 

ii.	 An explanation of why the company beHeves that it may exclude the 
proposal, which should, if possible, refer to the most recent applicable 
authority, such as prior Division letters issued under the rule; and 

iiI.	 A suppor1ing opinion of counsel when such reasons are based on matters 
of state or foreign law. 

k.	 Question 11: May I submit my own statement to the Commission responding to the 
company's arguments? 

Yes, you may submit a response, but it is not required. You should try to submit any response 
to us, with a copy to the company, as soon as possible after the company makes its 
submission. This way, the Commission staff will have time to consider fully your submission 
before It issues its response. You should submit six paper copies of your response. 

I.	 Question 12: If the comp~ny includes my shareholder proposal in its proxy materials, what 
information about me must it include along with the proposal itself? 



1.	 The company's proxy statement must Include your name and address, as well as lhe 
number of the company's voting securities that you hold. However, instead of 
providing that information, the company may instead include a statement tnat it win 
provide the information to sharenolders promptly upon receiving an oral or written 
request. 

2.	 The company is not responsible for the contents of your proposal or supporting 
statement. 

m.	 Question 13: What can I do if the company includes in Its proxy statemant reasons why it 
believes shareholders should not vote in favor of my proposal, and I disagree with some of its 
statements? 

1.	 The company may elect to include in Its proxy statement reasons why it believes 
shareholders should vote against your proposal. The company is allowed to make 
arguments reflecting its own point of view, just as you may express your own point of 
view in your proposal's supporting statement. 

2.	 However, if you believe that the company's opposition to your proposal contains 
materially false or misleading statements that may violate our anti- fraud ruie, Rule 
14a-9, you snoutd promptly send to the Commission staff and the company a letter 
explaining the reasons for your view, along with a copy of the company's statements 
opposing your proposal. To the extent possible, your letter should include specific 
factual information demonstratlng the inaccuracy of the company's claims. Time 
permitting, you may wish to try to work out your differences with the company by 
yourself before contacting Ihe Commission slaff. 

3.	 We require the company to send you a copy of its statements opposing your 
proposal before it sends its proxy materials, so that you may bring to our attention 
any materially false or misleading statements, under the following Umeframes: 

i. If our no-action response requires that you make revisions to your proposal 
or supporting statement as a condition to requiring the company to Include 
it in its proxy materials, then the company must provide you with a copy of 
its opposition statements no later than 5 calendar days after the company 
receives a copy of your revised proposal; or 

ii. In all other cases, the company must prOVide you with a copy of its 
opposition statements no later than 30 calendar days before [ts files 
definitive copies of its proxy statement and form of proxy under RUle 14a-8. 
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Vora, Sonia

From:
Sent:
To:
SUbject:

  
Tuesday. December 07,20101:01 AM
Vora. Sonia
One Rule 14a-8 Proposal and Two Proposals Claimed byCDmpany (BMY)

Dear Ms. Vora, The "enclosure" with the company November 23, 20UHetter is not consistent with
the letter. The enclosure of Rule 14a-8 - Proposals of Security HoldeI!refers to making a
"revision." However the enclosure does not state that such a revision amstitutes two proposals.
Will the company withdraw the enclosure in order to have a clear andamsistent November 23,
2010 letter.
Sincerely,
John Chevedden
cc: Kenneth Steiner

 *** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 *** 
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From: Vora, Sonia
sen   sday, December 08, 2010 7:26 PM
To:  
Subject: RE: One Rule 14a-8 Proposal and Two Proposals Claimed by Company (BMY) ,

Dear Mr. Chevedden,

I see no reason to withdraw a copy of the 14a-8 rules that I enclosed with my letter.

This reminds you that your 14-day period to provide proof of ownership expires today.

Regards,
Sonia Vora
Assistant General Counsel & Assistant Corporate Secretary
Bristol-Myers Squibb Company ,
(609) 897-3538

 *** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 *** 
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From:   
Sent: Wednesday, December 08,2010 11:20 PM
To: Vora, Sonia
SUbject: One Rule 14a-8 Proposal and Two Broker Letters Demanded by Company (BMY) 1

Dear Ms. Vora, Thank you for your response. However it does not provide any
clarification to the conflicted company position in its demand for two broker
letters for one proposal. The company has already accepted the proponent's
broker letter and his commitment to continue to own the required stock through
the 2011 annual meeting.

The company attached rule l4a-8 to the company demand letter. Rule 14a-8
refers to a proposal revision without any requirement for an additional broker
letter. However the company has not provided any clarification to support its
unsupported position such as a citation in a Staff Legal Bulletin in regard to
rule 14a-8 proposals. Staff Legal Bulletins make a number of references to rule
l4a-8 proposal revisions, yet the company has not provided one example of a
corresponding requirement to produce an additional broker letter "as of the date
that the Revised Proposal was submitted to the Company."
Sincerely,
John Chevedden
cc: Kenneth Steiner

 *** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 *** 
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DIScbuNT BROKERS .

r~ tJJ.1 UJ.

To wnom it may concem:

As Inttodtwno hM1cH ih~ 1M AeN:\lW of K"t!'P'Jatt/4 S~~ J

account l\\IO\'5aSMA & OMS Memorandum M..Q7-166td with National PiIlancial Servieos~ L.'-'.-
as DiP oiScount Brokers beMby certifies thatas of the dato ofthis certification
~~~~~~~~~Z'rrs and has been the beneficial owner of 7QO
shares of ...... ........1 ~. • having heldat least two thousand dollars
worth otthc above mentio=dsccurity sinco tho followins date: Wt[IJI . also having
ha1d at least two thousand dollars worth ofche abovo tUeD1ioncd~ from at leaat one
year prior to the date the proposal was submitted to tho company.

\
i

• Sincerely,

Matk fUiberto,
President
DIF DiscDunt Brok.crs

hr.:::~--~'""':"'"--~-+':'::~ A & OMS Memorandum M·O ·16 •••

1lI(·~1f1- '1 lY.. etlf 'f0

1981 ~cu.s Avenue • Sull.c ell4 • lake Su<c::es.s. NY 11012

SHdl/H600 aOO·6'J./!i\SY www.dlrdl$.col1.l file SI6·J28·2J2J



lEl/15/2616 -r6~&OMS Memorandum M-07·16 ••• PAGE ellen

DISCOUNT BROKERS

To whom it may concern:

As introducing broker for the acoount of K't'J1tJ't!'tY S&(/"f..L.-.L .
account number • held with National Financial Servioe:s ColiF L. L-L_
as cu:to9ian, DJF Discount Brokers hereby certifies that as of the date of this certifJ.C3.Uon

L<J:nn r:t:n Sba~lTs And hI:Is been the beneficiat owner of ;;2. Offl)

shares of AW'/e.-/~~ ere.....S\ ('Q. (II-"~1;having held at least two thousand dollars
worth of the above mentioned security llince the following date: <J/1.l/. 1.c-. also having
held at least two thousand dollars worth of the above mentioned security from at least one
year prior to the date the proposal was submltted to the company.

..
"

Sincer~ly.

07-16 •••

Post-it- Fax Note 7671 o.otaI' -I';' I "IJa8~a" .-
T~.:.. l Sc(".,., of 7 From7 .. "'"' L t-, c V f .I it '"
COJOQl)t. Co.

Phono /I f"'l=~~~ & OMS Memorandum M-

f'''''''lot? ~~'«(). 013) Full ,

Mark Filiberto,
President
DJF Disc.ount Brokers

1!iS1 MarC\l~ Avenue· Sulle Cll4 • Lake Success, NY 1t042

)fit· H8·Z600 300· 695· EASY www.djrdiS.COIl1 Fat 516·325.2J23



1E.1I15/2al a ·'.tftlSleA &OMS Memorandum M-07-16 ... PAGE 131/61

~nL
DISCOUNT BROKERS

Date: /r}. () c,J~ q..(j/O

To whom it may concern;

As illttoducinp; broke{ for the accoWlt of K'l!J/J17't!'f;t1 S¢r/t't.,L.--L .
accountn~MA & OMS Memorandum M-OJ-heJd-with National Financial Services e-p;- L c...<
as cust ian. Dip Discount a'rakers hereby certifies tlult as of the date of tbis certification
~~~q.fJ~~~~(.Q.!.J",~vrs an1has been the beneficial owner of II/) 1
shares of ,::,-'1 ... c, ...........i~ '",.1 .r:..v~havingheld at least two thousand dollars
worth oftile above mentioned security since the following date: f Irq/a 6 • also having

I J
held at lea3t two thOUSAnd dollars worth of the above mentioned secunty from at least one
year prior to the date The proposal was submitted to the company.

Sincerely,

Mark Filiberto.
President
DJF Discount Brokers

7671Post·1t" Fax Note

lSMA & OMS Memorandum M-07-16 •••
hF'.:'::ax:":'#-'-O-::~~--f>~1:::-'-:---t-o-,---.+'F""'"iIll""""# .--_.-

1981 Marcu~ Avenue. $ulle ell'! • lake Success, NY 11042

)1(,·JZ3-!600 800·695·F.ASY www.dlrdls,COR1 FaxSI6·n8-2323
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DISCOUNT BROKERS

Date: AA () elf?l';t!ft "01 ()

To whom it may conccm:

Aa introducin£ broke: for tht.l account of' ~11!l'rl4 S~ .
accountml~MA & OMB Memorandum M-oihetd'with National F"mancial Services~ (...L<-

as DJF DiSCOUDl Brokers hereby certifies that as of the date oflhis een1fica.tion
___.K..~lf:!.~~~rp!:LVfs and bas been the beaeficial owner of / tJ()O
$hares of L.c" ~"< ~"Jcl &T; bavins h6ld at least two thousmd dollars
worth oftlta above mentioned acourio/ siDco~ foUowio,g date; :L/r/9Q .also having
held at least two thousand dollarsworth ottb.o abovo mentioned sec;unty ftom at least0=
year prior to the data thsproposal was submitted to the company.

t-t/J1t'tA.V~
Made FiUbertO,
President
DJF DisCDUDt BOOkeD

7671 Dam

A & OMS Memorandum M 7·16'"
~-:::---=-----:=---h~-

1981 Mucus AIICJ\uc • Suite C/l1 • Lake Succc.s.s. NY 11012

SI6·mS·l600 800·6~H:ASY www.dlrdls.com f.dI6·J28-2lZJ



DISCOUNT BROKERS

Date: Lei (!) c..7o~1l ~Ol 0

To whom it may concern:

As introduc~ broker for the account of K't!11t7 reM S &{I'l.kL ,
account numbaI'l.§MA & OMS Memorandum M-07-tmld'with National Financial Services~ t-L<--
as custo4~an. DJF Discount Brokers hereby certifies that as of the date ofthis certification

IC~J?i1 ~W Sbtt )'/is and has been the beneficial owner of S- 1 t> -0
shares of It1C 0 < II-\c . ( Itll ) ;having held at least two thousand dollars
worth ofthe above mentioned secUrity since the following date: 3//W ~ .also having
held at least two thousand dollars worth of the above mentioned security from at least one
year. prior to the date the proposal was submitted to the company.

Sincerely,

Mark Filiberto,
President
DJF Disc.ount Brokers

~-::--__~_-:=-~_f::p:-ho~n\l_.t FISMA & OMS Memorandum M-O?-16
Fax#1,..I2-,OSC.-Z'KD Fax It

......_._-------------

1981 Marcu~ Avenue • Suitt: CI H • Lake Success. NY 110'12

5IG'328-2600 800·69S·EASY IVww.dlfdIS.coll1 Fax 5'16·328·2323
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To whom It may concem:

.
j

PQ~FaxNot9

A & OMS Memorandum M-07-16 '"
t=~~~--::-:-~~=-+.::=::;---

MaIk Filiborto. .
PIesident
OJP])~ Dl'okera

.
~----:--------------------

I· '.

. ..
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DISCOUNT BROKERS 

Date: ),'1 S<p-J.oI() 

To whom it may concern: 

As introducinR broker for the account of MI);d.a1 St.:r1IJ1VC • 
account number_ ..----JI held with National Financial Services ~ (.../....(..... 
as custodian, DJF Discount Brokers hereby certifies that as of the date of thi~ certification 
U.!JIII qm S4e,n-eC is and has been the beneficial owner of '1100 
shares ~f m(; 6t/l.W- til l. k &> Mt,.; having held at least two thousand dollars 
worth ofthe above mentioned security since the following date: I t!,., Ie 7 •also having 
held at least two thousand dolJa:rs worth oCthe above mentioned security from at least one 
year prior to the date the proposal was submitted to the company. 

\ 
't 

Sincerely, 

Mark Filiberto. 
President 
DJF Discount Brokers 

1931 Marcus Avenue. Suite CII'! • lake Success. NY [10'12
 

516 ·323·2600 800·695 EASY www.dlrdls.c0l11 Fa, SH)-J23·212J
 



DISCOUNT BROKERS
 

Date: 2. Y.. ~t dOlO 

To whom it may concern: 

As introducing broker for the account of tAl i \ l ~ Cc fY\ Sbet,vt'" , 
accountnumbel?MA & OMS Memorandum M-07-,1aeld with National Financial Services ~ (...L<..
as custodian. DJF Discount BroIcers hereby certifies that as of the date offuis certification 
(il ,1/ (am Si-.eIrt4/" is and has been the beneficial owner of.3Jo c.J
 

shares of A-I C:I c.. \ '" c... ; having held at least two thousand dollars
 
worth of the above mentioned security since the following date:~also having
 
held at least two thousand dollars worth of the above mentioned security from at least one
 
year prior to the date the proposal was submitted to the company.
 

'. 

Sincerely, 

~tktL~~ 
Mark Filiberto, 
President 
DJF Disc.ount Brokers 

1981 Marcus Avenue 0 Suite CII4 • Lake Success, NY fl042 

516, 328-2600 800 ,695.EASY www.dJfdls.com Fax $16·328-2323 

'\ 



DISCOUNT BROKERS

07·16'"

- l. '>~( t.---

p.ost-ir Fax Note 7671 Dale ,.t i' • (l) Ip~8k'"

To.:J.y;l;. i-- ..... d From;-" ~'" eke. 1/<:) At"
Co./Depl. Co.

Phone # ?~~~A & OMS Memorandum M-

Fax It (,1J"11tJ ,. 2 S')I) Fax II -,Mark Fih'berto.
President
DJF Discount Brokers

Sincerely.

~.tcV~

1981 Marcus Avenue. Suite C1I4 • Lake Success. NY .11042
516-328-2600 80Q·69S-EASY www.dJfdl5.com FaKSI6'328-2323
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-dL
O'ScbUNT BROKERS

PAGE ellBl

To whom itmay concc:m:

A. i.ntrod'ucfn4.bro.bt tor die JU!etlUl1t of /L~nl1~ ·Sc6c"'/H'!:'r .
aCCOUDt~A & OMS Memorandum M.O}I.IIiIJdWitb Natianall"tnaacial ServiocI Corp.

.U~l>JP~t1IJtBrobu~ cerd&s bit81 oftbo date of this cc:rtitication
I<.:t:/?It(M J'LY1frt'I"""' i:J and baa bNr& the beDaficial owner of2.6e a

aha:te$ ofAI4tWfk,it.YJ!f.6 ; .bavina held at.. two thowBoddoUan
worth oftbo&bow IllaIdiouod ceuily sIaco tile tbUowiba dam: 7411/~'.I •Uso baviug
held lit leat two 1lIouauld doJlars wonh oftbo above meDiiooed lccurlty from at least ouc
year prior to 1hcd~ the propoaal was wbmitted to d1e oompany.

Man: F"llibcrto,
PIeSIdeo.t
OW D1scoWIt Brokers

PnoM if ••• ~.l&OMS Memorandum M 07·16

lIll'U'L" 1'$1.- 1''fr"" IX'

1.98' Marcus Avenue" SuIte CU... ut. Succeu. NY,/<H2
Sr6·.u&·:l600 aOO'6'S'EASV www.dlrdls.tDlJIf.uS/6·324·2323



6·"

-'ilL
DISCOUNT BROKERS

Date~;13 tlpc:L-;;-cJt cJ

To whom it may concern:

As introduciI..l8 ~roker for tl;l~ llC90unt of ;L'trl /1 t' t:1?' Sk N r,
account number , , held with National Fuumcial Services Corp.
as ~todian, DJF DisCount Brokers hereby certifies that as ofthe date oCthis certification
/L'((7J1~t1I rtt'/IU'/" is and has been the beneficial owner of I at:') v

shares of t1 e../ Il'lal'/+e- fi,tJd.c t:!q ; having held at least two ~opsand dollars
worth oCtile above mentioned security since the following date: '5"t7fr>:? also having
held at least two thousand dollars worth ofthc above mentioned seeunty from at least one
year prior to the date the proposal was submitted to the company_

Sincerely,

"-t11~J<. ~~N~
Mark Filiberto,
.President
DJF Discount Brokers

Post-It'" Fax Note 7671 Date If _n -I bl/aSts..
To J:~.~4;( - Fro~<) ""... (, '" t. ,,(.J A. ""...,;" '" \\

Co.JDept. Co.

Pl\ooe' --- FISMA &OMS Memorandum M,07,1

Fax I L( Itt{".,. z. 'f '1 - 32.<. .>'f'ax If I
.. -.- _..__ .,.._ _-_ _._,,--

1981 Marcus Avenue. Suite CII4 • Lake: Success. NY 11042
516'323·2600 800·695·EASY www.dlfdls.com Fax 516'328·2323
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DISCOUNT BROKERS

To whom it may conccm: ,

As introducinRbrolcer Cordle aceount of /-UI1A4?::t< S~N'/
account~A &OMS Memorandum M-07-}he1tl with National Fin.ancia1 Se.rv~es Corp.
as cu;todian, DJFD~unt Brokers hereby certifies that as ofthe date of1his certification

{LJn nd:!' ·f~ is and bas been the beneficial ownor of "3 '7tl U
. sbtlre50f Silt1~~ C-%:t ;having held at least;Z thousand dollars
wortf1 ofthe above mentioned security since:: the foUowing date;Jh 11.9' , also having
held at least two thousand donars worth ofthe above mentioned security from at least one
year prior to the date the proposal was submitted to the company.

Sincerely,

-16 •••

Post·it'" Fax Note 7671 ();,.lQ '{ • l..> - I l,} Ip~1e'"
TOa t.:-' Froor. '" '" Cf.,..r:.."d J~"'~'I _'1 ~ ~
CoJOept J Co.

Phon4I1. ..~~A & OMS Memorandum M.~ 7.

iFlIX., Y £)·.'fl~-'5" 1..'1 ~ Faxil

C-wt~Q/~
:M.ark Filiberto,
President
DJF Discount Brokers

1981 Marcus Avenue. Svlte CII4 • lak.e Su"ess. NY !1042

516·JZS·l6(l() 300'6'5-!!A$Y \IIww.dlfdl$.com f2( 516,3215-2313



DISCOUNT BROKERS

To whom it may concern:

Asintrodl1rnnahM~fnt'thAIlI"COuntof WI/ta*,," S{Y!()tJ!Y" ,
account~A &OMB Memorandum M-O?-1~ne1d with National Financial Services Corp.
as custod,i DJF QiS90unt Brokers hereby certi:ties that as ofthe date oftbis certification

()..JIIJ ; tuv1 ~+e,~",- is and has been the beneficial owner of ::z) CJ 0
sharesof.s· nc.,.. •having held at least two thousand dollars
worth ofthe above mentioned security since the following date: IJ../J..¥O6'. also ha'ving
held at least two thousand dollars worth of the above mentioned security :from at least one
year prior to the date the proposal was submitted to the company.

Mark Filiberto.
President
DJF Discount Brokers

Post-ir' Fax Nota 7671 Date I-I"J --I t> I~res"

TOCV';~+;hol( Q~l't %.~ tet. From~ '" '" C/" e. ueJ Jto"
CoJDept. Co_

Ph008# ...~A & OMB Memorandum M-O

Fax'5" 0'6'10':>' ~o 11 Fax'

1981 Marcus Avenue • Suite ell4 • Lake Success. NY 11042

516·328·2600 800·69S·EA$Y www.djfdis.com Fax 510,328-2323

16 aaa



DISCOUNT BROKERS

Date: Z. 3> No'; 2.-00'1

To whom it may concern:

As introducin{t broker for the .account of K -er'\ r'l cth 5i::;-ei JIl-o("'
acCOWlt nQmbelMA &OMS Memorandum M-ol-held''With National Financial Services Corp.
as c~an. OW Dis~}IJlt Brokers hereby ctrtifies that as of lhe date of this certification

I£.::a:l. t)-<r:b Y(;J.tII1-1'f'is and hns been the beneficial owner of '-10 () 0
shares of Lr7.. "a;t>"{"$ It" c.. ; having held at least two thousand dollars
worth of the above mentiolled security since the following date: S'"It tip 3 • also having
held at least two thousand dollan worth orllle above mentioned security from at least one
year prior to the date the proposal was submitted to the company.

Sincerely,

'-1v1c>-t1l ~&~4
Mark: FiUberto.
President
OJF Discount Brokers

Post-it' Fax Note 7671 °r:~? ') -0"1 I~~
TO{ I O'v.."+.,.J...,, I N"..J... FIOla- (..JI"").. t..,.. ,(..u ..~ ~"
Co.lDept CQ.

Phone' Phono
••• FISMA & OMS Memo

Fax ''J. ~ 1- ~'.r-7l'S-1 Fax' -, randum M-07-16 •••

~... ... .- ... - .... -

1981 Marcus Avenue· Sullc l..:IH • lak.e Success. NY 11042

$16· 323·2600 gOO· 69S·EASY www.dlrdls.com F,I( 516 J28-2321

- _. - ._'.. .. .. -



DISCOUNT BROKERS
j

Date: /3tJptl W d9

Sincerely,

Mark Filiberto.
President
DJF Discount Brokers

1981 Marcus Avenue • Suite ell4 • Lake Success. NY 11042

516·328·2600 300· 69S·EA5Y www.djfdis.com Fax 516'323-2323



!
Date 11-/1"0 1J:.:....Postrn- Fax Note 7671

, To ';J/Is ~jI h 5#1(-(. From .fi ", -. Cl.v.. ",~.J It ...
Co~P\- Co.

PtlonIt I ~~MA & OMS Memorandum M-O?·

Fax~ lIfol .. "'l.1'f -1'L~'1 Fax.

: !

~L
DISCOUNT BROKERS

To whom it may concern:
i

As introd~ing bICker for the accJunt of WI!barn SC'C'tll oe/l..
accowtt number__ __ . 1•held with National Financial Services Corp.
as custodian, DJF Discount Brokers herel>y certifies that as of the date ofthis certification
W, I/Ja~ .~ is and has been the beneficial owner of I eo 0

shares of;;;"= apr G,: ; having held at least two thousand doUars
worth ofthe above mentioned security sU)ce the following dale: U/ 3Q} ph also having
held at least two thousand dollars worth of the above mentioned ~miiY &om at least one
year prior to the date the proposal was su~tted to the company.

Sincerely,

C11I!~/(~
Mark Filiberto,
President
DJP Discount Brokers

1?81 Marcus Avenue • Suite CIl4 • lake Success. NY 11042

516,32&-2600 80Q·69S·WV www.dlfdlS.com Fax S/6·12g...232J

16 ...



DISCOUNT BROKERS

To whom it may concern:

As introducinl! broker for the acr.cmnl of J.<e nne"tk1 S -beL JI1~;:
accOWlt numoell.SMA & OM_~ ~en:~ra~~u_~~71\~fa·with National Financial Services Corp.
as custodian. DJF Discount Brokers hereby certi fies that as ofthe date of this certification
l<efl}n5~ Step1.~ is and has been the beneficial owner of 000

shares efl{ klo 5 \en~M Co.; having held at least two thousand dollars
worth of the above mentioned security since the following date: b!J ~tqlJ ' also having
held at least two thousand dollars worth of the above mentioned se~ty from at least one
year prior to the date the proposal was submitted to the company.

Sincerely,

Mark Filiberto,
President
DJF Discount Brokers

1981 Marcus Avcnue • Suite ell4 • I.:Ike Success. NY 11042

516·328·2600 80Q·69H:.A.SY wW\\,.dlfdls.com Fax SI6'328-232J



DISCOU NT BROKERS

Date: I~ tJOJ 01-

To whom it may concern:

As introducinlZ broker for the account of t2. 'Rnaftn St.-e11-1'
account nurnbef' FISMA&OMB Memoranaum M.Q7·1S"· ,held with National Financial Services Corp.
as c~fan. DJF Discount Brokers hereby certifies that as of the date of this certification

!£fan (t::f1 5f;xlH~r is and has been the beneficial owner of flo 't
shares of Vecruuv C,0141tJt1IC@U ; having held at least two thousand dollars
worth of the above mentioned security since the following date: IQ A'f6; Oc?, also having
held at least two thousand dollars worth of the above mentioned secun from at least one
year prior to the date the proposal was submitted to the company.

Sincerely,

'-1nCttAV~
Mark Filiberto,
President
DJF Discount Brokers

1931 Marcus Avenue: • Suite CII4 • lake Success. NY 1l04Z

51(>"323·2600 800·6?5·EASY www.dlrdls.com fax SI6·J2g·ZJZJ

CFOCC-00040771
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Muriel Siebert & Co., Inc., AcqUIres Ketau f\.CCOWll::i VL UJL' .LJl.,"'V....... ~.v.w.-b-'__ •. __ '"

October 13,201010:03 AM Eastem TIme

Muriel Siebert & Co., Inc., Acquires Retail Accounts of DJF Discount Brokerage, a Division
of R&RPlanning Group ltd.

Sixth Acquisition Is In Line with Continuing Strategy of Selective Expansion

NEW YORK-@USINESS WIRE)-MurieISiebert & Co., Inc., a wholly-owned subsidiary of Siebert FinancialCorp.
(NASDAQ:SIEB); today announced the acquisition of the retail brokerage accounts of the DJF Discount Brokerage Division of
Lake Success, NY-based R&R Planning Group, Ltd. Terms of the acquisition were not disclc>sed. The company said that a
majority of the acquired customer base is centered in the New Yorktri-state area where Siebert also has a strong presence and
is headquartered.

"This transaction furthers our core strategy of growth through acquisition of compatible
accounts,' said Ms. Siebert, president and chairwoman of Siebert. "We look forward to
welcoming these accounts to the Siebert family and providing them with excellent customer
support and service."

As customers of Siebert, 'customers of DJF Discount Brokerage will continue to receive the
same discounted commission rates on their stock and option trades and, through Siebert's
c1earingaSl'3nt,NationaIFinapciaIServicesLLC, the highest.level of accountprotection
currently avaUablein the industry.~Additiol1ally,they will have lowermargin ratesan(j free
access to an expanded independent research offering. Through the participation of Siebert's
Capital Markets Group in global equity and debt underwritings, they may also have access to
new-issue equity and debt securities.

"This transaction furthers
our core strategy of
growth through
acquisition of compatible
accounts"

R&R Planning Group, Ltd. was founded in 1992. With this transaction the firm exits the agency retail brokerage business.

Thelthmsaction marks the sixth acquisition in the past 12 years for Siebert Financial. PreViously, Siebert purchased the retail
discount brokerage accounts of Andrew Peck Associates, Inc. in Jersey City, NJ, Wall Street Discount Corp. in New York, Your
Discount Broker, Inc. of South Florida, TradeStation Securities Inc. of Boca Raton, and the Boca Raton Accounts of State
Discount Brokers.

Siebert Financial Corp. is a holding company, which conducts all its brokerage operations through its wholly-owned subsidiary,
Muriel Siebert & Co., Inc. ("Siebert'). A member of the New York Stock Exchange, Siebert was one of the first stock brokerage
firms in the U.S. to adopt a discounted commission schedule on May 1, 1975, when discounting was first permitted. Muriel
Siebert & Co., Inc., owns 49% of Siebert, Brandford, Shank & Co., LLC, which provides municipal underwriting and financial
advisory services to state and local governments across the nation for the funding of education, housing, health services,
transportation, utilities, capital facilities, redevelopment and general infrastructure projects.

Siebert is based in New York City with additional retail branches in Boca Raton, West Palm Beach, Surfside and Naples,
Florida; Beverly Hills, California; and Jersey City, New Jersey. Siebert, Brandford, Shank & Co. has offices in Anchorage,
Atlanta, Baton Rouge, Chicago, Dallas, Detroit, Fort Worth, Fort Lauderdale, Honolulu, Houston, Los Angeles, Miami, Newark,
New York, Oakland, San Antonio, San Diego, Seattle, St. Louis and Washington, D.C.

• Securities in accounts carried by National Financial Services LLC ("NFS'), a Fidelity Investments company, are protected in
accordance with the Securities Investor Protection Corporation ("SIPC") up to $500,000 (including up to $100,000 for cash
awaiting reinvestment). NFS also has arranged for coverage above these limits to the maximum level of excess SIPC
protection currently available in the brokerage industry. This excess SIPC coverage is provided by Lloyd's of London together
with Axis Specialty Europe Ltd. and Munich Reinsurance Co. Total aggregate excess SIPC coverage available through NFS's

http://www.businesswire.com/newslhomel20101013005475/en/Muriel-Siebert-Acquires-... 12/17/2010



Muriel Siebert & Co., Inc., Acquires Retail Accounts or uJr Ul::SWum .......uw.-o-, _

excess SIPC policy is $1 billion. Within NFS's excess SIPC coverage, there is no per account dollar limit on coverage of
securities, but there is a per account limit of $1.9 million on coverage of cash awaiting investment, which brings the total of
cash coverage through SIPC and excess of SIPC to $2 million for each account. Neither coverage protects against a decline in
the market value of securities, nor does either coverage extend to certain securities that are considered ineligible for coverage.
For more details on SIPC, or to request a SIPC brochure. visit ....:W.'!L~iP_c.;..cQr.g or call 1-202-371-8300.

Statements in this press release concerning the Company's business outlook or future economic performance, anticipated
profitability. revenues, expenses or other financial items. together with other statements that are not historical facts. are
"forward-looking statements' as that term is defined under the Federal Securities Laws. Forward-looking statements are subject
to risks. uncertainties and other factors which could cause actual results to differ materially from those stated in such
statements. Such risks. uncertainties and other factors include, changes in general economic and market conditions,
fluctuations in volume and prices of securities, changes and prospects for changes in interest rates and demand for brokerage
and investment banking services. increases in competition within and without the discount brokerage business through broader
service offerings or otherwise. competition from electronic discount brokerage firms offering greater discounts on commissions
than Siebert, prevalence of a flat fee environment, decline in participation in equity or municipal finance underwriting,
decreased ticket volume in the discount brokerage division, limited trading opportunities, increases in expenses, changes in net
capital or other regulatory requirements. As a result of these and other factors, Siebert may experience material fluctuations in
its operating results on a quarterly or annual basis, which could matenalfy and adversely affect its business, financial condition,
operating results, and stock price, as well as other risks detailed in the Company's filings with the Securities and Exchange
Commission. Although the Company believes that the expectations reffected in "forward-looking statements· are reasonable, it
cannot guarantee future results, levels of activity, performance or achievements. Accordingly, investors are cautioned not to
place undue reliance on any such "forward-looking statements, .. and the Company disclaims any obligation to update the
information contained herein or to publicly announce the result of any revisions to such "forward-looking statements' to reflect
future events or developments. An investment in Siebert involves various risks, including those mentioned above and those,
which are detailed from time to time in Siebert's Securities and Exchange Commission filings. Copies of the company's SEC
filings may be obtained by contacting the company or the SEC.

Contacts

Rubenstein Associates-Public Relations
Laura Hynes-Keller. 212-843-8095
!bY!1E~_!i@L\Lb§n?1§LO..cc.9m

Permalink: http://www.businesswire.com/news/home/Z0101013005475Ien/Muriel-Sieberl-Acquires-Retail-Accounls-DJF-Discounl

httn://www.husinesswire.com/newslhome/20101 013005475/en/Muriel-Siebert-Acquires-... 12/17/2010
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FINRA BrokerCheckSearch Results

Flnr=aY
FINRA BrokerCheck • Search Results

Page 1 of 1

List View.

Below is a list of all possible matches that were returned based on the search criteria you provided. Review the
information below to determine the brokerage firm or individual broker you would like to view. Select the
brokerage firm or individual broker to view the information available on BrokerCheck.

Results 1 to 1 of 1

Matched Name.&. legal Name Business Name (If Different)
FINRA

(CRD#) Status

Q.J£ DIS1;.OUNT BJ30KER.S~i'LC~ R & R PLANNING GROUP Active
(30882) LTD

http://brokercheck.finra.orglSearchlSearchResults.aspx?SearchGroup=Firm&SearchType... 1212012010




